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going in thia section, while the West
reporting booming timea, ia very hard
understand by many, but nothing is
OUR PREMIUM LIST.
Restores Health.
easier when you look at it aright. The
West
is
feeling
the
exhilaration
of
$1
50
Which One Shall we Send You?
The famous Appliance and Remedies of
wheat and oom at proportionally high
the Brie Medical Co. nowfor the first time
price. This must necessarily make good
offered on trial without expense to any
Turf, Farm & Home one year and the
honest man. Not a dollar to be paid
116 page War Atlas, or either of the fol
times and that is what onr Western
In advance. Cure Effects of Errors
lowing great prizes for only
$1.50. friends are having jast at present in
or Excesses in Old or Young. Manhood
Fully Restored. How to Enlarge and
Prof. Gleason’s Horse Book.
great abundance. While on the other
Strengthen Weak, Undeveloped Portions
New Trotting Rules for 1898.
of Body. Absolutely unfailing Home
hand we in the East have had small
Mrs. Jones’ Dairying for Profit.
Treatment. No C. O. D. or other scheme.
A plain offer by a Arm of high standing.
The New York Weekly Tribune.
crops and “few in a hill” for the last
The Business Hen, or 500 Questions Answered. two or three yeara^ which naturally
Farm and Home Mechanic (a book of 825
leaves no surplus to dispose of, hence
| pages).
One Kentucky Spring Water Hook Bolt. The we have nothing to draw from. If we
| most convenient invention ever on a harness.
can but be favored with good crops this
The Turf, Fabm & Home one year and
year our surplus will bring us a little
| the Thrice a Week New York World tor
“pin money,” but at present we must
Che Bicycle Ritter
only
$1.90.
Remember these premiums are open to all economies as best we can, pay our bills
realizes the importance of a
subscribers who pay a year in advance, either a* fast as we can, and thus help some
good digestion. He would soon
I new or old.
one else pay theirs. If every one who
have to abandon his course
without it. You who don’t
can would pay what small bills they
have this healthy exercise can
EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.
could easily settle there would be no
have the good digestion by
NCLE EZEKIEL OBEAR, assessor and
I trouble at all, but the pinch is brought
using the true “L. F.” At=
tax collector, Beverly, Mass., who has
The universal topios of discussion now about by those who can pay remaining
•wood’s Bitters. 35 cents.
passed the 80th life mile stone, says:
seem to be that of the Spanish War and entirely indifferent to their obligations "Dr. Miles’ Restorative’Nervine has done a
AVOID IMITATIONS.
hard times. We have already warned thus throwing a greater hardship upon great deal of good. I suffered for years from
our readers several times of the evil re those who are dependent upon daily sleeplessness and nervous heart trouble.
Would feel weary and used up in the morn
sults attending too close application to receipts for even the necessities of life.
ing, had no ambition and my work seemed a
. the discussion of the war irsues, but we
burden. A friend recommended Dr. Miles’
REMOVAL NOTICE. | believe that we have not said too much We believe that the hard times that Nervine, and I purchased a bottle under
on that subject for it is a topic that we have been so long undergoing are protest as I had tried so many remedies un
seems to be terribly overworked. We nearly at an end, as is the Spanish war. successfully, I thought it no use. But it
gave me restful sleep, a good appetite and
are aware that there are naturally at this Neither of them can continue much restored me to energetic health. It is a
THE CILKliKAIKD
time a great many interests at stake and longer. The economy that has been en- grand good medicine, and I will gladly write
a great deal of anxiety on the part of I forced upon people at large by the se anyone inquiring, full particulars of my sat
isfactory experience.”
Has removed his office to
many, but that does not help the matter V8re stress of the times has doubtless
Dr. Miles’ Remedies I
66 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, ME.,
Dr,
at all. The authorities at Washington had a good effect and has not done near are sold by all drug
He treat* all Nervous, Chronic or Special
Miles’
gists
under
a
positive
Diseaiea, Ms j and Women. Consultation are amply able to do their part and they I as much harm as we are apt to think,
free and confidential.
are undoubtedly doing it nobly and the I for when money comes easier we are apt guarantee, first bottle | Nervine
Oar laacceea is baaad upon facts. First—
benefits or money re
Practical experience. Second—Every caee is thine for us who stay at home to do is. to think that we need a great many
Restores
funded. Book on dis- |
especially studied, thus starting right., Th’rd—
' Mealth .
A very, eases of the heart and
Mat’dc;nei are prepared in our laboratory exact to “cut bait” or in other .words tend things that we really do not.
ly to suit each case, thus effecting cures without
strictly to business. While sgriculiure rich man once told the manager of his nerves free. Address, !_______________ ____
injury.
DR. MILES MEDICAL CO.. Elkhart. Ind.
Dr. Norcross hss had 25 years* experience
is receiving a good deal more attention farm to always order promptly evsfy
a specialist and is able to tail you the causes ano
than
usual
this
year
we
are
constrained
|
thing
he
needed
but
to
be
very
careful
condition of your complaint and pre ■ £<* prep
very
remedies to effect a cure. If your case ia cunt to say that the average farmer in the
that he .needed it, not wanted it. There SOME GOOD BROOD MARES AND FOALS.
ble he will tell you so; if net, he will tell von, fqi
he will not undertake a case unlus cooffdent © state of Maine today is wasting his op is a world of suggestion ia this bluff old
effecting a cure.
portunity.
man’s remark. Think of it and see if it
The Effects of Marly Vice
Mr. E. E. Walker of Anson is now
O<
are among the ills and weakaer
for whioh ws
is not so.
daily expecting the foal of Jennette by
guarantees certain and positive cure.
Waterville is situated in the midst of
——O 7.
Private Blood and Skin Diseases
Prescott Jr. Jennette is a beautiful
as good an agricultural section as can be
An interview just published with Hon. imbed mare, four years old, by St.
are speedily, completely and permanently cured
found in Maine or perhaps in New EhgNervous Debility and Sexual Disorders
I. C. Libby of this city has a world of Croix. She has already demonstrated
lond. Drive in any direction from this
leld readily to skillful treatment.
cheer and encouragement to those who her ability as a road mare and now
Hydrocele, Varlcos Veins, Varlcocle, 8trie city you may and you will see very many
tore, Piles and Humor.
evidences on every hand of a “slack have been struggling with heavy inter- Mr. Walker naturally looks to see her
pennsneatly snd snooeasluUy cared in evert twisted” condition in farming operations est accouBt« “ad scarcity of mon«y with
sow her abilities as a brood mare. We
rats.
Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
Loat that is simply surprising, and the only which to handle their affairs economical haven’t the least doubt she will t»>row a
Manhood,
wonder to us is that the average farmer ly. We quote the fhterview entire and fine foal
waakn.es or impottnev, decayed faculties,fema!,
it is well worth a careful perusal.
Tne great brood mare Molly Moulton,
weakness and all delicate aisaauot peculiar to prospers as well as he does. We heard
In an interview with Banker I. C. Lib by Black Monitor is also heavy in foal to
either sex, positively cured,
a well known agricultural writer say re
by of Waterville, who has just returned
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
Croix, and of course a fine foal is
cently at a Farmers Institute held in from NewYork and Boston, he rsmarked
All those suffering from nervous disorder
weaknesses, or any disease peculiar to the ss
Androscoggin Co., that the whole troub'e to the Journal that a great change has sure to result. Her ten months old filly,
will find here a speedy and sure relief.
;
°?er the financial world in the last Lady Klondike, by Nelson is a filly to be
Dr. Norcross has bought and fitted np, with or at least the chief trouble why farmers
not
succeed
hetter
was
because
tbev
thlrty
dayi1,
Banka
that Were
persistent
care and great expense, a Sanitarium containing did
did
not
succeed
better
was
beoause
they
in
tyjng
up every
dollar
o( tbejr
{ucdg proud of. She is of large size, a beauti
<0 rooms at Poland, Me., one-fourth mile from
railroad station, where he will receive patients used the plow so littie. We thought at for fear Spain would drop down and sub ful bay and will doubtless make her
on very liberal terms, and give them ’ he c .mforts
the time that it was a very extravagant jugate the United States seem now td bs> owner proud of her one of these days.
of home and special medical attention.
Persons suffering from Tumor or Cancel wi I statement and told him so, notwith- entirely over the panic snd are as She js owned by W. H. Moulton of
do well tooonsult the doci r or vla't tola home
__n.
i.
_„i anxious to move their mouldy millions
Hundred, of case, positively cored with med
standing the faot that he is scknowl-1 int0 tbe c{,annels cf trade at a rate of Moulton Sulky fame, Hudson, Mass.
cine, without knife, oaustlo or loss of blood
Mr. Walker has a large well formed
This Sanitarium is abundantly supplied with- toe edged to he one of the best farmers in interest cut right in two from a month
urest and best mineral water in tbe United Androscoggin County. But he was pos-1 ago.
mare that looks like an ideal brood
tates.
Mr. Libby predicts a t«eming business mare of the old fashioned stock. He
Dr. Noroross will be at his office, 6S Lisboa itive that he had understated rather than
street, each day, except Sunday, from 12 to f
improvement in NewEngland, as be says
o'olock p. m. Tne balance of time at Saai.arium overstated the facts in the esse and he there will be no call for our money in the has bred her to Merry Monarch and
Poland, Me. Call on or address
went on to prove the case in a very con West. High priced wheat, cattle and oughi* to get a good foal.
sheep have given our Western neighbors
vincing manner,
all the money they need without borrow
A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY.
from us. He assures the business
66 LtsbQO Stwnt, - - - L 7 -.n.lilie He said that wherever you found ing
men who are borrowers of money that
farmer who plowed short furrows you they are on the eve of an epoch never
We want to urge upon tbe boys and
found & farmer who plowed few furrows, experienced by this generation. Money
girls who read this paper (and we are of
also a farmer who was a poor farmer in rates will be lower and more idle moiyey
than ever before. As the West the opinion that there is a goodly num
every sense of,the word. While on the, apparent
. ,
.t v j .i■ v
,
j
Will not be oorrowers as hereto . e. this ber of them) the importance of obtaining
DAY & HUDSON, Proprietors.
other hand the farms- who plowed to ow priced mon9y wll, ,8#k eMploy’mant
business education. The time was
“the river” plowed large areas and was I at home. r.
It will be so i~™
low „„
as to" .-------....
be’with when it was considered ail right for far
50 and 52 Lisbon St.,
“a good farmer” in the general accept in the reach of the farmer, the merchant
LEWISTON,
MAINE. ance of the term. We have pondered and manufacturer, which will give new mers to keep accounts with- each other,
in fact they kept any at all on the
Electrics lights. Electric Bells. Newly this man’s statements a good deal since life to the active men of Maine who most
certainly will venture into business opei- barn door, or even on the oxen’s horns,
furnished. Table unsurpassed. Spring
we heard them a year ago and have b«- ations to the great advantage of the
water served.
but all that kind of business has. passed
.come more and more convinced of the great whole.
away, and now farmers are expected to
Money
the
great
moving
power
of
the
COURSE DINNER j truth of them. We see in good farming
every day from 12 to 2 for Ladies and towns man plowing acre pieces and in world, says Mr. Libby, is coming back keep accounts as other men keep them,
from the West where it has performed and a farmer’s ledger ia as good in court
Gentlemen.
49tf.
many cases half acre pieces in one cor its mission, to enliven the State of Maine
as the ledger «f the merchant or of the
ner of a large field, when they ought td as well as other New Eng'and states
bank. The boys and girls growing up
with
its
magic
touch
Combined
with
turn over the whole field. Farming as
the enterprise and push of the east, it about ns want to keep this in mind and
When you come to Portland, stop at; the Al we have often said mnst be made a busi will make itself felt ia the development
correct bookkeeping and penmanship
dine,Free Street
ness or it never will Bucceed. For a man of our money industries.
can only be attained of competent teach
New Management, Newly Furnished, Steam I to do a little farming and expect that lit-1
ers and instructors. We have now in
Heat,Electric Servicejand ai! Mod|tIe to return him abundant results is Maud S. 2.08%, the fastest trotter to this city a first class school of instruc
ern Conveniences
sure t01,6 ^appointing for it never has high wheel sulky, is- bred exactly like tion in all these branches—the Bliss
at popular prices,
nor never will do it.
Japan 4375, that is making the season at Business College and we want to see our
$1 .OO TO $1.50 PER DAY.
-'-'0—
Phillips, Me., at the low fee of $10. See girls and hoys avail themselves of its ad

TREATMENT
FOR WEAK MEN.
TRIAL WITHOUT EXPENSE.

At Four Score.

ERIE MEDICAL

D

Dr.W.S. NORCROSS
SPECIALIST

S

I, S. NORCROSS, X. D.

ORIENTAL HOTEL

1 ry our regular

THE ALDINE.

THOS. J. CRONIN

-

Proo.

The hard times that we are now nnder-

vantages.
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AN IMPORTANT TRANSACTION.

great mare Barbilonne. Ninth is an
other three-year-old Indre mare Aigrette,
whose dam is Allixia, another noted
prize winner, and tracing to the Green
Mountain Maid of France, Modestie,
11.06 for 4 miles. Allixia was the win
ner of the blue ribbon in her class at the
World’s fair in 1893 and she won first in
collection, same show, same year. She
was foaled by the great trotting mare
Paquerette, record 7.52 for 2% miles,
and Paquerette in turn was out of old
Modestie, mentioned above. The tenth
and last is a yearling filly, whose breed
ing is as good as that of the others.

A. most Important transaction in fine
horse flesh was consummated some days
ago when M. W. Dunham, Oaklawn
Farm, Wayne, Ill., sold eight French
Coach fillies and two colts to E. M. Bar
ton, president of the Western Electric
company, Chicago, Ill., for $10,400. Mr.
Barton has a very nicely equipped farm
at Hinsdale, not far from the western
metropolis, and bought his foundation
stock at Oaklawn some years ago. The
addition he has just made to his stud
makes it one of the ohoicest of the breed
in the world. The 10 head of youngsters
A BEAUTIFUL MARE.
named below were all bred at Oaklawn
Farm, and an evener, better lot of young
Mr. Grant, the proprietor of the Manor
things never left one farm for another,
House, Frankfort, Me., is the owner of
no matter what the breed. The older of
one of the handsomest mares I have
the two oolts is Pepino, foaled 1894, by
seen this season. In color she’is a rich
Perfection, out of Tempest, by Geoffroy,
chestnut with small strip and white
a stallion Mr. 'Dunham had years ago at
stockings behind She'stands 15% hands
the head of his stud and with whom he
high and weighs 1050 pounds. She was
won the championship at the great Chi
sired by Day Dawn; dam a Knox mare.
cago show; grandam by Tigris, son of
She is clean cut, nioe Style and good
Lavater, a fast trotter, and Modestie,
gaited and should be able to go fast
record 11.06 for 4 miles; third dam,
with handling. She is a very cheerful
Fleur d’Ete, dam of Cioero, 'one of the
roadster and is a mare that would at
fastest French trotters of his time. Pep
tract attention anywhere.
ino is a beautiful dark'seal brown, with
tan muzzle and flanks, plenty of size,
NAMES CLAIMED.
true Coach type and good action. The
other colt is Romulus, a twin, foaled
I olaim the name of Leland Nelson for
April 14, 1895, and got by Indre, who my colt foaled May 30,1897; dam by Dr,
has won ohampion honors on both con Franklin.
tinents, at Paris, New York, Chicago and
I also olaim the name of Maud H. for
elsewhere. Romulus’ dam, Liberte, is my filly foaled May 4, 1898.
one of the best Fret ch Coach mares Mr.
J. M, Hilton,
Madison, May 29, 1898.
Dunham ever imported., She won first
prize at the Universal Exposition in
Paris, 1889; was awarded gold medsl of FROM PARTIES WHO HAVE USED IT
honor by the French minister of agricul
Buffalo, N. Y., May 30, 1889.
ture, competition open to mares of all Queen Ci>y
Hoof Liniment Co.,
Coach breeds; first at Montebourg, 1886;
Diamond Mfg. Co., successors.
first at Valogne, 1888 and 1889; first Gentlemen:—We have used your Oint
prize, French Breeders’ Bronze, World’s ment and Liquid on Village Farm and at
my private stables and find them to have
Columbian Exposition, 1893; second real merit, and cheerfully recommend
prize in class, same show; and she was them.
Yours tru y,
C. J. Hamlin.
again successful at the great Chicago
show held in 1897. She is a wonderful
ly well bred mare and as an individual
has few, if any, superiors. Liberte'a
filly of 1896, by Indre, a rattling goer
and promising to make a great show and
brood mare, was also included in the
sale. She is named Treasure. Among
the other fillies were Tepitaand Psquita,
STANDARD BRED,
foaled in 1896 and 1894 respectively, the
former by Indre, the latter by Perfec Sire MAMBRIN0 WILKES 228 3-4
tion, and both out of Paquerette, the
by George Wilkes Dam Deceit
dam of Mr. Barton’s great mare Pales
ful 2.341-4, by Garibaldi, he
tine, who was declared champion Coach
by Old Drew.
mare, all breeds, all ages, all sizes, at
RIVERSIDE, is as seen above a royally bred
the Chiosgo show, 1897 This mare Pa borse on both bis sire and dam’s side and his
when coupled with a standard mare are
querette is a wonderful breeder, but she produce
sure to be fast. Monaa2.26A£ out ol Highland
will, if appearances count for anything, Lass, is a good sample of the stock he produces
when thus mated. She has lapped out a horse in
be excelled by her daughters. Next a race at Beacon Park in 2.18. Kantaka out of
the dam of RIVERSIDE, has a colt by
comes the three-year-old Minerve. by Deceitful,
Kremlin with a record of 2 28K. as a two-yearIndre, out of Mimosa, the mare that won old and two more by the same horse are faster,
showing in less than 2.20 and not yet live years
sweepstakes over all French Coach mares old. Four of RIVERSIDE’S colts that he got
Vermont have been shipped to Europe at a
at the World’s Columbian Exposition, in
large figure. Ninety-five per cent, of his colts
first in her olass, same show, and first in stand 16 hands high and over, are very nice color
nearly all being either black or bay, the fashion
collection, same show, in 1893. She was able colors of to day—none are buckskin or
got by the famous French sire of trotters, sorrel.
Individually RIVERSIDE ia a very handsome
Cherbourg, winner of the Franoh trot seal brown, standing 15-3, and weighing 1150
pounds.
He carries himself with great style,
ting Derby, out of Gerance, also winner elegant action,
and Is an ideal gentleman’s road
horse
to
look
at. He took first premium over
of that race, and the dam of La France
fourteen competitors at the New England Fair
and Offenbach, good winners on French at Manchester, N. H., and at the Eastern State
trotting tracks. Not long ago, in dis Fair, 1802 he won over all others.
RIVERSIDE will make the season at my stable
cussing values of French trotters, La
at
$15 to warrant.
France Chevaline, first gave the price
paid by Mr. Dunham for Mimosa, after
M W. HEWEY,
all these years. That price was 20,000
43-8________E. BUCKSPORT, ME.
francs. Bred in the royal purple,
Mimosa has proved a rare producer for
Oaklawn, all her foals having been prize
TO THE
winners when shown. Giatina, foaled
IMPORTED
CLEVELAND
BAY STALLION,
1896, by Indre, out of Goelette, is a
brown mare, bred in the very pink of
Frenoh trotting fashion.
Indre is a
brother in blood to the Frsnch.threeyear-old stallion champion trotter, and
Goelette has in her veins nothing but
Scampston Electricity will stand Monday
trotting blood. Berence, the eighth of and
Tuesday at Chas. E. Trask’s stable North St..
Oardlner;
Wednesday at Broadaores, Riverside.
the lot, was foaled in 1896, got by Indre,
The remainder of the week at the Farmers Hotel
and out of Berinda, by Perfection, thus stable, Augusta.
combining the blood of Oaklawn’s two Please send for Illustrated circular just out.
K. P. BECK, Augusta, Me.
famous sires. Berinda was out of the 37 49

$25 GIVEN AWAY
THE OLD RELIABLE

Triumph Steel Rance

Which has always been sold at retail for $50.00. Made of the
highest grad* of steel and has 8 six-inch lids. The top cooking
surface is 30x34 inches, the oven is 12 inches high, 17 inches
wide and 21>£ inches deep, has a 15 gallon reservoir. Weight
400 lbs. . Burns wood or coal, and proven to be the best range
on the market. Will be delivered to yonr depot for $25.00
for a short time only to introduce this range
Write for Free Descriptive Pamphlet.
WM. G. WILL1RD, Manufacturer, 113 & 115 N. 2nd St.,
St. Louis, Mo.
43-8

Whitman’s Adjustable Lever Weeder.
Patentees and Mfrs., Whitman Agricultural Works, Auburn, Me.

The only Weeder having a lever to adjust inclination of the
teeth. Can be used on all crops from time seed is planted
until twelve or more inches high. No use for cultiva
tor when this Weeder is used. Warranted to give en
tire satisfaction. We prepay freight on receipt of price.

Farm Carts and Contractors
Supplies a Specialty.
For information, write or call on our N. E. Factors,

JOS. BR EC K & SONS, Corp.,
If You Want Power for
Your Shop or Factory,

Sawing Wood, Grinding, Ensi
lage Cutting or any
kind of work.

BREED YOUR HARES

Scampston
Electricity 842.

CATALOGUE SENT FREE.
Chas. J. Jager Co.,

174 High St., Boston, Mass.

HOLDEN’S
OIL POLISH.
~- - - - - - - - - -r FOR CARRIAGE TOPS AND PATENT LEATHER
OF ALL KINDS.
It is the hast DRESSING on the market.

Leather cannot crack when
this polish is used, and your
carriage top always looks
fresh and clean. Use it on
tops, dashes, saddles, and
winkers, It is waterproof
and-indispensable in every
stable.
I

PRICE, 75 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
Liberal discount to the trade.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

J, C. HOLDEN, -

Hambletonian Wilkes Stallion.

RIVERSIDE 4632.

Can be started in two min
utes. No steam, smoke, dirt,
ashes or danger.

tf

Hudson, Mass.

For sale by all first-class' Saddlery Hardware and Harness Dealers in the United States.

GREATEST

-

-

ON EARTH.

We present our new “Neverchafe” Hopples lor 1898, Nos. 15 and 16. They are
L^s^^nest
stronger, aud like their name will not ordinarily chafe the most sensitive skin.
German calf
-.t- ««■
x
connecting 1
The No. 15 is the very higuesi graue »uu uucbl
- • -anrr . re
is not so light or so linely finished. These hopples have been tested by 25 users of hopples and are
approved by every one.
,
1F
Tour Money Back if you Don’t tike Them,
Pkicb.—No. 15. Best Quality, $9.G0. No. 6, Second Quality, $7.50.
Write for our Bargain List for May.

45-52

TUTTLE & CLARK, Makers, Detroit, Mich.

Stallions for Sale.
Bay Stallion All So 2.20 1-4.
A well bred hors* with lots of fast
ones to his credit.

REDWOOD 1485.
Sire of Lamont 2.19, Grover Cleveland
2.29%, Scipio 2.30 and several other* in
the liet.
These stallions must be sold at once
and are offered at a low figure.
For further particular* address
M. T. POOLER,
Fairview Stock Farm Skowhegan, Me.

AU can see that when they get an elegantly

furnished room at the

Hotel Rexford
(ABSOLUTELY FIRE PROOF)
with steam heat, gas, hot and cold water
and all hotel conveniences, in the heart of
the city, for only

75c- a Day, $3x week?the HOTEL REXFORD, cor. Bulfinch
St. aud Bulfinch Pl., is the place for them
to stop when visiting

BOSTON.
Cut thia out for reference.

TURF, FARM > AND ’ HOME.

4

personal lstter. The horse, however, did tion of blood lines No family that has
A friend asks my asistance In having a
go lame last year in the Montana Cirouit. failed to perform or produce has con colt registered, I can’t help him. Time
and was sent home. What the difficulty tinued fashionable, and any family that was when the requirements were less in
I never exaotly knew, hut from oan perform and produce becomeg tricate and an honest mans word was good
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY was
Manse’s writing that I would probably fashionable above others in the same I helped get a good many animals
31 and 33 Lockwood St., Dunn Block,
see Stam B. at Rigby this season, I feel ratio that it performs and produces above registered hut in these days of sworn
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
confident that there is nothing now other families, no matter whether its certificates and Trotting and Pacing
E. P. MAYO, Managing Editor.
known why ho will tot he able to live origin is as obscure as that of Pilot Jr., standards I have loat interest and don’t
J. W. THOMPSOM, Associate Editor.
or Blue Bull. Registration on blood want to undertake the job. It is worse
through tbe season.
OTIS MEADER, Associate Editor.
•
•
*
•
lines
alone will never be a success in the than getting a pension, and if your stock
GEO. P. COFFIN, Associate Editor.
A correspondent asks how many colts long run from the very fact, aa above is eligible, or was a generation ago, you
GEO. H. BAILEY, V. S.
Veterinary Editor.
Wilkes 8571 has in the 2 30 list, also how stated that performance creates blood don’t know whether it is now, for a mare
lines. Commenting on the same subject that is standard and registered in a
TERMS:—$1.50 per yearjn advance, $2.00 if not many has Nelson 2 09 and Gilhreth Knox
paid strictly in advance.
146. Wilkes 8571 has, according to the “Griffin” says in Turf, Field and Farm former volume as a trotting bred animal
Enterered at the Post-Office at Waterville, Me Year Book 20 trotters and one pacer. “While deprecating performance as a and who never paced a step is trans
ai second-class mail matter.
The same authority gives Nelson 22 credential to registration in tbe stud formed into a standard bred pacer by be
WATERVILLE, Wednesday, J USE E trotters and seven pacers. I know there book of the future, it roust be admitted coming the dam of a pacer with a record
are more in the 2 30 list, hut as pacers that performances of the past can alone of 2.25 or better, and a sire, although he
with records slower than 2.25 don’t be depended upon to indicate what ani is a trotter himself with a fast record be
TO HORSEMEN.
count, several with records between mals possessed the blood to produce comes a standard bred pacer by airing
that time and 2.30 are out off, like Nel those worthy of registration.” So far I two pacers with records of 2 25 or better.
The new rule* as revised and
son Allen 2.27%, Sarah Fuller 2.29%. oan agree with Griffin, but when he adds According to this why is not George
amended by the last Turf Con
“The time has now arrived when this Wilkes, or Alcantara or any one of a
Gilhreth Knox has five trotters.
gress and under whioh races
» » » •
oan he satisfactorily determined," I do hundred other trotting sires with two
must be conducted the present
My last week’s exchanges form a veri not so readily give my approval. The pacers with records of 2 25 or better,
year, will soon appear in book
table symposium on the subject of the fact is that the time never has come in standard bred pacers?
new standard. All seem by general con this country either with men or horses
J. W. Thompson.
form and every horseman who
sent, or led by the trend of events upper when merit should not win. Had there
desires to be informed in regard
most in the minds of horsemen—to drop been any such rnle applied to the human
JUNE MEETING AT RIGBY PARK.
to turf law will want one—driv
on this as a timely subject for discussion. family in the past where would Henry
ers and trainers must have them,
I opine that the Trotting Register of the Clay, Abraham Lincoln, or Garfield or
The managers of the Maine Mile Track
others shonld.
future will only serve the useful purpose any other one of the hundreds who Association offer $6800 in purses, to be
of authenticating and preserving the starting in obscurity have made a name distributed during a four days’ meeting
We will send the Ttjbf, Fabm
pedigrees of the animals registered in history by their own abilities, and not at Rigby Park, which is scheduled to
& Home to all new subscribers
therein, and that breeders will claim by the fact that they were “bain in the open June 28 next, as will he seen by
until Jan. 1st, 1899 and a copy
and exercise greater latitude in their purple.” Just the same with all the the attractive announcement in our ad
of the new rules for one dollar.
breeding methods than they did a decade great horses that have formed the foun vertising columns.
Remember that the Tube, Fabm
or so ago. It is well and truly claimed dation stock of the past from Alexander’s
There are 17 classes, with uniform
by the Horse World that “When the new Abdallah to George Wilkes. If the Trot purses of $400 each.
Four of there
. & Home is the only paper print
ting Register of the future bars out the classes are limited to horses owned in
rules
for
standard
registration,
which
ed that contains a detailed re
were adopted last week, by the Ameri great performers of the future and re Maine, viz: a three-minute and 2 30 trot,
port of every race trotted or
can Trotting Register Association, go gards pedigree alone in registration, it also a three-minute and 2 30 pace.
paced in Maine.
into effect next November, there will be will he so much the worse for tbe Trot
The remaining 13 classes are open to
If you are already a sub
a field open for the establishment of a ting Register of the future, for when the world. Six of the 13 are for trotters
trotting stud book, in which may be men cannot learn what they want to eligible to the following classes, vizi
scriber and will pay a year’s
registered the pedigrees of the fast trot know in a certain book, they will discon 2.40, 2.30, 2.24, 2 20, 2 17 and 2 14. The
subscription in advance now, we
ters and the sires and dams of fast trot tinue to purchase that hook.
pacing classes open to the world are 2 35,
will send you the book fbee.
« » » »
ters, that will, together with their pro
2.30, 2.25, 2.19, 2.16, 2.13 and free for all.
My friend Roland in commenting on
This is certainly your time if
duce, be forever barred from the Trot
The programme is an attractive one,
ting Register. As an illustration of how my remarks regarding the new rule re both to those who race their horses and
you want this book.
quiring
licenses
for
drivers
and
familiar
the new rules will work, it may be said
those who pay their money to see inter
that were Directum 2.05% and Hulda ly known as the License Rule, and the esting contests. Local horsemen will
FACT AND FANCY.
2.08% still unregistered when the new special pleasure taken by certain writers appreciate the efforts of the managers in
in the thought that the rule is manda their behalf, and should enter their
The seasons come and go and the bell rules go into effect, they would then be
tory and that drivers, owners and track horses liberally in the events open only
ineligible,
and
shonld
the
great
pair
be
is again ringing, and the summaries of
proprietors will have to live nptoit or to horses owned in Maine.
races are making their appearance in mated and the resulting foal take a rec
take the consequences terrible though
ord
of
two
minutes,
it
would
still
have
Rigby is one of the best and safest
the papers—somewhat scattering at
they may he. “This” says “Roland,” is tracks in the world to race upon, and
preqpnt hut coming thicker and faster, to remain outside of the trotting register,
hardly a charitable—not to say fair
the managers deserve the hearty sup
and soon the season will ha in full blast. while a foal with three generations of
criticism of the turf writers referred to. port of all who race horses for pleasure
I am inolined to think from my observa standard ancestors, hut unable to trot a
tion, that the average of speed in the mile in 2.30, would be eligible. The They, as far as I have read, simply take or money.
the impregnable position that if a rule is
Entries to the above events close Mon
slow classes is, if anything, rather absurdity of the new standard will be
bad it shonld be repealed in a regular day, June 13, and should be sent to F.
higher than usual, and several additions more fully recognized when in the future
manner, and that as long as rules are in W. Huntington, secretary, P. O. Drawer
have already been made to the 2.30 list. some of the fastest trotters, bred in lines
the
hooks they should he conformed to 1663, Portland, Me.
The prospects are, that, in spite of the similar to Directum or Hulda, or when
foreign war, the horse business will be some great sire bred in lines similar to and enforced. ‘The best way to undo
those of George Wilkes, Electioneer or bad laws is to enforce them’ is an old
THE NEW ENGLAND FUTURITY.
fully np to the average of pift years,
e « » »
Delmarch shall he found so he shut out and wise maxim. It is surprising to see
No more pleasing intelligence has
My usually accurate friend, Volunteer of the book supposed to be open to the Brother Thompson clearly advising open
in writing in the llorse Review of the best represenatives of the trotting bred violation of the rules. If one rule is to come to the breeders of the country at
season’s prospects, says:
“There is horse.” In such a case as the abovev be ignored others can—and that can but large, we will venture to say, in respect
lead to disorganization and chaos. It is to the announcements of trotting asso
little hope o£ ®nr having William Penn and plenty of them will arise, it will be
better to put up with a distasteful rule ciations, than that of the New England
with us this year. Dan Cupid is the next all the worse for the American Trotting
for a season, and to repeal it in an order Breeders’ Association regarding the re
Register,
for
a
hook
that
don’t
give
in
best timber available. Stam B. Is com
ing over from California, but he is, alas, formation of horses about which people ly and regular manner, than to counsel vival of the New England Futurity.
of the ‘patched up’ class, and there is a want to know, will be of such little use anarchy. I do not know of any turf The Futurity is for foals of 1898, and is
ohance of something sensational from that it will go out of circulation. The writer who is particularly in love with guaranteed to be for net less than $7500
Oratorio if he stands up—which appears world don’t go backward, and twenty- rule 28, hut it is to the credit of even in value, $1500 of which will be contest
more than donhtful.” I don’t know five or fifty years hence there will be those writers who do not favor this rule ed by two-year-old trotters, $5000 by
what means for information regarding just a« much importance in registration that they are in favor of all the rules be three-year-old trotters, and $1000 is re
ing enforced in an orderly manner until served for pacing three-year-olds.
Stam B. Volunteer may possess, hut I as there is today; or has been at any
those that have been tried and found
time
in
the
past.
The
Horse
Review's
There ought to he a lot of Maine colts
have the information from my old friend
wanting can be repealed as the by-laws named in these stakes and doubtless
M. C. Delano, who drove him in nearly comment that, “As to the possible foal
provide.” This is all very well friend will be a good many. Entries close June
all his successful races and gave him his out of Hulda 2.08% by Directum 2.05%,
record of 2.11%, that he will be disap if it happened to develop into a 2.00 Roland, and may be good logic, but all loth and no time is to he wasted. Don’t
pointed if the horse does not trot in 2.08 trotter, the owner would not care a rap the world’s progress has been the result come around after the door is closed and
or 2.09 this season. This is the opinion whether it was eligible to registration. of defying unjust laws that those in pow say you want to get in. It will do no
of a keen judge who knows the horse If he did there is nothing to prevent his er refuse to repeal, hut instead tightened good. Full particulars and conditions
thoroughly. It is not the enthusiastic having the pedigree recorded in the non the screws tighter each year. If those are contained incur advertising columns.
who defied them failed they were rebels All entries should be addressed to C. M.
say so of one who is interested in any standard department, which would serve
and suffered the penalty, if they succeed Jewel], Secretary, Readville, Mass.
way in the horse or his winnings, for he all purposes. Nor would the non stand
ed they were patriots and entitled to the
ard
chara
iter
of
such
trotter
effect
its
don’t own a hair of his tail.or expect to
world’s applause. But I am no anarchist,
See the announcement made by the
value
in
the
least,”
is
not
a
proper
drive him this season. He has the best
of opportunities to observe however, as answer to the argument in question in and have always, by precept and example, New England Trotting Horse Breeders
Stam B. is owned in the little village of my judgment. “Ability to perform or obeyed the laws of the track so far as I Association of early closing purses for
Rockland, Cal, where Manse lives. If ‘ produce has ever taken rank above have had anj experience with it. But the meeting to be held Sept. 19-23 at
the horse was in any sense “patched up” blood lines,” adds the Horse Review. who, whether he obeys or not, can have Readville. Some most attractive purses
or “doubtful,” I am confident that he As I look at it, ability to perform and respect for laws enacted by a pocketful are there offered snd there ought to be
lots of Maine horses entered there.
would have given me a hint of it in his produce are the very essence and founda of paper proxies? Can “Roland?”
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MAINE STATE FAIR RACE ENTRIES.
The following are the entries for Maine
State Fair stake races in Lewiston in
September:—
No. 1.—Trotting Foals, 1894 and Under—
■400.

Phil Croix, ch g, H U Romer, St. Croix.
Emblem, b f, B F & F H Briggs, War
rener.
Momentum, br s. J H Phair.
Stella, ch m, W D Haley, Haley.
Josie Wilkes, ch m, W D Haley,
Wilkes.
Homane, b g, F Homans.
Elizabeth Wilkes, ch m, P H Doyen,
Wilkes.
Bertha Wilkes, b f, A Bartlett, Wilkes.
No. 2.—Pacing Foals, 1894 and Under—#400.

Frome, b f, C P Drake, Bayard Wilkes
Halo, b g, J H Lawrence, Haley.
Reno K, b g, Kremlin.
Neldora, b f, Nelson, Nelson.
Nellie Eaton, b f, (----- ) Jewmont.
Ruby, b f, J M Ridley, Johnie Wilkes
Newmarch, b s, C H Stuart, Nelson.
No. 3.—Trotting Foals, 1895, and Under—
•400.

Lord Kremlin, b s, WU Gilbert, Krem
lin.

No name, (----- ) W U Gilbert.
Northern Light, b s, Wm. Gregg,
Nelson,
Harold Wilkes, b s, M O Edwards, M
D, Wilkes.
Phebson, b s, L A Bartlett, Wilkes.
Olwil S,ba g, Mark Emery, St. Croix.
Mollie Mitchell, b f, F E Crooker.
Bessie Costrell, oh f, B F & F H Briggs,
Warrenei.
The Manxman, b s, B F & F H Briggs,
Warrener
Bright Eyes, b g, John R Greenwood,
Broomol.
Capt. Hail, b g, J W Forbes, Arvon.
Czar, b s, W D Haley, Nelson.
Banker, blk g, Geo. Woodbury, Cookoo.
Momentum, br s, J H Phair, (----- )
Maud Nelson, oh f, C H Nelson, Nel
son.
Fandiwise, br c, C H Nelson, Wilkes.
No. 4.—Pacing Foals, 189S, and
$400.

Under—

Did not fill.
Stakes For Aged Horses. No. 5.—3.50 Class,
Pacing—$400.

W F French, Fred Davis, Barnes Bros.,
N C Crawford, George Carter, A J
Libby, T H Phair, J M Ridley C H Nel
son, Andrew Chute, George H. Webster,
E. T. Monroe, William Gregg, Fred Pol
lard, J H Manter, C D Edmunds, J B
Littlefield.
No. 6 —3.S3 Class, Pacing—8409.

J H Manter, F R Brown, L H Rider,
C H Nelson, A A Littlefield, C D Ed
munds, A E Russell, E T Monroe, J J
Skillins, J M Ridley, Andrew Chute, Geo.
H Webster, William Gregg, Fred Pollard,
Fred Bennett, A J Libby, H U Romer,
Fred Davis, Barnas Bro., N C Crawford,
George W Carter, Cephas Hilton, A J
Libby W F French.
No. 7.—3.35 Class, Pacing—8400.

N R Brown, C D Edmunds, Charles F
Jose, C Hilton, E R Oldham, Rich W
Sawyer, Henry Davis, R W. Merrill, J M
Ridley, Andrew Chute, E F Melvin, Wal
ter G. Morrill, D R Hood.
No. 8.—2.45 Class, Trotting—$400.

H U Romer, Barnes Bros., C H Nel
son, C H Simpson, A Poveil, George E
Tarbox, P H Doyen, Cephas Hilton,
Henry Davis, T H Phair, George W
Carter, Barnes Bros., J. B. Read, William
Gregg, J. M. Ridley, L A Bartlett, S M
Farnum.
No. 9.—3.30 Class, Trot tin?—8400.

George W Carter, E H Mason, L Mor
rison, C Hilton, George E Tarbox, J M
Ridley, H L Turner, F Pollard, George
H Cole, E B Nickerson, C H Simpson, C
H Nelson, Barnes, Bro., Adolphus Po
veil, William Gregg, A W Rideout, S M
Farnum.
No. 10.—3.35 Class, Trotting—8400.

E. T. Monroe H L Turner, Asher Sav
age, Henry Davis, Ira Woodbury, A E
Russell, G H Cole, Fred Pollard, William
Gregg, A W Rideout.
The regular auction sale held at A. W.
Davis’ sale stable, Northampton street,
Boston last week was a good one. Bet
ter prices were realized and extra good
private sales are also reported. Fine
matched pairs brought from $800 to
$650, single family horses from $425 to
$450, weighing from 1075 to 1175 and
paoers and trotters from $375 to $125,
while good livery horses brought from
$150 to $75.
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GRAND RALLY.

We are just in receipt of the followine
Biddeford, Me , May 23,1898.
June 15 th, the date of the second
list
of entries for Col. Morrill’s great
Me Editoe:—If the writer remem
quarterly, Or “semi-annual” meeting of
bers correctly, thirty years ago, there August meeting at Union Park, Pitts the Aroostook County Potato Growers’
was not a horse in York County with a field. The list speaks for itself.
Union at Presque Isle, Me., being the
3.33 Stake, Puree 8300.
record of 2.30. At that time a horse C D Edmunds, M D.
..................... Bangor ocoasion of a Grand Rally of Potato
....................Liberty Growers and farmers generally, promises
that could trot in 2 50 got the money. L C Morse.................
Henry Davis.............
..................Oldtown
In 1888 I had a little home bred Knox Joseph Jewell..........
.....................Canaan to he a big day, and one full of interest.
8 N Shiverick...........
.Middleboro, Mass
called Pattee. I started in a great many Iman Clark...............
A general invitation is hereby extend
................. Pittsfield
..................Gardiner ed to the Agricultural class to come and
races from 1888 to 1890. When I did C T Stackpole...........
A M Newburt..........
................Rockland
not have to beat 2 45, always got first C II Stuar;.................
..................Fairfield see what we are doing, and learn what
R Brown...............
....................Auburn
money. If faster than 2.45, got second N
Fred Davis...............
..................Foxcroft many more can do.
John
E
Moore.........
......................Boston
money every time but once. I met with
You have no doubt heard more or less
J H Manter...............
..................Guilford
an accident or would have had first.
L H Ryder................
................Rockland of this Union, but what we hear does
A A Littlefield.........
............. Waterville
He got a record of 2 46 in 1890 at Cor Andrew
Chute.........
..................... Naples not make a complete volume. Seeing is
................... Oakland believing. Come and see for yourself.
nish in a free for all with Frank A., J M Ridley.................
C M Hilton...............
..................Madison
owned and driven by Frank Fox. Pat- E T Lord.....................
..............Charleston
This Union is fast approaohing the
F A Palmer..............
................. Pittsfield
tee could have trotted three heats that L L ©enthner...........
..................... Belfast (100) one hundred mark with grand suc
E T Monroe...............
..................Foxcroft cess, giving its msmbers the best of sat
day in 2.37. Some were so unkind as to R
G Dunn...................
..................... Canton
say that he did trot in 2 37, instead of Fred Pollard.............
............. Waterville isfaction. We have had some very in
G B Ingraham...........
............W Rockport
2.46. Neither Fox or myself carried a T J O’Neil................
..................Portland teresting meetings, hut this “June 15,”
............. Waterville meeting will be the most interesting,
watch: I can’t say how fast they did go, C H Nelson...............
2.28 Stake, Parse #200.
but I do know that on the first day that L C Moise..........
lively and beneficial of any yet to the
..................Liberty
Pattee and Frank A. trotted in the 2 35 E F Melvin........
..................Corinna general public, as well as the members,
Henry Davis....
................Oldtown
class, Frank A. waa a bad gaited one and Joseph
Jewell..
..................Canaan and (our word for it) those that miss
Iman Clark........
............. Pittsfield this meeting will regret it.
Pattee kept him running all the time in C
T Stackpole..
............... Gardiner
the three heats. Pattee kept his nose A M Newburt...
............. Rockland
Admission free, good accomodation at
Fred H Bridges,
...................Dexter
right to Frank A.’s Saddle from start to N
R Brown........
................. Auburn the halt for dinner, etc., also excursion
C Y Wilcox___
...New Bedford rates over the Bangor & Aroostook R.
finish. The second day we started in Fied
Davis.......
............... Foxcroft
the free for all. I was given to under L H Ryder.........
............. Rockland R. All go to offset any and all excuses
Asher Savage...
-...••••Gardiner
stand that if I would make Frank A. go A A Littlefield.
•V........ Waterville for the farmers not turning out to this
Chute.
................... Naples meeting. You cannot devote the day to
some I would be kept in my olsss, 2 50. JAndrew
M Ridley.........
................Oakland
................Madison a better cause this season, or spend the
I, was a horse raoe and the track was C M Hilton........
E T Lord...........
............ harleston
crowded. We ran over a boy and cut F A Palmer.......
............. Pittsfield time in any better or more profitable
L Turner........
. .W Washington way.
Pattee badly, but he stayed right up to H
LLGenthner...
................... Belfast
Frank’s throat-latch; must have been in E T Monroe....
............. Foxcroft
Don’t forget the time or place, June
R G Dunn..........
:................Canton
2 35. In the second heat, Pattee trotted Fred Pollard....
........ Waterville 15th, all day beginning at 10 o’clock A,
J O’Neil.........
..............Portland
from wire to wire and kept both Franks T
C H Nelson....
-.......... Waterville M. in Orangeman’s Hall, Presque Isle,
................Fairfield over Smith & Co’s hardeware store, en
busy. Frank A. beat Pattee the length C H Stuart........
2.24 Stake, Purse #300.
of a match, but the crowd kicked so
trance Bridge St. Watch for the sign.
C D Edmunds, M D.
.......................Bangor
hard that they gave the heat to Old Pat, L C Morse...................
....................... Liberty The Aroostook Co. Potato Growers
F Melvin..................
................... Corrinna Union.
and hung out 2.46. Frank won the third E
R W Sawyer...............
........................Bangor
Henry Davis.............
....................Oldtown
heat in hot time.
Do not spend the forenoon at home or
F H Berry...................
................... Rockland
I have owned and driven some good Joseph Jewell............
..................... Canaan on the street, and expect to come in
T Stackpole.............
................... Gardiner
ones since, but those were two of the CIman
Clark.................
................... Pittsfield after dinner. Your attendance in the
................... Hartland forenoon is required to gain admittance
hottest races I ever drove. Could have A K Libby...................
A M Newburt...........
....................Rockland
shook hands with Fox any time from Fred Davis..................
................... Foxcroft to the afternoon session. Make a note
Cushing....
Middleboro, Mass.
start to finish in the seven heats. All is Mathew
AE Sawyer........ .....
..................Waterville of this and come early.
....................... Naples
changed now. Old Pat is owned by the Andrew Chute.........
Pee Oedeb Committee.
E R Oldham...............
....................... Canton
............ <(
same man who owned him at that time, R G Dunn...............
Pollard.............
................Waterville
YORK COUNTY FAIR.
John Hamm, one of my neighbors. Old Fred
G B Ingraham...........
............W. Rockport
D
R
Hood....................
.......................
Wayne
Pat never had a day of fitting in his life.
T J O’Neil..................
................... Portland
Mr. H. R. Jordan, manager of the
We would drive him 15 or 16 miles, trot C H Nelson.................
................Waterville
York County Fair is now busily engaged
him and drive him home on the same
We dropped into the Saco Driving in preparing his advertising matter for
day. He was the fastest horse here on
Park
the other day just for a moment to the great show to be given August 30
Happy Hill at that time.
Last winter there were owned and see Mahlon Jordan, who has just located and 31, and Sept. 1 and 2. He says he
wintered within a half mile of Pattee, there for the season. He is to have a has a large number of special attractions
Emma Westland 2.19%, Waveland 2.26% fine string a little later but as yet has to he announced a little latter. His trotowned by the Stackpole family, Alfred but three in his stalls. He of course ting purses are appended.
class
trot
purse
$200
2.23% owned by Mott E. Staples, Win mentions Nominated by Nominee first. 2.25
((
2.40
pace
150
Here
is
a
great
horse
and
considering
tl>e
u
some 2.26% owned by Nat Kimball, Col.
<<
u
2.24
200
proposition
that
Mr.
Jordan
puts
his
fee
((
(<
Pitt 2.19%, belonging to S. S. Andrews,
2.50
trot
150
u
((
(<
200
Starlight 2.23% owned by B A. Kenni- at $20 and if the horse does not take a 2.20
((
u
32
pace
150
son, Good Friday 2.35 belonging to record of 2.30 or better this season 22.20
u
<<
u
200
only
asks
five
dollars
which
is
paid
u
((
Harry Twombly, Frank F. 2 26%, the
2.40
trot
150
u
((
property of A. S. Hamilton, Cunarder at the time of the first service, he ought 2.13
pace
300
2.24% owned by Capt. E. C. Gowen, aow to have a liberal patronage He is well
The get of Baron Wilkes 2.18 are alat Augusta, a number one horse shoer bred and “can step some.” The next
in
the
string
is
Choral
C.
a
bay
ready
coming to the front this season in
and is a good all round man and if he
lives to get back from Cuba will be a mare by Choralist out of a dam by Pres Europe. Montana Wilkes, a five-yearcredit to his native city; Frank W. 2.44% cott. She has no record but is a likely old bay mare by him, won a race of one
as a four-year-old, second in a race in oandidate for a low one. David A. is a mile 6% furlongs in Germany last month
2.37. I drove him a trial to a high wheel roan gelding of which quite a good deal in a field of eight starters. She was
is expected. Later we will tell more of driven by a youDg German, and her time
sulky in 2.30%.
was 5.22%. The Breeders’ Handicap for
the
good ones in this string.
Frank W. is a snow white stallion,
a purse of $2500 at the same meeting was
stands 14 2, weight in trotting condition
Hon. F. W. Hill, never satisfied with
680 pounds and one of the handsomest his attainments has added one more at won by Lakeside Prince, by Patchen
Wilkes. Among the horses which this
little horses that ever lived. He could
traction to his great stud now standing son of Patchen Wilkes defeated were
have trotted over Rigby to a bike in 2.25 at Hill Farm and has accordingly se
or better, but met with an accident which cured the great son of Electioneer, War Wilbur M., by Wilton, Bismarck, by
lamed him. He was a natural pacer. rener 11,764. This horse will stand at Bayard Wilkes, and Dick Miller, by
We let him pace until he recovered from the Hill Farm stable this season at $20 Gambetta Wilkes.
his lameness. He could pace fast to and surely, no greater opportunity
The Kentucky horse purchased last
snow last winter. He is owned by has been offered Maine breeders as winter by Dr. Edmunds of Bangor, and
Joseph Cote, a French Canadian but Cote this. Warrener is a handsome bay now in the hands of Mr. Andrews, at
is a patriotic American and has enlisted horse, 16 ha”ds high and weighing 1200 Maplewood, worked out a mile Friday
and will go to Cuba if any of them go; pounds. A grander looking horse does morning last in 2.47.
if he is shot it will not be in his back not stand in Maine. His colts are just
“Blood will toll.” There are hut few
unless some of his enemies do it.
beginning to make their appearanoe and
Josie, the dam of Emma Westland those who know him best are most con better bred sons of Alcyone 2.27 than
2 19%, foaled on the 15th of this month fident of his early fame as a sire of Alclayone 2.22.
a large brown filly, which is the exact speed. Jnst to think of an own brother
The Keeley Institute, Portland, Me.,
image of her great sister except for the of Sunol 2.08% standing for $20! He for cure of Alcohol, Morphine and To
white strip in Emma’s face. There is surely ought to have a large patronage bacco.
not a white hair on this little miss. Jo and undoubtedly he will.
If this is not a breeding year we do
sie hasbeen bred to Westland 2.29%.
0. F. Sta«kpole.
Fred Kohl 2.12%. Absorbine did it. not know what yon call it.
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WILLOW GROVE DAIRY FARM.

■

While at Livermore we had the pleas
ure of spending a oonple of hours with
Wm. Briggs & Son. They are good
thrifty farmers and everything is carried
on upon business principles. They have
nine Durham oows among which are
three full bloods. There are larger
herds in the town but we are goirg to
say none better as the following will
show. First, we will look at their size,
some of them girt 6 ft. 11 in. and others
of the herd girt 6 ft. 8 in.; one of them
last year dropped a calf that dressed 165
pounds when some six weeks old. From
eight of this herd they sold $80 worth of
calves last season, so there is the size of
the cows and the calf end of it. Now we
will look at the butter end of the matter;
mind you this is from a herd of only
nine cows in all. The following is taken
from the checks they leceived from Jan
uary to November, at the time we were
there.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

’97
’97
’97
’97
May ’97
June 97
July ’97

Aug.
Sept. ’97

Oct. J 97
Nov. ’97

147.1 lbs.
120.7 “
188.31 “
168.3 “
1>5 8
225.5 “
187.7 “
165.9 “
401
“
300
“
325
“

test 19 per cent $27.21
“ 18.8 “
“ 18.6 “
“ 19 “

"

“ 20.4 “

.< ly u
“ 18.8 “
“ 19 “
“ 18 “
not teeted

BREED TO

PLEASE

■

SEASON OF 1898

BUYERS.

Come to Elmwood Farm before booking mares for ’98.

FARMER GLORY JR.

FRENCH COACH

I

Sired by Farmer Glory, he by
“Victor Hugo,” an imported
Norman Percheron.
The dam of Farmer Glory Jb. is
three-fourths Peroheron, being by an Im
ported stallion; her dam was by Black
| Prince; her 2d dam by Success, a son of
' Dunham Success.
| Farmer Globy Jb. was foaied May
: 17th, 1893, stands 16.1 hands, and weighs
! 1500 lbs., color black gray, with small
white strip on faoe, and a little white on
hind ankles. Though of large size his
general make-up is fine. He is of fine
appearance, very quick and light-gaited
for a horse of his size and his stock
should answer the call for a general
purpose horse.

Terms $7, $10 to Warrant.
!

Road Horse Establishment of the East.

21.73
PREPOTENT ROAD HORSE SIRES
28.49
28 61
27.87
33.82
30.72
29.86
74.19
ISO COLTS A.T FARM.
60.00
64.62 WE DESIRE TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO

And Messrs. Briggs say the month of
December would not vary much from
November. $74.19 i, a pretty good
check for nine cows and only eight of
them new miich. This then is the but
ter end of it. Now there is another end
to it, There was a buyer there a few
weeks before we were and he tried to
get them to set a price on the herd, said
if they would he would buy them. So
the Messrs. Briggs have the calf end, the
butter end and the cow end.
Messrs. Briggs do quite a business in
raising swine. They had five spring
pigs which they were about to kill in
November and they were estimated to
weigh 300 pounds apiece; Yorkshire and
Chester and they had live smaller ones
to take their places. To show the con
dition they send their hogs to market in
we will give a letter written to Mr.
Briggs in 1896. Mr. Briggs sold Mr. F.
Penley of Auburn five spring pigs and
sent them to him and received the fol
lowing letter:
Wm. Briggs, Livermore, Me.
Dear Sir:—I enclose check to pay you
for five pigs which were the nicest pigs
ever delivered at my plaoe of business in
one bunch. As a compliment to their
qualiiy and to you as a feeder, I have al
lowed you 4% cents for them, a quarter
of a cent more a pound than I agreed to
pay you and more than 1 have paid any
one in two weeks for the very finest hogs.
I hope it may be my good fortune to buy
more of the same kind of you in the
future.
Yours truly,
F. Penley.
The above letter was written by a
pork and beef packer. They raised a
year ago three acres of sweet corn that
netted them at 1% cents per pound, $172
there was 700 bushels or near that. They
raised last year, 1897, 100 bushels of po
tatoes on
an acre of ground.
Their horses are as good as their cows
and swine, one of them in particular is
thought a good deal of by the whole
family, name Billy Bryan. He is six
years old, stands 17 hands, weight 1400
pounds. A picture of “Billy” and the
nine cows, together with the Briggs
residence is shown on our first page.

ANNUAL GRANGE EXCURSION.

1 -1==== ----- ------.------------------

HORSE OWNERS.

Gemara, Loiiiaire, Tetemaque and Lavatar.

BargainsHorse
in Pure
BredAdjuster.
Stallions out of imported
TheGrand
Alexander
Tooth
Final, Illustrated Catalogue, season of 1898, sent free to an, one.

A Fast Young Sire.

Mares.

With this instrument any one can file teeth, as the head ia hinged, allowing
file to find its own level on the teeth. We send circular on care of teeth FREE to
Halforblood
pairs Horse
and and
single
horses afor
every
any address,
“The Practical
Cattle Doctor,”
booksale,
of 60 pages
for 10
cents.
one having size, style, intelligence, courage and action.

45-50 COME AND
NATIONAL
PURCHASING
CO.,
Mancliaster,
N. H.
SEE ME,
OR WRITE
FOR
CATALOGUE,
, J. S. SANBORN, LEWISTON JUNCTION, ME.,

B

A Wilkes of the Wilkes.
’

Colts holden for service of horse. All
mares disposed of within the year will
be considered with foal. No business
done on Sunday. Address
L. F. GRAY,
45-2 East New Portland, Maine.

G

ST. CROIX’S MOST PROMISING SON,

ZBIj ZD CD ZEtZD O.

NOMINATED
By NOMINEE,
HE BY STRANGER.

NOMINATED
is a beautiful golden chestnut stallion,
six years old, of handsome conforma
tion. He is bred and built for a trot
ter, and I believe he will get trotters.
At least I am willing to risk some
thing that he will.

Coal black stallion, foaled 1865, stands 15-2, weight 1000 lbs., by St Croix,
10,528, race reoord 2.14%, by Wilkes, Dam Black Bess, by Phillip, by Alcyone, by NOMINATED
Geo. Wilkes, grandam by Tom King, by Daniel Boone.
will stand at my stable,
Eldobado Is one of the best finished horses all over ever seen, and is bred in
first-class lines for a trotter and a sire.
Terms by the season $15, with free return privilege the following season, if
BEACH STREET. SACO,
mares do not prove in foal. 25 per cent, discount if cash be paid at time of first
for the season of 1898 at $30. Five
service.
dollars to be paid at time of first service,
AT MY STABLE ON SOMERSET AVENUE.
and balance to be paid if this horse takes
Address all communications to
a record of 2.30 or better this season. If
««
E. C. HUNTER, Pittsfield, Maine.
he does not take such a record FIVE
DOLLARS pays for the foal.
Now if you want to breed for speed
o me and see me.
Silver roan stallion, foaled in 1893, stands 15%, weight 1000lbs., by Early Bird
7771, 2.10, by Jay Bird, 5060, by Geo. Wilkes, 519, by Hambletonian, 10. Molly W.
mahlon ordan
his dam, is by Samey Wilier, by Captain Sprague, by Gen. Knox—grandam a
thoroughbred. Wild Bird has a kind disposition, is very gentle, a square trotter,
Have you seen
aud gets good large saleable colts.
WILD BIRD will make the season of 1898 at our stable on Canaan Ave.

WH.D BIRD.
TERMS TO WARRANT,

$10.00.

Cash or satisfactory note at time of first service.

BUD WILKES.

Dark bay stallion, foaled in 1892, stands 15-3, weight 1050 lbs., sired by Col.
Osgood, by Wilkes 8571. Dam Topsey, by Empire Knox, by Gen. Knox, grandam
Fleetfoot, by Lightfoot, by Gen. Knox. Bud Wilkes, is a perfect type of his sire,
is a fine finished horse all over, and has already shown himself capable of paoing
three miles in 2.30 Will make the season of 1898 at our stable on Canaan Ave.

TERMS TO WARRANT,

$15.00.

All accident* at owner’s risk. Cash or satisfactory note at time of first service.
Address all communications to
PALMER & WHITE, Pittsfield, Me.

J

.

STIRLING?

Young horse by Wilkes 8571.
Dam by Nelson 2409. 2d dam by
Dirigo 115. 3d dam by Gen. Grant.
He is a grand young horse, oomlng
three years old in June. Stands 15 2
high, and weighing 1000 lbs., with that
hold, high action, so muoh called for. He
will serve a limited nnmber of approved
makes at $10, to warrant. Send for ex
tended pedigree, and description, or
come snd see him. C. DAVIS MILLER,
44tf
Skowhegan, Maine.

Diamond Manufacturing Co.,
TURF GOODS, HARNESS, ETC

Empire Remedies, Veterinary Ointment, and Hoof Liquid Dressing
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

The second annual State Grange Ex
IMPERIAL HOOF OINTMENT.
cursion will he held at Lake Maranacook
LIQUID.—Quart Cans, 50c.; Hall Gallon Cans, $1.00; Gallon Cans, $2.00; Sand 10" Gallon Lots nor
gallon, $1.95.
’v
on Wed., Jane 22, ’98, and now promisee
OINTMENT.—4 ounce Box, 25c; 8 Ounce Box, 50c; Per Lb. in 60 Lbs. Lots, 50o.
to be the largest held at Maranacook for
Ask your dealer for it.
RECOMMENDED BY NOTED PEOPLE AS FOLLOWS:
years. A long and excellent programme
E. G. Miles, Detroit, Mich.
II. Guest & Son, Buffalo, N. Y.
I'lUIICJ DIG,,, Vllicagu, All.
Is being prepared consisting of banda of < lias. Haines, Trainer, Detroit, Mich.
Geo. Loson. Turf Goods. Buffalo. N. Y.
J. H. Fenton & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Geo.
Van
Vorhies,
Detroit,
Mich.
P.
Wiffcon,
Slioer,
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
Milburn Wagon Co., Chicago, Ill.
music, speaking by prominent men, ex Armstrong & Grsham, Detroit, Mich.
John Loson, Harness, Buffalo, N. Y.
C. P. Kimball & Co., Chicago, Ill.
citing race., tugs of war between G. F. Case (Livery), Detroit, M ch.
Leroy Payne, < hicago, Ill.
Ed. Fitzgerald, Chicago, IU.
Jas. McKerron, San Francisco, Cal.
American Express Co., Chicago, III.
E. H. Boeler (Turf Good.), Chicago, Ill.
granges, etc. Capt. Collins’ steamboat C. J. Hamlin. Buffalo, N. Y
Wells Fargo, Express Co., Chicago, Ill.
McAvoy Brewing Co., Chicago, Ill.
J. Andrews, Buffalo, N. Y.
Morrison, Plummer & Chicago, Ill.
jWm. Bruckner, Horseihoer, Chicago.
will be free for all to ride on during the W.
W. J. Donohue, Horse Slioer, Buffalo, N, Y.
A. Oftmayer & Son, Chicago, Ill
J Daniel Drew, Chicago, Ill.
day. The lowest excursion rates from' Becker & Wickseri Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. Armitage, Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.
all points ever offered before are prom ALL DEALERS CAN ORDER THROUGH ED. KIMBALL & CO., CHICAGO, ILL., OR DIAMOND MFG. CO., 674 WABASH AYE.
ised.
M. T. C.
Mail Orders filled. Sale Cards furnished to all Dealers.
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TO SELL OR EXCHANGE. G. W. Patterson & Sons.
Advertising appropriately coming under this heading will be inserted on this
page for 3 CENTS PER LINE (seven words to the line) and counting the
heading as one line, for each insertion, |p CASH ACCOMPANIES THE
ORDER, otherwise regular rates will be charged. Thia department was the
means of selling thousands of dollars worth of property last year and those who
have tried it once have recomended it to their friends.

ARTESIAN WELL CONTRACTORS
for pure water supply. Dry Wells Deepened.
We use the new lightning driller, the only
one of the kind in New England.
79 Locus Ave*

WORCESTER, - - -

MASS.

45-19
WANTED.

WHY DO YOU NOT TRY IT ?

A situation upon a dairy or itock farm te superntend and manage the business indoors and out
WANTED.
by a man and his wife well experienced in the
HORSES AND CARRIAGES.
business. For particulars ana references ad
A Jersey Bull Calf that can be registered, the dress Turf Publishing Co., Waterville, Me.
FOR SALE.
mother of which has a milk and butter record.
41 tf
Also want to know what the sire of him is. Ad
Alice Wilkes, sire Messenger Wilkes; dam by dress, James Smith, Winthrop, Me.
43 tf
STOCK FARM FOR SALE.
Troublesome. Bay mare 15 2 high, weighs 1000
lbs. A perfect family mare, all right iu every
FOR SALE.
This farm, consisting of 260 acres, well divided
way, a free, cheerful roadster and will walk five
into tillage pasturage and wood land, situated in
miles an hour; is perfectly fearless and so kind
Guernsey and Ayrshire cattle. Shropshire the town of Washington, Me , about one mile
that she can be driven by a child. Has always ■beep,
Yorkshire and Berkshire iwine, purs from Washington Mills, and five miles from
been driven by a girl and was never shod but white Holland turkeys. ♦ Choice stock of all Union Common, terminus of the Georgia Valley
twice. Trots with 12 oz. shoes and paces with
at reasonable prices. Write.
R. R , hag a fine set of buildings, cuts about 50
8 oz shoes and I think will be very fast if work ague
Isaieigh Grange Farm, Danville, Que., Can.
tons of hay, and could easily cut from 100 to 159
ed for speed Will sell very low. Six jears old.
Feb. 3 tf.
T- D. MCCALLUM, Manager tons. It is magnificently located, and finely ad
Edwin Woodside, Sabattus, Me.
49-50
apted lor development into a first-class stock
farm. Will be sold at a bargain. Inquire of
FOR SALE.
ELMWOOD GUERNSEYS.
Littlefield, Rockland, Me.
41 tf
Three regular Bike Sulkies as good as new,
Hudson River strain. Beat on earth. G eat
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
light and handsome, used very little, at a bar milkers. Prices low.
gain. J. A. Eastman, Bangor, Me.
49tf.
ELMWOOD GUERNSEY STOCK FARM,
One E. Cornet, cost $35, good as new. One
Nov 3 tf
Kennebunk, Me. geuts. bicycle, good as new. Ira A. Ramsay,
Colebrook, N. H.
47tf

HORSES FOR SALE.

Having decided to retire from the horse busi
ness I offer my entire stable of road and carriage
horses for sale. Among them is a pair of black
pacing geldings, 6 years old, 16 hands and weigh
ing 1100 each. They are both Wilkes and make a
great team to the road.
Goodspbbd is a bay gelding by Warrener, 16
hands high, and weighing^ 1100 pounds. He is
very fast and a perfect horse in every way.
I have a half dezen others well worth looking
at. See the Turf, Farm anu Home of May 25th
for a description of thum and then come and see
them.
W. H. MILES, Lisbon, Me.
48tf

INGLESIDE
HEREFORDS

Largest herd of clmice-brei Herefords in Can
ada. Winners of botfu the first and second herd
prizes at Toronto, Montreal, and Ottawa, 1895,
1826, and 1897; also silver medals same years for
best bull and best female. Thia herd ia of the
“up to-date-beef kind,” combining early matur
ity and quality.
♦

Young Bulls for Sale.

Family Mare Wanted.

FOR SALE.

TWENTY JERSEY COWS,

A good family horse of Hambletonian stock,
dark bay with slight strip and black points, 16
hands, weight 1100 lbs., sound, smooth and good
style and has good knee action, and can road 10
miles an hour easy. Safe for a lady in city. Is
entirely fearless,
DkMERRITT SAWTELLE,
44tf
Lake Shore, Maine.

MAHLON 2.13 3-4

Main Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

° M.T. POOLER,

WEDGEWOOD JR.
By Wedgewood 692,

41U

0

MISSCELLANEOUS.
NEAT STOCK.

POMFRET. VERMONT.

P. B. DUTTON, Manager, (P. O. Wood
stoek, Vt.

KILLS ALL BUGS
k

With our improved 1898 machine you can
dust one acre of potatoes in 30 minutes
by doing two rows at once. No plas
ter or water used. You can dust
tobacco, cotton, fruit trees,
L
current bushes, etc. BOOK
1 l i FREE. Write to
W HOTCHKISS BROS.,
.Wallingford,
Conn*

BREEDING STOCK FOR SALE.
REGISTERED JERSEYS, BERKSHIRES AND
SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.
Young Jerseys and Berkshire Pigs ot
the Highest Breeding, raised and fed for
Stock Purposes, at reasonable prices for
first quality. Address the farm, or
JOHN S. EATON, Woodstock, Vt.
47-7

A. K. LIBBY,

BERKSHIRES.

Skowhegan, Me.

CLOODLAND FARM,

Wedgewood Jr.

Terms $15 to Warrant.

1. C. Chester White Swine, Cloverdale
•
herd. The finest herd in New England
to select from, either sex, all ages. DR. w. jj.
HASKELL, Taunton, Mass.
441f

FARM WANTED.
Within 8 miles of Waterville; anyone having
such to dispose of cheap, send description, lo
cation and price to G., Care this office.
48-49

— RIGBY PARK,

200 1 -2

PORTLAND, MAINE,
June 28, 29, 30 and July 1, 1898.
17 CLASSES.

$400 EACH.

Open to Horses Owned in Maine.

F

is a nice bay with black points, stands 15%
hands, weighs 1095 lbs, and is as good styled as
any one can ask for. His colt* are good sized
SWINE.
and good lookers, and can go some, as one has
trotted a.full mile in-2.40 at 18 months old. He
has some that have showed better than 2.30.
IMPROVED CHESTER WHITE8.
Come and see him and you will look no
further.
All ages, best of breeding; a choice lot of young
boars ready for service, several 6 mos. sows anda
fine lot of young pigs now rea.lv to ship. Satis
faction guaranteed. Charles K. Record, PeterCash or satisfactory note at first service.
boro, N. Y.
46-50
Notes on ten months time.
Address

I have FOR SALE Thorough-bred
Berkshirea, both Imported and domes
FOR SALE.
tic strains. Boars large enough for ser
vice. Pigs and Breeding sows at rea
Mahlon i* a well krown
black sonable prices. Address Box 125.
gelding, and is now in fine condition,
ELM HILL FARM,
and it i* confidently expected he will
Cumberland Centre, Maine.
beat bis record this season. In fact
2.10 ought uot to stop him. Enquire

TO BE DECIDED AT

CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Rules to govern. Entrance
Fee 5 per cent to name and 5 per cent, additional
to start. Division of Purses, 50, 25. 15 and 10 per
cent. No horse paid more than one money.
For Sale all kinds, ages and trained Classes No. 1, 3-mlnute trot; No. 2, 2.30 trot; No.
or untrained, send stamp and state kind 3. 3-minute pace; and No 4,2.30 pace, are re
served for horses owned in the State of Maine.
wanted.
Balance of classes open to the world. Bight re
JAMES BETTIS,
Winchester, Ill. served to reject any entry.
48if
Entries Close Monday, June 13, 1898.
Address F. W. HUNTINGTON, gec’y,
OR SALE. Collie puppies ex Boh on Lassie,
winner of many prizes and recently imported P. O. Drawer 1663,
Portland, Me.
in whelp to Barweff Perfection; also several
48-1
other champion bred litters. For full particulars
ad'ire> s Louis Fackler, Ridgewood, N. J. 47 50

To Be Sold at a Bargain.

42tf

Maine Mile Track Asso
ciation.

DogS; Peafowls and
Game Chickens.

TWO BULLS,

For Sale.

$6 800.00
CLASS EVENTS OFFERED BY THE

Class No. 1, 3 Minute Trot................................ $400
Class No. 2, 2 30 Trot..........................................
400
Class No. 3, 3-Minute Pace................................
400
Class No. 4, 2 30 Pace.........................................
490
Trotting Open to the World.
Class No. 5, 2.40..................... ............................. *400
Class No. 6, 2.30............... ..................................
400
Class N o. 7, 2 24 ....................................................
400
AGENTS WANTED
ClaBS No. 8, 2.20....................................................
400
Class
No.
9,
2
17....................................................
400
For new countv railroad and distance map of Class No. 10, 2 14...................................................
400
the New England States.
Also for large rever
Pacing Open to the World.
sible map of the United States and World. Ad
dress, W. fl. Fowler, Publisher, Augusta Me.
Class No. 11, 2.35................................................... $400
46 49
Class No. 12, 2.30..................................................
400
Class No. 13, 2.25................................ .................
400
Class
No.
14,
2
19..................................................
400
PETWSTOCK.
Class No. 15, 2.1C...................................................
400
Class No. 16, 2.13 .................................................
400
Class No. 17, Free for All................................
400

46-49
H. D. SMITH,
Farm 2% miles
Ingleside Farm,
from G.T. R. station.
Compton, Que.
I want to purchase a liae familv mare. Should
prefer one about 950 or 1OOO lbs. ioung,
sound and kind, not afraid of steam or electric
Stock Breeders, Attention.
cars, aod can trot a mile in 2.50 or better. Ad
The Just Right Ear Mark, not
dress, stating price and full particulars,
»onderous, imposing, but iust
E. I. J., TURF, FARM AND HOME,
arge enough, light and plain
48tf
Waterville.
enough. It don’t pull or come
out. 100 ear marks and tools and
__
a herd register for $3.00 without
HORSES FOR SALE.
numbers, with numbers $3.50. Samples on re
Feamaught Prince 2.25%, for sale. Foaled qusqt. Address, H. C. STOLL, Beatrice, Neb.45
1881, holds State of Maine four-year-old gelding
record. Sound and smooth. Is in great con
dition to beat his mars us he can beat 2.15 in
shape.
I also have two green pacers, six and eight
years old that can show better than 2.20. I
will sell any one of these three and sell them
Record 2.19,
right if sold before the first or June.
Also one saddle poDy. I will sell this pony for
Tlie Sire of Wistful 2.11 1-4, Well$50 or will trade for a good steady work horse
from 3 to 8 years old, and
that will weicli 1050 to 1100.
This pony is safe
Ahead 2.14 1-4 aud 38 others iu
and will weigh 750 lbs , croam color with a pink
skin, perfectly broken. Box 125, Cumberland
2.30 and 10 iu the 2.20 list.
Centre, Maine.
One Jersey and one Holstein and Guernsey, 3 and
Wedgewood by Belmont 64, the sire of Nut
P. S. These horses are all sound and right and
4 years old.
wood 2.18%, who has over 150 in the 2 30 list
in great shape to go to work.
47-50
Belmont by Abdallah 15, the sire of Gold
The above stock was the property of the lale
W. M. Haines, M. D., and may be seen at LIN- smith Maid 2.14 and others.
FOR SALE.
First dam Jennie Stringer 2.29 by Cazenovia
EENHURST FARM.
Star, by Walkill Chief, the sire of several in the
Bay colt 15 hands high, foaled in 1896. Got by
2 30 list, by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian.
Nelson; 2.09; dam by Wilkes. For Iurther
Second dam Fannie Allen 2.28%, by Ethan
particulars address, Dr. C. H. Gibbs, Liver
For further particulars address
Allen 2.25.
more Falls.
45-52
MBS. A. C. HAGERTHY,

{

IF THE BABY IS CUTTING TEETH.
Be sure and nse that old and well tried
remedy, Mbs. Winslow’s Soothing Bykuf,
for children teething. It soothes the ohlld.
softens the gums, allay* all pain, cures wind
eolic and is the best remedy for diarrheea.
Twenty-flvacents a bottle.

467

Hartland, Maine.

WILKES STALLION,

GAME BIRD
Bay colt, foaled 1887. Bred by W. L. Simmons,
Lexington, Ky. Sired by Jay Bird. First dam
Danish Girl, by Honest Allen; second dam, Mol
lie Stout, by Gaine’s Denmark.
Jay Bird by
George Wilkes 2.22. Dam, Lady Frank (dam of
Early Dawn 2.2184, by Mambrino Star 585, reoord
2.2014. Giandam, Lady Franklin 2.29%, dam of
Cottage Girl 2. <9?4) Jay Bird’s record 2 .31%, and
is the sire of Allerton 2.09%, Jay Hawker 3
2.14%, and many others in the 2.30 list.
GAME BIRD hai never been handled for speed
futiagood gaited, stylish and can show a very
bast clip, with splendid knee action. He is a
natural trotter and without any handling he has
trotted a full mile on a half mile track in 2 39.
The get of GAME BIRD -pome honestly by
their good looks and stvle, for Game Bird’s dam
was by that most stylish and the handsomest
horse that ever took the word, Honest Allen. His
colts are all young and none of them are devel
oped, but they are all very promising.
GAME BIRD is a half brother to Allerton,
record 2.09 and the horse that $150,000 was of
fered for; also to Early Bird and Jay Hawker,
the three-year-old that went the five heat race in
Boston in the fall of 1893, dropped the first two
heats to Early Bird and then won the last three
heats, one of which was trotted in 2.14%.

GAME BIRD

YOU WANT TfiE BEST.

will make the season at my stable, Ellsworth, a

70 acres farm and buildings, two story house
and ell slated. Stable 40x60. barns 75x36, carriage
and tool house, and hennery. H. L. Johnson, M.
D., River Road, Sidney, Me.
39tf

$20 TO WARRANT.
ROSCOE HOLMES, Owner,

Ellsworth, Me.

ALCLAYONE 2.22.

Hire, Alcyone 2.27.
First, second and third dams all producers
Season of 1898 at Canton, Me
A performer and producer. Fee reduced.
flg^Send for stallion card.
43-52 RALPH M. FOSTER, Gilbertville, Me.

TROTWOOD,
By Messenger Wilkes.
One of the most successful sires of extreme
and early speed In Maine,
Will make the season of 1898 at my stable on
North Street Plains, one and one-half miles from
Skowhegan village.
TROTWOOD has now developed Into a hand
some stallion, standing plump 16 hands high, and
is the picture of style, speed and a lofty action.
He has never been worked for speed, hut as a
two-year-old stepped a quarter In 41 seconds, and
a year later stepped a quarter in 36 seconds. He
was among the group that helped his sire to win
the prise at the Boston Horse Shaw In 1899, and
at the Lewiston Fair last fall.
He won the 1st preminm at the Lewiston fair
in 1896 as a three-year old, and in 1897 as a fouryear-old
He will be given a short season in the *tud, and
then fitted for a low mark this season.
Terms SIS to Warrant. S1O by the Seaso

FRED KINCAID, Owner
Skowhegan. Maine.

$100 Reward.
For many years we have advertised
this reward for any case that Tuttle’s
Elixir would not cure,
and also will refund
your money if you are
not satisfied in every
possible way that your
expenditure was a wise
one.
What can be fairer ?
Used and endorsed by Could we afford to do
the Adams Ex. Co.
this, or would this
paper admit our advertisement unless
we can do all we claim ?

Tuttle’s Elixir
cures curbs, splints, colic, all lameness, con
tracted and knotted cords, callous of all
kinds, scratches, and all similar troubles.
Tuttle's Family Elixir cures Rheumatism,
Sprains, Bruises, Pains, etc. Samples of either Elixir
free for three 2-cent stamps for postage. Fifty cents
buys either Elixir of any druggist, or it will be sent
direct on receipt of price. Particulars free.

DR. S. A, TUTTLE, Sole Proprietor*
*7 Beverly Street, Coston, Mass.
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MAINE FARMERS AND BREEDERS.

OAKLAWN FARM
. .. CAN SUPPLY ...

A farm must not be bigger than the
farmer.
Liquid manure is excellent for straw
berries.
Less grain is needed when plenty of
grass is to be had.
If a chicken is as strong as it should
be to live, it will get out of the shell all
right.
Early maturity in poultry can. only be
secured by feeding, so as to keep them
growing.
Do not work the butter yvhen it is
soft; cool it first; thia will preserve the
grain and flavor.
Making butter by the granular process
is the surest way of making it free from
buttermilk flavor.
Plum trees like rich soil and they grow
well in a poultry yard where the fowls
pick off the insects.
Cedar boughs placed in and around
the hen-house are said to be excellent
to keep vermin away.
f
To roll away the clouds of ill fortune,
there is nothing like sunshine and cheer
fulness an the breeze of energy.
Tolman Matthews of Waldoboro, has a
hen which has the care of sixty-five
chicks, and is doing the work faithfully.
S. J. Tasker of Montville, has a year
ling steeiwthat girths 5 feet 6 itches. He
also has 30 sheep and four cows of mixed
breed.
W. O. Luce, one of Washington’s upto-date farmers, has a fine herd of Jer
sey cows. He has 2000 young apple
trees in his nursery, for sale.
Frank P. Chaney of Bremen, has a
fine farm of 100 acres. He has 30 sheep
and 35 lambs, all Southdown; he has
lost but one lamb this season.
Arthur Rind of Presque Isle recently
planted thirty aores of potatoes in four
days, his own work and that of his team
being all that was employed on the job.
W. H. Hoffses of North Waldoboro,
has a fine farm of 100 acres. He is a
successful orchardist, having 200 trees
that bear and 1000 young trees in the
nursery, to be set out.
A public meeting for the purpose of
illustrating the use of the Babcock milk
tester, and for testing the butter making
capacity of cows, has been arranged for
at East Sumner, June llth.
A. P. Smith of Newport from a flock
of twenty sheep recently sheared 161 lbs.
of wool. All but two of these sheep
have lamb» that came before April 1st.
Both wool and lambs making a good
profit from 20 sheep.
On the Tarbox farm in Topsham there
is a thrifty apple orchard that was set
out in the spring of 1775, the year of the
declaration of indpendence. The trees
look well now and one would scarcely
think they were 123 years old.—Kenne
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HILL FARM,
EXETER, ME.,

Offers to the public the following Stallions for the
ensuing year.

Ind re, Champion of Two Continents-

THE NEED OF THE HOUR.
STALLIONS THAT CAN PRODUCB

Broomal 10,516.
Race record 2.15, trial 2 12%. Brown horse, 15-3 handa high, weighs 1,100
pounds. By Stranger. Dam Brooch, dam of four in list, by Jay Gou'd.

ligh-Stepping Carriage Horses
,’i®ta!s«»-Froin Trotting-Bred Mares,.
Vlthout materially diminishing speed capacity, while
increasing size, finish and substance. OAKLAWN has
OVER ONE HUNDRED pure bred

FRENCH.CBACH
AND FRENCH TROTTING
STALLIONS AND MARKS.
Record-Holders and Prize-Winners,
With their sires, dams and produce.

More Challenge and Champion Winners

owned and bred at OAKLAWN than at any other farm
on either continent. Separate catalogs for the French
Coach and Trotting and Percheron breeds on applica
tion—300 PEROHERONS on the farm

Service $25 to Warrant.

Warrener, 11,764.
Bay horse, stsnds 16 hands high, -weigh. 1200 piunds, Sired by the great
Electioneer, sire of Ariou 2 07%, Sun >1 2 08%. Helena, 2.11%, Peko, 2 11%,
Expressive (3) 2.12%, Belltflower, 2 12%, Utility, 2 13, snd 148 others in the
list; dam
dam of Sunol 2 08%. G- Welling >n, 2 30, by Gen. Ben
ton 1755. WArreneb is foil bro'her to Sunol, 2 08%,

—M. W. DUNHAM, Wayne, Dupage Co., Ill

STALLION

JAPAN 2.23.
NO. 4375.

One cf the highest bred stallions liv
ing, bred exactly like Maud S. 2.08%.
Sired by Harold, the sirs of Maud S.
2.08%, and 44 others in the 2.30 list.
Dam Juliet by Pilot Jr. 2d and 3d
dams thoroughbred,

Japan

is a trotter and a (Ire of trotter', and an excel
lent roadster. He is the sire of 7 from 2.12 to
«.3O. Toe dam of Alix 2.03X. the fastest trotter
in the wor,d, and Robsrt J. 2.01X, wss sired by a
half brother to Japan. Beu all, dam of Beuletts 2.06% atd Early Bird 2.10 is by Harold.
The fastest two year old is Tommy Britton 2.15%.
and he has a double cross to Harold, and of S3
new additions to the 2 10 list in ’97, all had one
or nt we crosses to Pilot Jr. Your chance is more
than double to get a 2 16 trotter through the
Harold aad P.lot Jr. cross than any other.

Japan

hu two full sisters in tlis greabbrood mare li«t.
Kremlin 2.07% was sired by a brother in blood to
J&pin. Juliet, dam of Japan, has over 200
descendants from 2 05% to 2 30.

Japan
never sired a csit that could not beat 3minut’8The farmer owner of Japan will pay $100 for
fillies sired by Japan at 6 months of age.

Japan

is a dark bay, b ands 15% hands, weighs 1100 lbs.
He ia a horse of the hi hast type and beauty in
every part, and perf .cJy souud and kind. He
was sold at the Kelloje & CoNsale in N. Y., for
$2800. He has al* avs stood for $50, but will
make the season of ’98 at Phillips, Me., at the
low fee of

Service $20 to Warrant.
You will never have again receive another opportunity to breed to the great
Electioneer family of tiqtters at anything like thia price.

Young Stranger.
By Stranger. Dam Anita, by Jay Gould. Thia young horse is bred exactly
like Broomal, 2.15. Brown horse, 15% hands high, weighs 1,000 pounds.

Service $15 to Warrant.

HighlandBlack horse,mo while. 15-3 handa high, weighs 1,100 pounds. This is the
greatest road horse in Maine. By Lord Bussell. Dam by son of Tom Hal.

Service $10 to Warrant.

Briti sh Chief 2,069.
Bay horse, 1M hands high, weighs 1.300 pounds. By Yorkshire Champion,
C. B. S. B. Dam by Governor No. 303.

Service $10 to Warrant.
FOB FURTHER INFORMATION AND CATALOGUES, ADDEESS

F. W HILL, Exeter, Me
PIII L. El P JR,
r-*. By Phillip, he by Alcyone 732, record 2.27, he by Gao. Wiikss 519. Dim by

$10 Cash with the usual return Blackwood, who'at three years of age,made a record ol 2.30%. Phillip Jr. is a
coal black stallion, stands 16 hands, weigh. 1100 lba., foaled Miy 1891. He has
privilege.
Charles T. Foote of West Bath, has
a kind disposition, is very gentle, a square trotter, aud must produce a good, largv
Excellent pasture for mares at low rates.

bec Journal.

,

spring ducks big enough to kill now. Mares at owners* risk. Address
There is little demand in the Maine mar
kets for ducks at this time of year, it
W. MURPHY,
seeming to be the fashion to believe that Dunham’s Paris, River Road,
they should be eaten only in cold weath
PHILLIPS, MEer. But they really are a great celicaoy
P. O. Box 333.
45-6
now while they are young and plump.
When complete, Mr. F. L. Gerry, Dex
ter, will have one of the best and most
convenient creamery outfits in Maine,
capable of handling cream and butter by
the ton daily. The growth of his busi
ness has necessitated a removal from
Garland to Dexter, to reach dose rail
road connectieas.
A good many farmers are greatly en
couraged by the way potatoes are going
out in price, and possibly make the jnis
take of assuming that next fall will take
up the potato market where this spring
drops it. They should bear in mind that
every season gives us an entirely new
deal, and above all should not be influ
enced by the high prices of this spring
to refuse a fair price, if offered, next
CLAUDE FISHER
fall.—Star-Herald,
NO 9779.
“Worn out laud,” says Prof. J. H.
By AUectns the sire of the game race
Killibrew of Tennessee, “feeds no winners,
Fred Wilkes 2.14 1-2 and Belle
people, helps no railroads, pays no taxes, Wilkes 2.22 1-2.
educates no children, brings no bless CLAUDE FISHEKis a speedv horse and hii
ings, oheers no lives, awakens no ambi colts are good sire and good gaited. Will stand
tion. Its unsightliness repels, its steril for the season of 18-8 at the low fee of $10. This
class gentl°man*s road horse has the breed
ity discourages, its flag of thriftlessness high
ing, style, beauty, color aud knee action to fill
dishonors.” How much suoh land have the requirements of the market. He is bred
we in Maine? If any it bears the same from trot ing ^nd* producing ancestors, aaS
marks and waves the same flag that it should be the progenitor of speed.
does in any other state. Let us do some
R. E. PENNEY,
thing this year toward changing it, if
any is found in Maine.—Bangor Com West View Farm, Coombs’ Mill Road,

The Wilkes Alcantara Stallion,

mercial,

38-2

AUGUSTA, MAINE,

saleable colt. He is a worthy grandson of the great Alcyone, is faultless in his
makeup, and no one can make a mistake in breeding to this horse He hag not
beenhandled for speed, but is a very speedy horse, as will be shown later in the
season. Phillip Jr. will make the season of 1898 at my stable in Sidney.

TERMS TO W'AAK.nAAlsTT,

$1O.

JUD XUGX.
Sired by Champjor Knox, he by old Gea Knox 140. Dam by Norman Horse
he bv Young Duke. Jud Kuox is six years old this spring, stands 15 2 hands
weighs 1000 lbs., strong. Is a fine mahogany bay, and is a fine built, good-limbed
horse is open-gaited and bai a good, strong way of going, aad is a fine-finished
horse’all over. We have combined in tbie horse great power, and superior speed
qualities which makes him a very deeirable horse to breed to. Jud Knox will
make the season of 1898 at my .table in Sidney

TERMS TO 'WAAjFlK-A-TsrT,
43-1

$1O.

A. F. PERKINS, Manages,P. O. Box 431. Oakland. Maine

Prescott Jr. 9471.
Sire Prescolt by Harold.

Dsm by Judge Advocate.

Stands 15.1 hands, weighs 1000 lbs. By tracing his breeding it will be seen
that he is one of the best bred horses in the country, and in lines that are becom
ing more and more sought after.
,
Though compa> atively untrained, Prescott Jb. has shown much speed, hav
ing trotted quarters in 36 seconds, snd half ip 1.13, and possessing as he does the
same blood lines that have produced the very fastest trotters and pacers in the
world he cannot fall to produ ie a high class of colts. He produces good, large,
saleable stack, that is sure to find a quick and ready market at profitable prices.
His colts have gone into the hands of fashionable road drivers in Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, and for style and aotion are taking high rank.
Prescott Jb. will stand at the stable of Peter W. Merry, 14 Bean St., Madi
son, Maine. TERM3

TQ WAKRANt.

$10 BY THE SEASON.

Season service, cash payable at time of first service.
petebw.mebby,
M. POMP1LLY,
45-2

| OWNKBS;
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neath the sufferings snd groanings of
this life, finds in that statement
never-dying truth.
So Says Mrs. Mary Rochiette of
The statement, however, needs further
Linden, New Jersey, in thia
exposition. “Everlasting life” must not
Letter to Mrs. Pinkham.
be viewed merely as a never-ending ex
istence somewhere above tbe stars, in
“ I was bothered with a flow which
which there is nothing to do but sing would be quite annoying at times, and
psalms and walk on streets paved with at others would almost stop.
‘11 used prescriptions given me by my
gold or to lie on beds of roses in info
lent ease and selfish luxury.
“Ever physician, but the
lasting life” has value for this world. It same state
of affairs
of protoplasm. Behind every thought is not ease and indolence; it is sacrific
continued.
ing
ease;
it
is
giving
up
selfishness
to
the
add action there lies an eternal necessity,
“ After a
so that according to this view, also, hu end that God’s perfection may be at time I was
tained. The life beyond the grave con taken with
man beings are but machines. If it
found necessary to adopt the former view tains higher duties, greater responsibll a flooding,
ities, nobler aspirations. There may be that I was
the underlying principle of history
to
the Divine Will and ReasoD; if the latter suffering and hardship to be endured obliged
then to understand history one must there; the struggle with sin and tempt keep my bed.
Finally, in
know how the atoms are joined together, ation may not cease when Charon be
despair, I
and by what laws human movements are oomes our boatman. Life, both now gave up my doc
regulated. The one view makes history and hereafter is a search for the holiness tor, and began
a Theology, the other makes it a Natural of God; any aim lower than that means taking your medi
a dwarfing of one’s character; it means cine, and have certainly been greatly
Science.
Are we limited to these two views? less than the highest realization of the benefited by its use.
“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
Or may there be a third? There is an human self. Translated Into the terms
other view, one that has much sympathy of practical life, this means an endeavor pound has indeed been a friend to m«.
“ I am now able to do my own work,
for the Pantheistic theory. According to promote one’s best and: truest welfare.
thanks to your wonderful medicine. I
On the Divine side then, the under
to this view the Divine has been present
was as near death I believe as I could
in the world and is present today; but lying principle of history,{so far as it oan be, so weak that my pulse scarcely beat
so, also, has humanity, and it is neces be ascertained, Is the will that all men and my heart had almost given out. I
[Written for the Turf, Farm & Home.]
shall realize themselves in the perfect
not have stood it one week more,
THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTION OF sary to reckon with the human factor 1" image of God. What is it on the human could
I am sure. I never thought I would
order to have a complete account of the
HISTORY.
world. According to this view men are side? One of old has said that men must be so grateful to any medicine.
“ I shall use my influence with any
responsible agents; there Is wickedness work out their own salvation with fear
|by hot, f. h bakkb, bar mills,
one suffering as I did, to have them
and
evil
in
the
world
in
more
than
and
trembling.”
Perhaps
no
better
way
History has been regarded as com
use Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
posed of deeds by oertain great men relative sense. On this view a Philoso of putting it can be found. While it is Compound.”
phy
of
History
is
much
harder
to
con
God’s
plan
for
all
to
enter
into
eternal
and it is only within recent times that
Every woman that is puzzled about
historians have given us the data that struct than on either of the preceding life, yet men must enter in for them her condition should secure the sympa
make up the life of the common people. views. Neither of those theories are selves if they enter at all. Men must thetic advice of a woman who under
Even the Bible is not a book of the troubled with the problem as to how the make their own sacrifices, endure their stands. Write to Mrs. Pinkham at
people. It records with more or less free agency of man is compatible with own sufferings, and, in a sense, make Lynn, Mass., and tell her your ills.
accuracy the lives of priests, prophets, tbe free agency of God. The problem their own atonement. History may be
and kings, but, as a rnle, passes over the of suffering also is easily solved by them viewed not merely as what has happened being accomplished inSoience, Theology,
life of the common people. However, a because In reality there is no suffering. but as the way in which men have en- Inventions and Art. Perhaps the next
change is coming in this respeot. There These and many other problems con tered into salvation. On the one hand age will be humantarian. When in the
have indeed been great men—an Alex front the adherent of this third view, is the invitation of Jehovah, “Friend, go name of righteousness and justice, Pres
ander, a Cicero, a Homer snd a Shakes and many times he finds himself stopped up higher;” on the other hand has been ident Cleveland intervened to prevent the
peare—but these men are simply ex by the wide abyss of ignorance, and man’s response to that invitation, and land of Venezuela from being stolen by
ponents of the age in which they live, forced to say, “I do not know, but I be this response is history.
by England, and when today the United
Men, at times, have declined the in States is intervening to stop the inhu
They are to a certain extent the products lievethat the Judge of all the earth will
-of the ciroumstanoes surrounding them, do right.” In some way the Divine and vitation, but, on the whole, there has manity of Spain in Cuba does it not look
and to a large degree those oircum the human working together make his been a general acceptance. Some say «s if a new era were dawning in the world,
stances are made up of contemporary tory; but when men seek to exclude the that the world is growing worse, yet, if the key-notes to whioh are humanity,
thought and thinkers. Shakespeare was Divine from their hearts and lives there Schopenhaner oan say “Sooner would we international justice, and righteousness?
what he was beoause of the thousands is history, to be sure, in the sense that a expeot to see the owls and bats drive That statesman who said that the prob
of people who lived in his time. The record is made; but it is the history of back the suu in the eastern heavens than lems of the twentieth century will be
that any truth which has onoe been moral rather than political is already
influence of every individual then living the Dark Ages.
What
is
the
principle
that|
is
at
the
known and distinctly and fully expressed, seeing the fulfillment of his prediction.
helped to make Shakespeare. History,
then, must no longer be regarded as the foundation of history? It will be nec can ever again be so utterly vanquished
There are, however, four ways in
deeds of certain illustrious men, but as essary to look first at the Godward side. and overcome that the old error shall which men work out their salvation—
a series of human movements, to which All thinkers at the present are agreed once more reign undisturbed over its ways which stand out prominently in
movements each individual holds a vital that the universe is one; that the differ wide kingdom. This is the power of every age. These are oommerce, mar
ent parts of it act and lnteraot in an in- truth; its conquest is slow and laborious riage, government and ireligion. Com
relation.
The Theist goes but if once the viotory is gained it oan merce in very ancient times consisted
History is a series of human move telllgible manner.
ments, but it is not a aeries of individual further than this and says that this unity never be wrested back again.” If Soho- largely of theft; but later it developed
movements.
No single movement is indicates an intelligent personal cause penhaner can say that, no one need des into reciprocity, until today it is the
complete in itself, but each takes its who governs the world according to pair of the world’s progress. Truth in great arbiter in all international disputes.
character and color from all that has some certain plan. What that plan is thought and in life is slowly but surely It is pretty generally understood that
gone before. It might be implying too nobody can’pretend to say. Neverthe driving back the owls and bats of sin the interests of commerce have done
much to say that the relation between less, some ancient brethren who lived and wickedness in the world.
more to ward off the threatening Euro
In this field of knowledge, also, as in pean war than anything else. While
human actions is a causal relation. In near the Throne of God have declared
the sense that the principle of causality that “It is His will that none should so many others, we are conducted to the present war with Cuba is largely on
runs through history precisely as it does perish, but that all should have ever the principle—“the proper study of behalf of suffering humanity, yet, were
in the natural sciences, the relation can lasting life.” Is that the Divine plan? mankind is man.” What is man and it not for the damage to Amerioan trade
not be considered causal. Nevertheless A survey of the world finds neither con how is he realizing his ideals? At birth caused by furthur continuance of Spain’s
a study of history reveals an unifying firmation nor denial of that statement. he is really a potentiality—a candidate sovereignty in Cuba it is doubtful if
principle beneath all its incidents. It is But faith, looking upwards from be- for morality and intelligence. He is American concern for Cuba would have
part animal and part spirit; and he never been as deeply stirred as it has been.
the object of this essay to discover, if
wholly loses the animal. He does, how
possible, what that principle is.
ever, have certain ideals and these he
Two views present themselves for ac
How’s This?
seeks to realize in many ways.
ceptance at the very outset of our search
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
In ancient times the Greek ideal was for any case of Catarrh that cannot b«
The one views all activities as simply so
beauty and this was worked out in sculp cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
many manifestations of the Divine.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
ture, literature and philosophy; the Ro
History is but the self-realization of the
Toledo, O.
man ideal wag virtue and this was
Divine. Men and women exist, but
We, the undersigned, have known F.
wrought
out,
for
a
season,
In
life;
the
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
their plans, wishes aad actions express HO, FARMERS, READ THIS.
Jewish ideal was a Messiah who should lieve him perfectly honorable in all busi
the Divine plan at that moment. On
transactions and financially able to
this view the evil, the false, the wicked One of Your Brothers Speaks. overcome the world, and this was real ness
carry out any obligations made by their
We have been using Brown’s Instant ized in the Person, life, and death of firm.
has no place, except relatively speaking,
in our family for a year or more Jesus of Nazareth, Who is overcoming
in history; men and women are not Relief
West & Truax, Wholes ale Druggist,
and have come to regard it as the very
responsible agents but automata. The best medicine we ever had in the house. the world and drawing all men to Him Toledo. Ohio.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Whole
other view is like unto the preceding, Have also used it with great success self. In the Middle Ages the universal
sale Druggist, Toledo, O.
Although it starts from an entirely dif among our stock,especially young lambs ideal was chivalry and the answer to
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
and
are
quite
sure
it
saved
the
lives
of
that
demand
was
the
origin
of
knight
acting directly upon the blood and
ferent assumption.
This view sees no
some of them. Suffice it to say I should hood by which Sir Knights pleged them mucous surfaces of the system. Price
reason for the Divine, but finds only not feel safe without it.
selves to the protection of women. In 75c per bottle. Sold by all druggist*.
taws, atoms, and motion. Human be
S. M. Millbtt.
Testimonials free.
modern times the ideal is Truth and lt is
Norway Me.
ings are but highly differentiated forms
Hall’s Family Pills are.the best.

“I DO MY OWN WORK.”
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And, further, if this war is of short dura
tion, it will be d”e largely to European
intervention for the sake of commerce.
Yet, commerce is not merely an outward
expression of the desire for wealth. It
began with that, and that is its under
lying'principle, but another principle is
beginning to he discerned—the principle
' of brotherhood. It is only a question of
time, whether for weal or for woe, when
all protective tariffs will be swept away,
and nation will join with nation in free
and equal trade.
Marriage is the seoond great means
by whioh men are striving for perfection.
It is one of the most important institu
tions in the world. The sanctity of the
family relation is the guarantee of the
world’s advance. In it the members of
the next generation are being trained
for good or for evil. The immediate
future will be better or worse according
as our young men and women are or are
not receiving the benefits of a pure,
wholesome family life. In anoient times
marriages were made solely for the pur
pose of providing worshippers for the
family gods. Today they are made for
wealth, convenience, as experiments, or
for no purpose at all. But there are in
dications of something better to come.
People in marrying are beginning to seek
for those who will be companions to
them in their noblest hopes and pur
poses. There is no real marriage unless
the union is cemented by rational love.
Government is the third means used
by men in seeking their highest welfare.
How the state has passed from the
patriarchal form tu the monarchical and
republican forms need not be dwelt upon.
Suffice it to say that the history of the
movement illustrates the fant that “un
easy lies the head that wears a crown.”
Ho matter how wise a monarch might
be, or how magnificent his reign, there
was always an undercurrent of dissatis
faction. Despite the universal prosperity
under Solomon’s administration—each
man dwelling under his own vine and fig
tree, and silver being as stones in Jeru
salem—when Rehoboain came to the
throne the people said to him “Thy
father made our yoke grievous.”
In
Rome, popular discontent led to the
overthrow of the Tarquins; and in Greece
there were many years of contest be
tween the so called tyrants and the peo
ple. In all of this there is to be seen on
one side a struggle for more power; on
the other side a struggle for rights and
privileges. This struggle is by no means
antiquated. Today liberty is the watch
word in every civilized country, whether
it is voiced by the great American peo
ple or by the comparatively small band
of Nihilists.
That government which does not pre
serve the individual rights of its citizens
is at once weighed in the balanoe and
found wanting and is doomed sooner or
later to an inglorious end. Once the in-

^■CARTERS

ml gaiTTLE

JRBIiver

Jg?q|b’|LLS

SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Teo. Hearty Eating. A per
fect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER. They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

Small Pill.
Small Bose.
Small Price.

dividual lived for the state; now there
must he both the sacrifice of the indi
vidual to the state and the guarantee
of the individual’s rights by the state.
The problem that is immediately be
fore the world relates to the retention
of the advantages of the present indi
vidualism together with the obtaining
of the benefits that socialism undoubted
ly offers. The problem, it is to be
hoped is not insoluble; the world looks
expectantly for the appearance of the
new heaven and the new earth in which
every tear shall be wiped away from
every eye, when men will be brothers,
when strikes and lock-outs, wars and
rumors of war shall be things of the
past.
The remaining means used by man in
his search for God’s holiness is religion
Here men’s loftiest endeavors and deep
est longings find ^expression as they
oome face to face with the Eternal.
Ridiculous as may appear the ceremo
nies of fetlohism they are the expres
sion of human hearts looking upward to
God. Under whatever name known to
man, whether Jehovah, Jupiter, Zeus,
or Brahma, God is still God and he
hears the heartfelt prayer of every son
of man wherever it may be uttered, in
Jerusalem, or on Mt. Gerizim: upon the
stormy rock-bonnd coast of New Eng
land, or on the banks of the Ganges, in
some broad-aisled Christian Church, or
beneath some Moslem Minaret. Wher
ever an human heart beats in unison
with the divine will, a temple has been
erected to the living God, and the
ground is hallowed ground.
In the days of Fagan Rome and Greece
correct worship consisted of the exact
repitition of a ritual. Judaism, a noble
religious monument of antiquity, de
generated into ceremonial performances.
It was reserved for Christ and His follow
ers to free the world from this ancient
superstition and ceremonialism. And,
although there have been times when
human weaknesses have forced Chris
tianity to appear as a highly developed
form of fetichism, yet it has performed
a noble part in the world’s history, and
its noblest effect has been the implant
ing in the minds of some the idea that
all men are brothers and children of one
Divine Father. In commerce, marriage
and the government the idea of love for
one’s fellow men was emphasized; in
religion the emphasis is laid on love for
God, and Christianity shows that out of
this love springs the love for one’s fel
lows.
In these four ways men work out
their ideals; they are led by them to
loving service for others and in this lov
ing service they draw near to God, Who
is love. This ideal is a lofty one; It was
not seen at first. In the beginning men
were aotuated by low motives; hut the
standard of excellence is a moving one.
Judging the past by the standard of
this age men have made crooked paths
in their upward course. But each age
must be judged in the light of its own
standard. The Spirit of the Age ac
counts In part for the vioe of the Dark
and Middle Ages But even judging the
world in that fashion it must be con
fessed that there have been.times when
the whole raoe has turned aside from
the path of righteonsneis, to gratify
vices and gins. At such a time the
Dark Ages have settled over the earth
At other times the darkness has lifted
and man and God have moved unitedly
toward the fulfillment of the Divine
Plan. For while the Divine Plan has
always been present its fulfillment is de
termined by human thought and ac
tivity.
“But were His the best, He could not
work for two. My work is mine, and
heresy qr not, if my hand slacked, I
should rob God—since He is fullest
Good—leaving a blank instead of violins.
I say, not God Himself oan make man’s
best without best men to help Him.
* • * ’Tie God gives skill, but not

I

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; OR, SELF-PRESERVATION

A BOOK FOR EVERY MAN.

From the pen of a distinguished author and eminent physician. Graduate of Harvard Medical Col
lege, Class 1864, late surgeon 5th Regt. Mass. Vol., Chief Consulting Physician to the old reliable

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
No. 4 Bulfinch Street, opposite Revere House, Boston, Mass., established in 1860, to whom was
awarded the Gold and Jewelled Medal by the National Medical Association for the Grand Prize
Treatise, ent:Jed “THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; OR, SELF-PRESERVATION,” a scientific,
popular ana Encyclopaedic Medical Work on Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical
Debility, Impotency, Premature Decline, Varicocele, Atrophy (wasting), and 371 pages,
which are 1 e “Apples of Gold in Pictures of Silver,” on all Diseases and Weaknesses oi man,
from whatever cause arising, with 125 prescriptions for Acute and Chronic Diseases, each one of
which is worth five times the price of the book. Bound in beautiful, substantial French Muslin,
full gilt. Price, only $1.00, by mail, double sealed. Read now, for “ Knowledge is Power.’*
Heal Thyself!
The Author may be consulted as above from 9 to 6. Sundays, 11 to 1.
The newspaper press throughout the country with great unanimity highly indorse the
Peabody Medical Institute. Read the following as a sample: —
“It can indeed be stated without hesitation or doubt that the Peabody Medical Institute, of Boston.
Mass., is to-day not only the most widely but the most favorably known for having the largest patronage and
most successful practice of any institution devoted to the treatment of diseases in the line of its specialty
in the world?'—Few York World, Dec. 8.1897.
“ The Peabody Medical Institute has many would-be Imitators, but no equals.”—Boston Herald.

The Diagnostician, or Know Thyself Manual
A Perfect VADB MECUM of MEDICAI. SCIENCE.
1 94-page pamphlet, illustrated with fine half-toned engravings and beautiful colored Anatomical
Plates. Price, 50c., but sent Free for sixty days, double sealed. Apply now.

without mtn’s hand.; He could not Savings Banks pay only 3 1-2 and 4 per
make Antonio Stradivarius’ violins with
cent. We place loans that pay
out Antonio.”
God oould not make history without
the human race, neither oould the hu
man race make history except God were On Boston City and Su
present, at least in gome men, and
burban Real Estate.
through them leavening the whole lump. Absolut* safety of the principal; and interest
In the fourfold activity of men we have SURE. No investments have been so safe; non*
have returned better interest than leans on Bos
seen the leavening process, and may it ton city and suburban real estate. For particn
not be that even now we are at the open lars and full information write us.
ing of a new age in which God’a pur
poses shall be fulfilled and human ideas
639 and 640 Tremont Building, Boston.
shall be fully accomplished? Let us
41tf
hope that the indications noticed may
be the golden sunset of the old age and
the glorious sunrise of a new aud better
day.
BEHOVES

6 p. c. GUARANTEED
WATSON & DU VERNET,

ABSORBINE

without
Puffs, etc.,
laying the
horse up or
Tumors, removing the
Thor hair,strength
ens strained
weak ten
ough-Pin and
dons, restores
the circula
Capped tion, allays all
- Hock, inflammation.
Cures tumors,

REMEMBER!
Your best friend when you are In distress, when
your stomach or head feels so bad that yon do
not know what to do. His name is

GRODER’S SYRUP.

hernia, weep
Swellings, ing
gold by all druggist., In 35 cts. and SI per BEFORE. AFTER
sinew, &c.,.
bottle. None genuine unless bearing a beaver on human family. Price, $2.00 per bottle.
on the bottle.
Circulars with testimonials free. Manufac
tured by ~
\V. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,
No. 34 Amlierst St.,
Springfield, Mass,
gend 25 cents for sample bottle.

The Editor

we believe will say that we advertise
nothing in this paper but what is
backed up by abundant proof. Ask
Portland people what “Danish” has
done in the past six years. Testimon
ials free.
DANISH RHEUMATIC
Ghildbirth made easy.
CURE CO., Portland, Maine.

Mme. Leone’s Remedies.

It Cuts All Around the Horn

LEAVITT MFG. CO.,

C S .,

Hammond, I11..U.S. A

LIGHTNINb WEL MACH’Y J
PUMPS- AIR LIFTS. ¥

J

GASOLINE tNGINES.tafcffi
AIR COMPRESSORS D&s|g£|
THE AMERICAN WEL- WORKS.®-.
AURORA,I1.’. - Crl ICAG0.- DAL L AS.TEX,

Wrinkles Removed.
Blackheads and Pimple
Eradicator.

Face Bleach. Perspiration of
Arm Pits and Feet Cured.
Bust Developed.

Drunkenness and Tobacco
Habit Cured.
Theae remediea are perfectly harmless
and can be uaed eaaily. Inexpensive.
Eight different preparationa. Our mail
is in plain wrappers. Send for circulars,

VXXXX/XZXXZ/Z/Z/.l'/XX/ZZXy',

WORMS

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. The symp
toms are
indigestion, with a variable ap-

the rectum and about the anus; eyes heavy and
dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough;
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.

TRUE’S
ELIXIR
PIN WORM

is the best worm remedy made.
It has been in use 46 years,
is purely vegetable, harmless, and effectual.
Where no worms are present it acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous mem
brane of the stomach and bowels. A positive
cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a val
uable remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price 35c. Ask your druggist for it.

Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
C Special
special weaunentror
rape worms, Write
write iorireepampmes
treatment for TapeWorms.
for free pamphlet

'/✓ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

MME. LEONE CO.,

224 Tremont St.,
Gives

Boston, Mass,

VIGOR and DEVELOPMENT.
A

New Restorative Method

for home cure. Different from all others. A.
remarkable improvement in applying a common
sense principle. Nature’s own cure. No electricity
belt or ointment. Restores full sexual vigor,,
causes development, gives sustainii g power,
natural size and feeling to weak, small or
shrunken organs. Cures nervousness, oversensltiveness|and deficiet ability. No medicine
on earth can cause development, or restore
natural size io shrunk* n organs; OUR ME
THODS D«- JES. Endorsed anu used by promi
nent physicians. This is uo “free trial” de
ception; no humbug prescription that no drug
gist can fill. Nothing sent unless ordered.
Actually the cheapest, because the only method
know that does a« claim* d. Moderate price.
No continued expense. Our illustrated Treatise
(of interest to all men, and cf especial interest to
all physicians) explains the principles so clearly
that evert man can judge for himself, as to its
merit. Treaties mailed free (sealed) in plain
envelope. Please mention thia paper.

THE CAMERON CO, 49 Fu ton St., New
York.
45-50

TURF, FARM
FINESTz BEAUTIFYING PARLORS IN THE STATE

PROF. H. C. PENNEY,
THE FAMOUS HAIR GROWER.

11

AND HOME.
’

WOODNUTT'S

'

MONOGRAM HORSE REMEDIES !

1

WOODNUTT’S TONIC AND WORM POWDERS Correct a disordered stom
ach assist digestion, stimulate the appetite, and purify the bldbd, and are a

Endorsed by the Leading Physicians in the State. I guarantee to stop the « thorough eradicatorof worms and bots. Price, $I.t>0 per box, $8.00 per
dozen.
falling out of the hair in forty-eight hours, also to transplant the hair from the
head to the eyebrows making them any form desired. Three different shades oi
WOODNUTT’S HEALING OINTMENT ^ures scratches, oraoked heels,
Lleaching the hair. Curling and dressing in the latest style. Experikn< ei
chafes of boots or harness, ano all wounds and gallB, and sore teats in cows.
bADT Assistants.
Price, 50 cts. per jar, 00 cents by mail.
Ask your dealer for them of send direct to the manufacturer, who will
I was suffering from a very seven
forward them promptly on receipt of price.
case of Eczema of the scalp, and ii
consequence my hair was falling out
H. C. WOODNUTT,
aud becomiug quite thin. I used vari
Post Office box 1159.
so Warren Street, NEW YORK.
ous remedies, without relief, until
finally I took a treatment from Prof
H. C. Penney. The result was bey one
my most sanguine expectations. Th*
Eczema rapidly succumbed to his treat
ment and effected a permanent curt
My hair does not now fall out, but i*
growing luxuriantly. It gives me great
pleasure to add my testimony to that ol
If yon are not satisfied with onr
many others who have been successfully
terms we will give you a colt.
treated by Prof. Penney.
MRS H. M. GIFFORD,
We have in the stud
Lewiston, Me., Feb. 22, 1897.

TO SUIT THE TIMES
NELSON 2.09,
WILKES, by Alcyone,
TARRATINE, by Wilkes,
ISLE DEW, by Nelson,
QURRIER by Nelson.

This is to certify that I have nsed Prof. Pea
ney’e Pace Bleach and Lotion, and find they art
far superior to any I have ever seen, and it 1>
with pleasure that I recommend it to all who ma;
be afflicted with any faci al blemishes.

MRS. ALICE CURRIER,
Lewiston, Me., Feb. 22, 1897.

WE HAVE OTHERS BY NELSON AND WILKES.

Specialty of curing Eczema and all skin diseases, and removing objectionable hai:
and facial blemishes snoh as moth, Freckles, Pimples, black heads, hair mold*
without injuring the complexion. Wrinkles removed aud Old Faces Made
Young. Bust developments. Corns and bunion permanently removed without
pain. °A11 work guaranteed. Reasonable prices.

COME AND SEE US.

NELSON,

Room I, Pillsbury Block, LEWISTON, MAINE.

Hfhaley

2.17

Sunnyside Farm.

stock way up.=a

HZATyEzV'

2.17

Still holds the track record for trotting over four Maine tracks, viz:
GORHAM, 217 1-4,
ACTON, 2.18 1-2,

|
I

FRYEBURG, 2 17 1-2;
TOPSHAM (1896) 2 18 1-4.

It was a HALEY colt, Julia 2.27 3-4, that won the
four-year-old stake at Lewiston, 1897.
The winner
of second money, Hazlewood, same race, was also
by HALEY; while Stella 2.39 1-4, by HALEY, won
the three-year-old race at same time and place.
HALEY will stand at

RIVERVIEW STOCK FARM, South Gardiner,
until further notice, when he and his own brother, the stylish thres-year old
CZAR, will be taken to the LEWISTON FAIR GROUNDS, where they will stand
for a limited number of mares.

W. D, HALEY, Proprielor.
SEAASO3ST OF 18S8.

XVinring Pace
tec ord 2.21 1-2.

ID

EZ "T"
J""
| T
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Trai 2111-4

quarter in 32 sec.

Bay horse 16 hands weighs 1150 pound, sired by Alcantara 2.23 with 121 in 2 30, and 34 in 2.20,
e by George Wilkes 2.22, sire of 85 In 2 30, dam by Broken Leg; sire of Big F. 2.16 etc. Will make
be season of 1898, Tuesdays at Park House Stable, Hartland. Thursdays at Hotel McGregor
table, E. Corinth. The remainder of the time at my Stable, at $15 0% by the eeason or $20.00 to
warrant. Cash or satisfactory note at time of service. If yon wish to breed to a good sized, good
red and a good individual, come and see this horse and his stock. For extended pedigree address,
GEO. E, BALL, Exeter, Maine.

1014 MERRILL 2101-4
Sire Nelson, 2.09, Dam_by Watchmaker, 2.311-3 Trial 2.221-2.
Merrill is too well-known to need any introduction to the public as a race
lorse, for he still holds the race record of Maine, and the winner of the 7-heat
race at Dover, N. H., last fall against Woodshed, Hellene Duplex and Lantana,
raking 1st and 4th moneys. Merrill will make a short season in the stud at Lew
iston, commencing the 1st of May 1898. He is not only getting speed but large
saleable horses as well.

TERMS $40 BY THE SEASON.
WITH THE USUAL RETURN PRIVILEGE.

Cash or satisfactory note at firat service.

For further particulars, address

C. J. M. MERRIFIELD, Hotel Atwood, Lewiston, Me,, or
F. J. MERRILL. Damariscotta, Me.__________________ 434

COLONEL PITT 23,164. VAN HELMONT 2.19 1-2,
2.19 1-4—RACE

RECORD—2.19 1-4.

Colonel Pitt stands 15% hands, weighs 1050 lbs., a blood hay, both him
« kies white, perfectly sonnd and kind, an excellent road horse and fast walkei
In 1893, as a four-year-old, he had seven weeks’ training and showed a mile il
2.30%. In 1894 he obtained a reoord of 2.19% Aug 22. The next week at Saco h
met with an accident and was retired.
He is by Nelson’s Wilkes, sire of St. Croix 2 14%, etc , eto. Nelson’s Wilks
by Alcyone by George Wilkes. Col. Pitt’s dam by Constellation. He will mak
the season at

M’LE BROCK STABLE,

188 ELM STREET, BIDDEFORD, MAINE

AT $25-00 TO INSURE.
With usual return privilege in 1899.

Cash or satis factory note at time of servic

S. S. ANDREWS.

ALBRINO 3052.
Chestnut horse 18 hands high, and weighs 1100 pounds; bred by Wm. T. Witl
ers, Lexington, Ky. By Almont 33; dam Maggie Bryan, by Cassius M. Clay Ji
(22); 2nd dam Belle Bryan by Mambrino Patchen; 3rd dam Old Den by Gaine;
Black Denmark by Denmark son of imp. Hedgeford; 4th dam by Blackburn’s Whi]
albrino is the sire of Iona S. 2.17%, Landlord 2 16, Fauntleroy 2.23%, and fiv
others in 2 30 and is the grandsire of Eldora 2.21, (by a son) and Fernwood 2.24)
(out of a daughter) and several others in the list.

FAUNTLEROY 2.23 1-4.
Chestnut horse foaled in 1897, bred by Grandville Childs, Canton Point, Me.;
got by Albrino 3052; dam Alice Boone (sister to Elcho 2.27%), by Daniel Boone;
2nd dam Alice Dunn (dam of Kenelm.2.24%, Elcho 2.27%, Canton 2.29%, etc.,) by
Farnum Horse, son of Young Brandywine 1959; 3rd dam by Trustee Messenger.
Fauntleroy has proved himself a race horse. In 1894 he started in eleven races,
and won eight first monies, two second and was drawn in another to save him for a
later race. He served a very few.mares in Maine before ’being taken away and
among the foals produced was Victor E. 2.27. This horse is a sure foal getter, is
as sonnd and smooth as when foaled, and should make a great sire.
The above horses will make the season of 1898 at my stable.

H.G. PARSHLEY,

76 SPRING STREET.

Dexter, Me.,

JKTUIYEZBZEZR,

14974-

Foaled May 17,1884, Sire Harbinger, with 10 in list, by Al
mont, Dam by Gen, Knox.
VAN HELMONT is too well known to need any introduction to the people
as a raoe horse, for the simple reason that he has faced the judges for four con
secutive years in onr State and also Massachusetts. He has fonght more hard
battles than any other horse of his class, and generally got his share of the money.
He is however retired from the tnrf as sound as when he entered the field. 1 am av
the present making a specialty of standing him for the use of mares. His stocks
are speedy race horses and good sellers. He has a score of colts within the charmed
circle and from that down to 2.12, and not only a speed producer, but is sure te
get a good sellerjor a gentleman’s driver every time he is mated with a good mare.
His colts as a class have bis uniform style and action, and he possessing the royal
blood of Almont and Gen. Knox can not fail to meet the requirements of the times,
He is in the best of condition standing 15 2% hands high, and weighs about 105(1
pounds to-day, color jet black.
VAN HELMONT will stand the coming season at Elon Wright stable on the
Wells road, five miles from Phillips, every third week commencing May 16th, and
the remainder of the time at my place, two miles north of Clinton village.
TEZRTYIS TO WARRANT,
$10.00.
Cash or satisfactory not eat time of service. Pasturing at reasonable rates
with mares at owners’ risk. Vo business on Sunday,

JAMES BREMNER, Clinton, Maine.

Nelson

chief.

SIRE NELSON 2.09.

1st dam Lady Palmer 6, by Gideon 145. 2d dam Clara by Drew Horse 114.
3d dam Lucy by Withersll Messenger 7.
Nelson Chief was foaled May 1893; stands 16 hands, weighs 1100 lbs., is a
fine chestnut, and fine proportioned, sound, beautiful stallion. His colts are all
bay or chestnut, good size, and very handsome, the kind that always bring good
prices. He is very speedy, and a more elegant-looking horse in motion does not
exist. He is a perfect type of his sire.
TEEMS TO WARRANT,
$10.
He will make the season of 1898 at my place on Pond Road, Sidney.
P. O. Address Lake Shore, Maine.
44 1
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fURF, FARM AND HOME.

P Q Li L T B Y ffl A T TS R
’Communications intended for this Depart
ment should be addressed to

POLLARD'S PEKIN DOCKS.

George P. Coffin, Freeport, Maine

CORRECT FEEDING.

At New York, won on six entries, 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes on both ducks and drakes.
At Hagerstown, Md., they made a clean sweep of all premiums in tie Pekin class.
At R. I. Poultry Show, Pawtucket, they won fifteen regular and eight specials on sixteen
entries, losing 4th old drake.
At R. I. State Fair, they won every prize.

Every class oi domestic animals have
been subjected to scientific stDdy in or
der to find or establish a balanced
tion that will furnish the necessary food
That’s our winter’s record. Does it look right?
elements in the proper combinations,
and at a reasonable pr'ce. In this par
EGGS after March 1, $2 for 12; $5 for 50; $8 for 100.
ticular work the Agricultural Experi
i®“Only New England duck farm advertising when and where premiums are won.
ment Stations have conducted many im
POLLARD S POULTRY FARM, South Attleboro, Mass.
portant experiments but very few of
<3 51
them have been in the poultry line, aud
a person seeking information on this
RAYMOND’S
question must .therefore accept the re
sults of individual experiments or abide
by the theories promulgated by indi
Large, vigorous, extra layers. Winners at Paw
viduals.
tucket, 1897. Stock for sale; eggs $2 per IS; $5
These may be and doubtless are in per 39; INCUBATOR EGGS, 85 per 100.
Stock from Felch and Hawkins strain. Eggs for
....
WILL H. RAYMOND,
most cases as reliable as the Station 43
tf
Box 686, Central Falls, R. I.
hatching from fine pure bred birds,
work, but the fact that very few people
outside of the educational and experi
$1.00 PER SITTING.
mental institutions are qualified to make
the oorreot tests, analyses, etc.,' renders
EXCLUSIVELY.
it hard to obtain the results of any care 20 White P. Rook oeokerela for sale at low
fully conducted experiments
prices. To get the heat and improve your atook
buy atook andeggs of
Of course the same general rules should
J*n 1.
A
FlfaLRBROWN, Ayer, Mase
be used in the preparation of foods for
poultry as„for other animals, giving due
consideration to the differences in the
The Home of America’s Greatest and Best
powers of digestion and assimilation, as FULLER’S LARGE PROLIFIC-LAYING
Barred,
well as in the chemloal composition of
STRAIN.
Bronze
White, Buff Plymouth Roeks,
S^te Indian Games, and
White
f°r poultry. The best for egg. Barred Ply
the product, and likewise' of the foods The
mouth Rocks from the best strains in the counHaving narrowed the experiment to ap ‘J7’E^*’ *5for 41 ’100 for
A few trios of
Five Varieties of Ducks, Ring Neck Pheasants, and Belgian Hares
White Wyandottes at ?5. Write quick. John
ply only to poultry we shall see other H. Fuller, Augusta, Me.
43tf
Important points olaiming attention suoh
PRIZE WINNERS FOR ANY SHOW.
STOCK AND ECCS IN SEASON
BUFPINTON’S buffs
as the structuie of different breeds, their
CATALOGUE FEEE,______
won 67 prizes at Fall River, New London, Bufhabits,, etc ,-----------------------, and the theory
proven
. will be r
--------- , 1and Boston. Price of eggs reduced. Will
by what has already become an estab-1 p°Rocks BuflBand'y/hitoL^homs®B^ffBc"chd
E.
W. FERGUSON. Proprietors.

WHITE WYANDOTTES.

White Wyandottes.

B. P. Rocks.

White Plymouth Rocks

C-S. ROBINSON, - - - Skowhegan, Me.

Fuller’s White Wyandottes.

FISHER’S ISLAND FARM

M. &

JWangle, Manager, Box B, Fisher’. Island, N. Y. (via New
ins, and Rhode Island Reds $1.25 for 15, $3.00 Lon“ona"
lished faot, that the sprightly active for
45. Incubator
eggs, 84 C00 for 100, 87.00 for
. reggs,
Leghorn requires different feed than G. BUFFINTON,
Good breeding
stock
for
sale.
ROWLAND
Box 677. Fall Riveu Mags.35-?9
does the massive, docile Brahma,
FREE! FREE’
The general principles of feeding have I.
Do^ourwaE^a°in^c’ia ®
„
K. FELCH & SON,
been outlined by Professor Cashman as
«<®<1
an order for one of our ftist-ctaM
Box M., Natick^ Mass,
standard Incubator.. We want to intrortn^
follows;
Yaluation of our machines in every section of
Lt. Brahmas, Ply. Rocks
the United State, and Canada a!d 7n ordeito
Certain food'elements are required to
and
Wh.
Wyandottes.
do
this
we are going to give away free one
sustain life and renew the various parts.
5^2?*r,Tlth eac.h Incubator sold. We challenge
Eggs for hatching that will hatch.
If more food is given than is required
the world to produce better machines than we
Enclose Stamp for 24-p'age Catafor this it is stored up in the body for
S2fldf^2?r#' A1' macbines are warranted and
39.51
teeted before leaving our factory. No ohean
future use or used in reproduction. The logue.
trash manufactured at any price. Large valuaM?
product of poultry is simply the surplus
pointer 1898 catalogue for 10 ots. Circular free
food that has been well digested and as
FLOWER CITY INCUBATOR CO.,
similated. The more food the fowl oan
Mention tbl. paper.
Rochester, N. Y.
assimilate the greater the product, if the
Place your order with
right materials are given. Food is made
with us for
have won more prizes, In proportion to number
EMERY S. PUGH’S
up of carbonaceous, nitrogenous, and
2* bll4a ®xblbite(L ^ban any other strain More
White Plymouth
mineral matter, besides the water it con
fine birds imported from England, at greate?
Rock
Eggs.
tains. Starch, fat and sngar are car
$2.00 .per 13; 3.50 per 26
bonaceous foods. Lean meat, white of
Also for {Silver Penciled
an egg. the ourd of milk and the gluten
Hamburg Eggs. #1.50 per
13
In our Poultry and Handsome 28 page catalague, giving testimonials tine half tone
of grains are classed among the nitro Pigeon Exchange we always
b™®4ing can produce
have a good line stamp. I also breed BIu.Mlusifns, B.r?eAand W^^^'on^oUsTf KisTmetiV'’*1 l0t
genous foods.
of stock from some ofJthe best lofts and yards In
The mineral matter is found In the New England. Write for what you want. Sat __________ _________________ _______ emery S. PUGH, Box 1021, Eaton, N.‘ Y.
isfaction guaranteed. Price list of Poultry
whey of milk, in bones, in all whole Supplies
and Egg Record free.
grains and usually In combinations with
The Crown of Merit is Success,
nitrogenous foods. The digested car
THE
DOUBLE
CO.,
bonaceous material, after passing into
------- AND THE_____
the blood of an animal, is used to pro
67 No. Market Street, Bosto". Mass.
duce heat and force; it is oxygenized or
gradually burned and sustains activity
POULTRY ^SUPPLIES.
and energy. If there is a surplus it is
hae merited ite large sale and extensive me
stored up as fat and is drawn upon when
among Farmers and Ponltrymen.
seeded, when the supply in the blood is
It is perfect in action, running eaeily and
.deficient. The nitrogenous mat erial goes
ewiftly, while the work is done in the moet com
to replace worn out tissue, muscle, etc.,
50 lbs/S1.25; 100 lbs. S2.00-.
plete manner.
while the mineral matter furnishes the Send for Catalogue Free.
There is no other maohine in the market today
materials for the bones and to replace
to be oompared to the
7
nerve waste, etc. Fat and mineral are Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Co.,
also present in muscle to a certain ex
CROWN.
28 Vesev St., N. Y. City.
tent. Bone and the tissues of the body
contain all of these elements to a certain
Titusville, Pa., January 5,179
extent, but each predominates in the
EGGS FOR_HATCH1NG.
Wilson Bros., Dear Sirs:—The Crown Bone Cutter attracted much attention at our poultrv
parts mentioned.
■b?w- ,®Ierybod,’’ ««emedj)leased with its operation. It did not break down like the
P
The carbonaceous material is to the Cochins, P. Rocks, Barred and White; Wyan did and the people saw this cutter oould cut a mess of bones while the--------- was being loaded
dotte., all varities; Leghorns, any variety, Ham
Yours very truly,
w. C. WARNER.
animal much like what coal is to the lo burg., all varities; Dorkings, Java., White Lang,
comotive. The nitrogenous matter might .halt, and White Wonders. T*n kind, ducks
WILSON
BROS.,
EASTON
PA.
egg.
onejutting
$1.50,
two
sittings
$2.50,
three
be compared to the steel and iron of
ngs $3.00.
which the locomotive is made, and the
A. J. KENNISTON,Prop.,
nervous system of the animal to the 36tf
Simpson’. Corner, Me.
.engineer who starts or stops the engine
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
and controls it. It takes some coal to
The Riverview Poultry Yard., T. H. Campbell,
get up steam and keep it np if the loco Prop.,
Ellsworth, Maine, will sell eggs from the
motive does not move. It takes much following
KeeP ’cm busy> or theY won’t . be
prize winning fowl: Barred, White
more to move a heavy train. The wear and Buff Plymouth Rocks; Golden, White and
©
profitable.
Feed ’em with the right
Silver
Wyandotte.;
White,
Brown
and
Buff
and breakage due to high speed requires
Light Brahmas; Black Minorcas;
more extensive and frequent repaira of Leghorns;
White Sherwoods, and Silver S. Hamburg.. The
kind
stuff> and they’d rather be
the looomotive machinery. If the above fowl hare taken many prizes, and pur
busy than not
can’t help themselves
engineer gets drunk or falls asleep, or chased from some of the best poultry yard, in
country. Each pen is headed by cock, and
the animal's nervous system Is not sus the
cockerels scoring from 92 to 95)4 points, by some
tained, something serious happens. If of the best judges. Also pullets, and scoring as
as 95)4 points. Ergs $1 per sitting (13 eggs)
you pile coal into the engine’s boilers high
a. lord & co., ) will give you a pointer.
All my fowls are fine layers as well as prize win
and it stands on the track, there will be ners.
1 New Baldwin St., [ ------------ '------------------------------------------------------------------Brown Leghorn, White and Buff Ply
Charlestown, Ms. )
a blow off of steam without any work mouth Rock cockerels for sale. Black Langshan
and
White
Wonder
eggs
for
sale.
Address,
{being done.
T. H. CAMPBELL,
This will continue as long as the coal 38-50
Box 221 Ellsworth, Me.

EGGS!

Black Minorcas

CROWN BONE CUTTER

CUT CLOVER HAY,

Are
2b
s?
£ HdlS

S

8

Working ?

¥
¥

$
*
¥
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and water «upply hold* out. The
engine’s reserved supply of carbon is in
its tender. That of the animal in its fat.
If we feed an animal too muoh carbon
aceous material it can store it up for a
time and get it out of the way, but its
muscles and nervous system are not pro
perly fed and become weak. As the
musoles are not properly repaired their
place is taken by the surplus ifat. The
animal then gains in weight, but loses in
nervous force, musoular strength and
vigor.
If we feed an eioess of nitrogenous
and mineral matter and not enough car
bonaceous food, the animal beoomes lean
active and restless, its muscles become
harder and larger. The stores of fat in
the body, like the coal in the locomotive
tender, are used up to furnish heat while
the nitrogenous food is stored as lean
flesh. If we go to far in this direction,
so authorities tell us the blood becomes
overloaded with nitrogenous matter and
the liver and kidneys are overtaxed in
removing it, the system becomes clogged
and this is worse for it than too much
fat. The animal may lose its power of
digestion and waste away with fever or
die of bowel trouble or nervous derange
ment. We are also taught by the an
thorities that there must be enough
mineral matter or phosphates in the
food. If enough of the other elements
are fed but mineral phosphates are lack
ing the nervous forces are starved, the
blood becomes improvished and the food
is not digested or properly distributed.
An animal can take care of an excess
of any one of those elements occasional
ly: without injury, but if given con
tinuously it may receive more than can
be stored up or excreted. If we feed
heavily and the proportions are not right,
the animal will have to eat too much of
the elements in excess to get what it
must have of what is lacking. The
heavier we feed tl<e more Important it is
that we give the proper proportions. If
we do this we have what is called a bal
anced ration. The more perfect the
balance the animal can eat and digest
with benefit the greater the product.
Experimentors find that a compare
tively small amount of mineral matter is
necessary in the food, and that there
should be several times more carbon
aceous than nitrogenourmatter, and that
the proportions required will vary. If
inactive less nitrogenous matter is re
quired. The greater the muscular aotion
the greater the amount that is needed.
The colder the temperature the more
carbonaceous material the inactive ani
mal needs. When passive, simply eat
ing and keeping warm in a cold barn an
ox will use up twelve times as much
heat producer as tissue and muscle re
pairer. If he works he needs more masole repairer and less heat producer,
beoause the muscle that is destroyed
by work is oxygenized and also pro
duces some heat and force. It is not so
good a fuel, but it contributes some
thing. A growing animal wants more
muscle and tissue building material in
proportion than a mature animal will
that is equally as aotive.

named above, it ought to be easy to have
eggs in abundance during the four
months when these hotels want most of
them. Farmers should see the prot
prietors of suoh places, learn just whay
will suit them best, and how much theare likely to require, and strive to have
enough to get tneir oustom, and have it
good enough and nice looking enough to
suit them.

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.

MAPLEWOOD

THIS AD. WILL APPEAR ONLY ONCE MORE.

YARDS.

Malden, Mass.
R,

WOODMAN, Proprietor.

Breeder of Prize-Winning Land and Water Fowl.
Consisting of Light Brahmas, Black Langshans, White Wyandottes, Barre
Plymouth Bocks, English Red Cays, S. C. Brown Leghorns.

Wild Decoy Canada Geese and Decoy Ducks Trained for Shooting Purposes.

Sheomet Poultry Yards, Pierce Bros.,
Winchester, N. H.
Riverside Poultry Yards, J. H. Doane,
Gouverneur, N. Y.

LOOK! 4

POULTRY

Send 2c. stamp for 32 page oatalogue and other information.
OFFICE 2 BOWERS AVE., MALDEN, MASS.

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORNS

Large and vigorous, extra layers. Winners at Boston and New York 1890-97 and 98, at Amesbury.
Mass., Dec. 1897, 1 won 1st cock score 95 and 1st pen, at Hartford, Ct„Jau. 1898 I won 1st cock, 1st
hen, 2d cockerel in a strong class. Nice pullets $1 25 each, cockerels, $2. Eggs from my best mat
logs reduced to SI 50 per 13, $2 50 per 26. I warrant satisfaction. Circular free. Pleasant Poul
try Yards, J. H. WOODHEAD, Leicester, Maes.
46-49
EGGS FOR IIATOHING.

SWEEPSTAKES!

White Wyandottes and Brown Leghorns.
Large healthy birds for layers. Perfect In shape
andcolor. Warranted the pure strain. L.Cobb,
At the great Rochester Show, Janu»ry, ‘98, In Brunswick, Me. Box 346.
40-1
competition with the best in the state, my Bar
red Plymouth Rocks won SWEEPSTAKES in
STANDARD BREEDS, BUFF COCHINS,
large American class, and 8 other prizes. At Buff Leghorns, Buff Cochin, Bantams, Barred
Waterton, N. Y., Sept. ‘97, in hot competition my P Rocks, Lt. Brahmas, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs, Golden Polish. 8 chicks, 5 to 7 weeks old,
$2 00, 15 eggs 81.50. Frank Myers, Freeport, Ill.
46-49.

PEKIN DUCKS

BENCH CANADIAN CATTLE.—Those
won all prizes offered; 1st prize pair weight 18
in want of Show or choice anima’s for
lbs. at 3X mos. Eggs that will produce prize
Foundation
Stock, will find them in Hillside
winners for you; send for circular.
Reference: Bank of Philadelphia, N. Y., Post Herd—only herd in United States. C. E. Col
burn.
Portlandville,
N. Y.
45 50
master, er Express Agent at Evans Mills.

IMPERIAL

M S. GARDNER,

Pekin

My matings this year appear to have
been very successful. I expect to have
about 500 early hatched young birds for
sale. Shall keep'only the most perfect
stock to ship, the culls will all be dis
posed of as broilers.
Will also sell a part of my old stock now.

Will lurnish a few more EGGS at reduced
price.

LOOK FOR MY FALL AD,
C.

Davis Miller,

40tf

Skowhegan, Maine.

S

-MY-

BUFF WYANDOTTES.
Eggs from the Bnffinton strain of this noted
and moet profitable breed. 81.00 for 13 eggs from
best pen.
C. H. VIGUE, Waterville, Maine.

$2 PER 13.
WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS
WHITE WYANDOTTES.

BREEDING STOCK $2.50.

MAPLE DUCK FARM,

«tf

SO, EASTON-

MASS.

’

Pekin Ducks Orrocco Poultry Farm.

averaged 128 ergs each last season, fertility above
90 per cent. Read what one customer says: “I
had from your 1100 eggs; they surpass any ihat I
haveZbonght elsewhere, both for fertility and
hardihood of the ducklings hatched.
Resp.
yours, A. R. Blibs.”
My flock is trebled in size this season. Have
also prolifio brown egg strains of
■GGS;-«ARRBn p. ROCKS and PKKfN
DUCKS, 81 per 13; 86 per 100.
WHITE P. ROCKS and W. WYANDOTTES,
after March 1st, 81.80 per 13.
C. E. LELAND,
915
Varnum Ave.,
LOWELL, MASS.
40 4

Price Reduced.

EGGS

Ducks.

48-49
EVANS MILLS, N. Y.
EA SHELIA are the beat aad cheapest shell
Largest Ducks In America. Birds &
food for poultry and pigeons. One pound of
sea shells will supply enough lime for five dozesEggs for Sale at reasonable prices. Satis
hen’s eggs. 5 bn. bbl. 81.26:5 bbl. lot 85. 8 m
faction guaranteed. J^=Send for Cata
pie, 4c. KNOWLES & SON, Guilford, Conn.
logue.
Deo. 8tf.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
I have the pure strain of White Wonders and
ft. I. Reds. They lay dark brown eggs. These
eggs will be from carefully selected birds at $1
per sitting of 13.
Address, Jas. E. Hackett,
Brunswick, Me.
40-1

South Natick and Monnt Blue, Mass
Devoted exclusively to Barred
Plymouth Rocks,

(ORROCCO BROWN EGG STRAIN.)
Persons interested in raising poultry for profit,
either bv natural or artificial means, and who
are unable to visit us, can send a two-cent stamp
for our Twenty-seventh Annual Illustrated 80
page Circular and obtain more practical informa
tion than is often found in

A Dollar Book for Two Cents.
Address,
44-49

W. H. RUDD & SON,
44 North St, Boston.

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Lt. Wt. Lt. Brahmas
(Business strains)

The very belt of layers of dark brown
•gg»Eggs for the remainder of season
$1.00 per sitting.

RIME EGG CASKS—13 sizes. Years hsv
There is a great deal of talk in these
HOWLAND & WHITNEY.
demonstrated their value. They give satis
faction.
Demand steadily increasing. Illus
times about “home markets” and their
421 Green St, Cambridqeport,
PLEASANT POULTRY FARM,
trated circular and price list free.
Agenta MT.
importance to farmers, but some of its
wanted. Write at once.
E. A. Prime, Ayer
Mass.
E. D. PAGE, Prop’r,
Junction, Maas.
S9tf
strongest advocates consider it only as it
37tf
North Hermon, Maine.
applies to the chief articles we export,
INGLE COMB Brown Leghorns ex., of
FOK SALE.
highest quality. Eggs for hatching from
and their being sold at the large cities in
my prize winners headed by mv first prize cock
Pheasant eggs, English and Mongolian, by the erel, Madison Square, New York, and my first
the country or shipped out of it. But to dozen
or hunored, perfectly fresa and fertile. prize cookerel, Brockton, Maas., 82 per 13, 85 per
the small farmer, the true home market Will have eggs until July loth. Pleasant Ridge 40. A few choice breeding cockerels for sale. A
Poultry Netting in the
Pheasantry, Pleasant Ridge, Ohio.
48 52
small olrcnlar for the asking. EDWARD T. On
of most value is the providing first for
MURPHY, L. Box 102, R. Whitman, Mass. SOtf
World.
CHAMPION POULTRY YARDS.
the members of his own family and next
Send list of wants, and we will quote by re
S. C. Brown
Leghorns, Bull Leghorns,
those whom he can easily reach by a White Plymouth Rocks, and White Wyandottes.
MCKENNEY’S
turn mail. THE BROCKWAY-8 MiTH COR
PORATION, Lynn, Mass.
44-49
My birds are bred for size, style, early maturing
short drive, and who will gladly pay the and
prolific laying qualities and have won prizes
STAHDARD-BRED B. P. ROCKS
full retail price for a good article brought wherever shown. Eggs 81 per 13, *2 per 30. Cir
cular free, satisfaction guaranteed.
Cham Stand at the head. Always winning
Duston’s White Wyandottes
regularly in good condition.
pion Poultry Yards, B. A. Bradbury, Buxton
leads. See Boston Show
wherever shown.
Center,
Me.
47-49
awards, or write him. Eggs
The poultry for these summer resort
$3.00 per sit. 4 sits. $10. Inc.
Have been bred in line for over twenty years.
81.00 per 13.
hotels is easy to provide, as their season 81.00 per 13.
eggs. Box 1000. Marlboro,
Bred for utility and fancy combined. Pallets
All from Prize-Winning Stock.
Mass.
laid
before
five
months
old.
Fint
prlzei
birds
begins so late that it does not require White Wyandottea, Knapp and Felt Strain. at Maine State Fair last fall. In breeding pens.
Comb Brown Leghorns, Howell and Three fine breeding pens mated for grand re
great care and expense to rear them, as it Single
Forsyth strain. Single Comb White Leghorns. sults, one pen for show cockerels, and two pens
61
does to have spring broilers ready in Pen headed by cock Knapp Bros, bred from two for large, light pullets.
years. Out of four pair of Whites entered at
EVERGREEN POULTRY YARDS.
March. Almost any one can so manage State Fair, won three prizes. Single Comb White Eggsftr Hatching at half price, (1 for 13, Poultry
for profit. If you want eggs next
Cooks and Cockerells for sate. Address
Surplus eggs for Inenbators at 8* 00 per 100. winter hatch Pure Bred
white LegLeg
as to have either broilers or chickens of Leghorn
red Rose Comb White
44.5
C. W. COLE, Mechanic Falls, Me.
horns
this
summer. Egi
Eggs $1.00 15; $1.50 30; $4 50
A FINE BREBDING COCKEREL
roasting size from June until September 81.00 per 13.
100.
LIZZIE O. PAGE
81.00 per 13.
GE. Corinna. Me.. Box 80.
for sale at 82 00. For further particulars address
SO-52
if they will. Such customers like
IV.
McKENNEY,
Auburn,
Me.
SINGLE
COMB
WHITE
LEGHORNS.
chickens or fowl of fair size and not over
39-49.
HASKELL’S
loaded with fat, and .the Brahmas or
Do you want eggs from grand White Leghorn
Lt. Brahmas and White
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Plymouth Books suit them very well, as i am breeding from one pen of pure Knar
and one pen of pure E. L. Edward’s stra
Wyandottes.
also do the Wyandottes. The Leghorns drain
narrea
riymoutn
Rocks,
Buff
Plymouth
Roc
)f Boston and New York winners. Both ps
B. Red Gsmes and Buff Cochin Bantams fr
27 YEARS EXPERIENCE
after they are too old to use ss broilers lontain very choice females, and are headed 1 B.
the
best
strains
In
existence.
81.00
per
slttl
nagnihcent Bmales. No better breed exist f
Satisfaction guaranteed.
in breeding fLlght Brahamaz. Five yeas with
are too small to make satisfactory roast arniera or fanciers.
White Wyandottes. I am prepared to furnish
D. W. SCRIBNER.
ing fowl, nor are they at a year old apt Eggs, 81 per sitting; three sittings 82.
37-49
eggs for hatching from carefully selected birds
Box
218,
Brunswick,
Me.
Jan. 2 tf WEBB DONNELL, Kent’s Hill, M
at only 81 per sitting. Satisfaction guarantsed.
to be as tender meated as the larger and
zanzamu re l nuLTH Kock eggs from pure
(L’K Langs., early maturing, prolific laying
less active breeds.
good laying strain, to any part of United
CHAS. C. HASKELL,
I stock. Eggs, 81.25 per 13, S3 for 39. John
States, express paid, for 81.96 sitting of 18.
And certainly with either of the breeds lufts,
Rockport, Mass.
33-50
36-48
WM.FBKMir.BalUtonSpa, N. Y.
87,c Box 1049, Brunswick, Mo.
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MATTERS.

Editor

actly to be her vocation, but if she went
into it she would certainly make a suc
cess. She may not have the physical
EDITORIAL NOTE AND COMMENT.
strength, or the muscle, but she has the
brain and the nerve, and is not so easily
As we have before had occasion to disoonraged as a man. In order to be
a woman knows she must
remark, the indifference of farmer* to successful
raise those crops for which there is the
RECORDS
making any effort in their own behalf, greatest demand in the home market and
For
Most
Thorough
Separation Excel
that
the
earlier
she
can
get
these
prod
in the way of improving their condition,
all Others.
and their failure to appreciate the efforts ucts of her farm into the market, the
greater the profit. It is the early vege
of others in this direction, is the great table* and the early chickens that pay.
■HMassachusetts Agricultural College.
est obstacle in the way of improvement. I do not think our farmers as a rule pay
■/WKllI
Amherst, Mass., July 7,1897.
enough
attention
to
these
small
details
k
J
We regard the Improved United States Separator
Large numbers of those engaged in the
® m
as one of the best all-around machines. In cleanof
the
farm,
although
it
is
these
little
cultivation of the soil, and having no
U IB
ness of skimming it surpasses all others. Our man
matters pertaining to the farm that pay,
calls it the smoothest running machine we have,
source of inoome other than that de and a woman looks closely after these
H
M
although it has been in use three years—a good
U
comment on its wearing qualities.
rived therefrom, are today found with small things
p* s- COOLEY.
The men are more content to plod
out literature devoted to their calling
-T
Catalogues describing our Separators and a full
and who think they cannot afford the along in the footsteps of their fathers,
^ine daird apparatus furnishedfree on application.
and don’t know at the year’s end
time to read, or the money to procure it. whether they have made a cent or not.
VERTIONT
FARH
MACHINE CO., Bellows Falls, Vt.
Such farmers as these are usually found They grumble about the hard times and
sigh
for
a
new
administration
and
a
pursuing the same methods their fathers
and grandfathers did, a^d although dis change in the tariff. A woman would
keep an expense account. (I wonder
satisfied with the results thus obtained, how many of the farmers present do
grumbling about hard times, etc., yet that.) She knows at the end of the year
they make no effort to improve their just how much she has received, and
condition; such farmers as these are met how much paid out, what crops paid and
what did net. The next year you would
every day in travelling through differ not find her paying out $400 to raise a
ent localities, and one is led to wonder piece of tobacco that she only received
why, in this enlightened age men will be £300 for thia year, for she reasons that
so indifferent. Eut we are creatures of kind of work doesn’t lead to success. A
woman understands in order to succeed
habit and “habit beoomes seoond na she must have a general oversight of
ture” and so these things are continued. everything and not trust too much to
Said a friend to us the other day, “Why the hired man. A woman would look
do the farmers stay on -------- hill and more closely after her help than a man
does. She would be more particular
try to “farm” for it is nothing but a what kind of help she hired and when
mass of rocks; I don’t see how they get she found she had a worthless stick that
a living.”
Our reply was that they spent half of his time lighting his pipe,
probably considered themselves estab she would discharge him, and advise
him to seek work of our town fathers
lished there, and could not get away. and join the rank and file of men who
“Well,” said he, they might roll off if work on our highways and spend onethey would make the effort.” And that half their time lighting their pipes, and
tells the whole »tory. The effort is not the other half leaning on their shovels.
A woman knows she could not succeed
made, though it would require no more with such help.
than rolling down hill, or “rolling off
Sheisupinthe morning making the
from a log,” and no change is experi rounds of her farm, laying out the busi
ness of the day, seeing to it that each
enced.
man is doing his allotted work. She
—:o:—
knows she can have no drones in the
Those farmers, however who are hive if she makes a success at farming.
anxious to get, and take time to read Then, too, a woman has more time to
devote to her farm than a man. It is
the Station bulletins, are, as a rule, also not necessary for her to stand on the
generally well supplied with agricultu street corners, hang around the grocery
ral papers, and as a consequence are stores, hotels and saloons talking poli
SEE THAT TRADE MARK
found to be conducting their business in tics. With that she has nothing to do.
iShe is not eligible to vote, that is left to is stamped on all duplicate pieces. No others are genuine.
a more intelligent and businesslike way, the educated, cultivated, cultured for
with more satisfactory results. The eigners who land by the ship load npon
idea too frequently prevails, even among our shores. You would not find her
four days in the week, ss soon as the
our fairly progressive farmers, that one law
is off on fishing, with a rod in hand
newspaper is all they can get time to and a fish basket over her shoulder tak
read, and therefore that is all they can ing a bee lino for the brook, leaving her
afford to pay for. This possi bly might plowing and garden making for the
hired man. You would find her at home
be the case were it necessary for them to tending
strictly to business, because she
read the whole of its contents. But, is farming to make a success of it.
generally speaking/a paper, whether
Then, too, if you were to visit a farm
a newspaper or an agricultural paper is run by a woman, you would not fi«d the
plow left in the field beside the fence,
expected to have a wide circulation, and the
mowing machine and harrow back of
to reach and benefit persons of different the barn, the hay rake and tedder out in
tastes, environments, and pursuits, and the snow, the shovels here and the
consequently is made up so that each pitchforks there. You would find them
well hogged for the ■"inter, a place
may find somethng interesting or bene all
for everything and everything in its
ficial in its columns; hence it has been place. She knows in order to succeed
truly said that a paper is like a bill of she cannot afford to buy new tools every
fare, to be selected from and not taken spring. Of course I know all women
would not succeed at farming, and all
as a whole, and that more or less good men do not, but I believe the average
ideas and suggestions could be gotten woman heside the average man, and all
from any of them. Then, as will be things being equal, the woman will suc
seen, no great amount of time need be ceed nine times out of ten where the
man will fall. The woman has the' will
spent in reading several papers and get and she will find a way. If any of the
ting the matter adapted to our own case sisters are left with a farm on their
from them, and the farmer’s excuse that hands, don’t marry a man to carry it on
he has no time to read a paper is a very for you—run it yourself.
MANUFACTURED BY
poor one for this reason, as well as many
R«ad the list of premiums we offer
others. A dootor would soon be with
out a patient and a lawyer without a our subscribers on the second page of
client should he indulgepn such ideas this issue.
and pursue such a course.

WORCESTER
BUCKEYE MOWER

Cuts more grain for less money than any
otter mower on the face of tie earth.

Worcester Horse Rake

Is Made to Last. •

bollardW tedder.

The Richardson Manufacturing Co.,

—:o:—
In this connection we are interested in
a paper read before Westfield grange
(Mass.) by Mrs. William Arnold, entitled
“Woman as a farmer,” appearing in the
New England Homestead of May 13th,
which we reproduce as follows:
I believe a woman would be more suc
cessful as a farmer than a man. Who
ever knew a woman really to attempt to
do a thing and fail of accomplishing it?
Farming as a business does not seem ex

1

Top

Price

Butter.

The kind that a fancy private
trade demands is colored with
Thatcher’s Orange Butter Color—

Worcester, Mass.

FERTILIZERS
At Experiment Station Valuations.

any poison. Send for a sample.

Fertilizers snd fertilizing Ingredients in their .best forms, separate, or mixed
with formulas ss wanted 8Dd so d at experiment station valuations, which are
from 38 toper ceat less than farmers pay for them. For verification of this
see Connecticut, Maine and Vermont station reports. Send for documents.

THATCHER
ffl’F’G CO., Potsdam, N. Y.
49-2

ANDREW H. WARD, 163 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

the color that does not contain
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CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERIES.
How They Are Conducted in Some Parts oi
Iowa. The Usual form of Bond.
E. C. BENNET, TRIPOLI, IA,

15

EE JL O'T E> K. S.

equip the oreamery. The usual form of
the bond is this:
We, the undersigned, agree to pay a
sum not exceeding......... for the pur
poses hereinafter named; viz: buying
land, building a creamery and furnish
ing the same w'th the necessary fixtures
and machinery, for whioh we bind our
selves, our heirs, executors and admin
istrators in the sum pro rata according
to the number of cows subscribed by us,
said creamery to be located at.................
Signed this.................day of.................. • •
Name of Patron.
No of Cows.
Besides electing the officers it Js de
cided at the meeting of those interested
as to the amount that shall be invested
in the aggregate, or the style of cream
ery that is to be built, and the commit
tee makes the best terms available with
supply houses, and a constitution and
set of by-laws are adopted. The con
stitution and by-laws describe the usual
duties of the several officers and fix the
detail of work or empower the officers
to do so.
For instance, the debt must be paid.
The directors are therefore empowered
to levy upon all milk furnished a cer
tain rate or per cent. The usual amount
levied is five cents upon eaoh hundred
of milk furnished the creamery, and
this is taken from the patrons’ ohecks
until all debts are paid, and in practioe
for much of the time afterwards, as im
provements have to be made constantly
to keep things strictly up-to-date.
The directors are authorized to act as
a board of arbitration to settle any dif
ficulties arising among the patrons, and
all other matters pertaining to the busi
ness is also referred to them.
A provision is made by which each
patron is pledged for the payment of any
indebtedness or loss by fire or other
means, the liability being pro rata ac
cording to the number of cows furnished
by each patron.
Fines are fixed for skimming or adul
terating, for sending bloody milk, etc.,
the usual amount being five to twentyfive dollars for the first offense, ten to
thirty for the second offense, and a third
offence forfeits all rights and interests
in the company.
It will be observed that all the pro
visions are, plain and very simple, that
no man gets 'one dollar; profit from the
operation of the creamery except as he
gets it in the form of "milk checks and
gets the profit by producing the milk at
a profit. No man advances a dollar, no
man has any advantage over another.
All have to conform to the rules which
they as a body have made and the ma
jority must be satisfied, for when they
change their minds they change the
rules to agree with'their present desires.
Such individual creameries as continue
to operate i> the vicinity of;the oo-operatives become themselves virtually co
operative in their work and do not fix
any price which will be paid for milk,
but at the end of the month pay the
usual prioe which patrons of the co
operative creameries receive. There is
little essential difference except in case
of sale the individual! proprietor would
have the money and in case of fire
would have to stand the loss. As a
matter of'fact the success or the failure
of a modern creamery is in the patrons’
hands. If they will furnish plenty of
good mils it is practicable; to find a
buttermaker competent to do the rest.

Written tor the Turf.lFarm & Home.l

DAIRYING.
BY H. M. CULBERTSON.

Summer feeding of dairy cows is a
subject well worthy of consideration at
this time of the year.
As a rule dairymen will do best, in
my way of thinking, to have cows pome
fresh in milk only a few days or weeks
before going on grass. The udder is
then relieved of its soreness if any, be
fore they are forced to their greatest
capacity. A cow fed sufficiently with a
balanced ration composed of coarse
foods nearly entirely if not wholly, while
dry, then put upon grain aad soon go
ing to pasture will reach her limit, then
strive to hold her there by succulent
feeds, offering suoh before the pastures
begin to show much effects of close
grazing. Watch the yield and make
changes by having a little laud devoted
to some kinds of crops which they will
relish. Strive to satisfy by plentifully
feeding, and the cow suitable for the
dairy will very liberally respond.
Bye, clover and green oats (.will agree
ably supply until corn is ready. I run
everything through the cutter before
feeding because they take hold more
liberally and eat more than if uncut
which therefore meets the Intention and
causes most liberal flow of milk.
Pumpkins are excellent in the fall and
will please the cow’s taste after a trial
of light feeding, and will supply that
characteristic of a good milk flow for
many weeks, if housed before heavy
frosts oome and the crop sorted at stor
ing time and perhaps later sorted again
whioh will pay if quantity holds out.
Late planted corn which will be but
well tasssled by the last of August,
thereby containing a large quantity of
succu’ecce until well into the winter, if
out and put into large shocks before
frost will be a very profitable invest
ment in labor, as all lend a little toward
keeping up a flow of milk until the cows
need be dried again about two months
before coming fresh.
Outagamie Co., Wis.

Adversity is sometimes hard upon a
man; but for one man who o»n stand
prosperity there are a hundred that will
stand adversity,

There are three kinds of creameries in
successful operation in Iowa, the indi
The native
vidual creamery, the stock company,
merchants
and the co-operative. The individual
realize
that
creamery and the co-operative are now
in
sell
clearly in t'ne lead. For some reason
ing teas
the stock company is losing ground. A
probable explanation is that many of
to the
them were inaugurated by professional
great
“creamory promoters,” and were placed
Am
where the dairy advancement was in
erican
adequate.
When town people take
stock in a creamery there are many
importers Chase & San
farmers who imagine the object is to
born, only the best is good
bleed them and they give but a half
enough.
hearted support, and many of them keep
making remarks calculated to arouse
Is it any wonder that,
suspicions. As a rule such creameries
with
men looking after
were built at an expense out of pro
their
interests
from the
portion to the real worth and it has been
beginning, even before the
found difficult, often impossible, to de
clare a paying dividend and at the same
tea leaves are harvested,
time pay good prices for milk.
up to the time when the
The individual creamery man needs
tea is delivered, the pack
no suggestions, as he looks the situation
over from a business point of view and
ages endorsed by this firm
satisfies himself whether a creamery
are known to be the best
will be a good investment and if he con
that money can buy ?
cludes to invest he goes at it in a strict
ly business way.
But there are many places whe^e the
co-operative creamery is desired and the
milk producers are anxious to learn how
are famous throughout the
they are built and operated.
country and are always
Strange as it may seem, many of the
found uniformly reliable.
most successful of these co-operative
creameries are conducted on the loosest
They are never sold in
methods. A loose method gives elastic
bulk. At any grocer’s in
ity and adapts itself to changing condi
pound and half-pound air
tions, and possibly this overbalances the
tight packages.
disadvantages, although I am inclined
to question this and attribute the sucOne pound makes over 200 cups.
'cess to the faot that they are locatsd in
good dairy localities. Given, a good
dairy locality, and the creamery busi
MOSELEY’S
ness naturally flourishes like a green
bay tree. But if green bay trees are
OCCIDENT
CREAMERY
too thick they will not flourish, and this
For Every Farmer and Dairyman.
is also true of creameries.
Send for Ciroalars.
It is the part of a wise man to keep
The co-operative creameries in this
himself today for tomorrow, and not MOSELEY & PRITCHARD MFG. CO,
part of Iowa were builti without advanc
venture all his eggs in one basket.
ing a dollar of oash. No stock was sold.
CLINTON IOWA.’
No money was asked of any who were
solicited to join. Many of them were
built close to individual creameries and
the only hope of success lay in causing
the failure of the individual creamery.
This seemed like a heartless plan, and
the individual creameryman who has
been the pioneer in the work and had
‘ To every lawn add at least
educated the farmers in the business
one LAWN MOWER, and use
felt it an injustice that his property
the same thoroughly once each
should be made worthless in this way.
In some cases the individual creamery
week,
*
has been purchased, in other cases, and
To carry out thia receipt iu the moat successful manner, and at the least
the majority, no attention was paid to
expense, select your mower from the LARGE AND COMPLETE STOCK constant
it and it had to prove its right to live.
ly on hand, at
Where the individual creamery is an up%*»•»•
to-date establishment, and is run with
the patron’s needs constantly in mind,
KLEKTIDJkLIj <Sc WHIT3STEY,
there has generally been little trouble
(PORTLZVISrrD.
in satisfactorily adjusting matters, for
suoh a creamery can do justice by the
“LAWN AND GARDEN OUTFITTERS FOR MAINE.”
28 49
patrons and if they insist that it is bet
ter for them to own the creamery them
selves they will buy it. But if the ma
chinery is old and poor and the building
inconvenient the farmers will not buy
I One-Half Beam, 8 x 11, free
it, for it would be as unsatisfactory in
Dairymen and others who
The brave man carves out his fortune, p K W W I to
will send 30 cents to pay postage
their hands as before.
and every man is the son of his own
A. 6.41 ELLIOT
&
Paper MIrs, Phlla., Pa.
The Usual plan of starting is to call a works.
.49
meeting of those interested and see if
enough wish to go into the business to
warrant the erection or purchase of a
creamery. If this is decided upon, a
“bond” is drawn up, (this is a joint
Preserves vegetation from destruction by insects, preserves foliage and is always safe.
In use since 1880. Is sold In nearly all towns and tillages by dealers in seeds.
note) and the farmers sign it. Those
who sign the bond hold a meeting, elect
“CATTLE COMFORT” keeps cows and horses free from flies, gnats, etc.
their officers, appoint a committee, and
FOR pbughte,ta§drbeuSss and
B. HAMMOND, Fishkiil-on-Hudson, N. Y.
the committee proceeds to build and

A

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas

ONE RECEIPT FOR BAKING A GOOD

----- lawn.----

ELLIOT'S P ARCH MENT. J- - -Hi,
BUTTER PAPER

Slug Shot Kills Bugs.

A
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DAIEY MATTERS.
EDITORIAL RAMBLINGS.

Mr. Brann also has three horses and
twelve sheep; he has four acres of corn
planted, and will build a silo in which to
store it for the use of his cows. Mr.
Brann believes in keeping the best of
tools and plenty of them; he has a “Na
tional Reversible Sulky Plow,” a
“Diamond Seed Sower,” and a “King of
the Cornfield Planter.”
Upon being
asked in relation to his hired help, Mr.
Brann replied that he and his wife did
the most of the work themselves, being
obliged to hire only a little by the day;
his wife he said was better than most
hired men; and thus they are conducting
the business of a large farm, which evi
dently brings them in large returns, with
comparatively little outlay, and enjoy
the labor and care attendant thereto.
Another one of this class of farmers is
Mr. Oscar Abbott, whose post office ad
dress is Vassalboro, and at whose beau
tiful home we were pleasantly enter
tained for the night. Mr. Abbott’s fam
ily oonsists of himBelf and wife and one
daughter, in her “teens,” who is a regu
lar student of Oak Grove Seminary situ
ated two miles away. His farm which
is situated a few rods off from the road
leading from East Vassalboro to
“Getchell’s Corner” on a road running
at right angles with that, and leading
down among the fine farms on the shores
of Webber Pond, and overCross’ Hill,
contain" 225 acres, the road above men
tioned dividing it in the neighborhood
of the center.
The buildings which are ample in di.
mentions, beautiful in architecture and
convenient in design, are located upon an
eminence, or knob (as per Geological
parlance) beautifully rounded off at the
top, evsr the highest point of which the
road runs, making one of the loviiest and
most unique building spots to be found
in New England; and for this reason we
are thus particular in describing the
same. This knob, which, judging from
observation, has an elevation equal to
any thing of the kind for miles around
has the peculiarity of rising gradually
and almost symmetrically from every side
so that a person standing on the highest
point, near the buildings can get a splsndid view of the surrounding country, as
far as his eye can reach, in every direc
tion, without stepping from his tracks;
a peculiarity, as found by the geological
survey, unequalled in New England, and
existing in only two localities in the
United States.
Hence as the reader may imagine the
buildings sit in the midst of a large field,
which is divided by the road, the ground
eloping gradually, and almost uniformly
from them in every direction; and as this
field i« unobstructed by stone or ledge,
and very fertile a it is a pleasing sight to
look upon.
Mr. Alb ;tt has about 60 acres of
arable land, which is all under a high
state of cultivation, from which he
gets 60 tons of hay besides other large
orops. Six hundred apple trees nearly all
in bloom, in fine condition and free from
vermine is another noticible feature of
this farm. Fifty-one Shropshire sheep
with more than half as many lambs may
also be seen here, and as to their being'
thoroughbred stock no one acquainted
with Mr. Abbott would think of asking,
for they know he would have nothing
else. And they will also know that he
means to have the best, so “it goes with-,
out saying” that his sheep and lambs are
a flue lot. The same may be said of his
Poland China hogs and Langshan hens.
At present Mr. Abbott hat but four cows,
which, however are good ones. Four
horses are also kept for farm work and
driving, all being of medium weight good
drivers and good workers.

In a recent drive through the towns of
China and Vassalboro it was observed
that comparatively large areas were be
ing cultivate*’, by the farmers in general,
and the apparently thorough tillage, aqd
systematic treatment which the soil is
receiving, was pleasing to the observer
and will be a source of revenue to the
farmer at harvest time when the full re
ward for his labor will be received.
Judging from what we oould learn the
breadth devoted to corn in these towns
will be exceptionally large, and many
silos are to be constructed for its recep
tion. Notwithstanding the high price
at which potatoes have ruled the past
winter, there is no evidence that an in
creased acreage of this crop has or will
be planted in anticipation of similar
prices another year, which would seem
to indicate good judgment on the part of
the farmers as such extreme prices are
hardly to be expected again for some
time.
The fruit blossoms are abundant, near
ly up to two years ago, and if not dam
aged by atmospheric influences, snd in
sect pests are kept in check, a heavy crop
of apples as well as many other kinds of
fruit will be harvested in the fail. But
that annoying, and persistent pest the
caterpillar has putin an appearance in
full force, and will, from appearances
destroy the fruit prospects of many far
mers, if not their entire orchard. It is a
singular fact that a large number of far
mers allow these destructive “varmints”
to breed and thrive in their trees with
impunity, apparently unaware of their
presence. A very noticeable esse of this
kind was where a garden was being
made, along side of a small orchard lit
erally full of tents; one tree standing
within its limits, and around which the
owner had been at work, without even
disturbing the ornaments (?) so profuse
ly interspersed among its branches,
though he could have reached nearly all
of them from the ground.
But there are men and men, and it is a
relief after witnessing spectacles like
the above, to come to an orchard where
the foliage is intact, presenting a clean
and thrifty appearance and no sign of
caterpillars is to be seen. When we
notice this evidenoe of thrift, we are
sure to And, if investigation is made,
other evidences of the same, which if
not so apparent to the casual observer,
are nevertheless present, and make them
selves felt and realized when the annual
returns from the farm are summed up.
While traveling as above remarked, we
came to a good set of farm buildings, in
front of which was a large orchard in
full bloom, presenting a clean and at
tractive appearance, such as an orohard
only will when properly cared for and
looked after; calling up, and inquiring
for the proprietor, he was soon tound,
and proved to be Mr. H. N. Brann,
whose post office address is East Vassalboro. Mr. Brann was formerly a carpen
ter but for quite a number of years has
devoted his time to farming; and as he
is said to have been a good carpenter it
is not strange that he proves to be a
good farmer, for once the habit is formed
of doing ones work well, that habit, like
more undesirable ones, will not be gotten
rid of without an effort.
Mr Brann has a farm of 200 acres, of
good soil naturally, and which proves,
by its present appearance that its re
quirements have not been negleoted.
There are 125 acres of cleared land, 60
acres of which is under tillage. Mr.
Brann has 15 fine cows and four heifers,
all Jerseys and grades, and sells his
cream to the creamery at Augusta. He
has lately bought a United States Sepa
rator with which he is very much pleased
and which he says increases the profits
Our list of premiums will be found on
second page this issue.
of his herd quite perceptibly.

- AT YOUR OWN PRICE
ALMOST,
If you want an

■AGRICULTURAL
of any kind write us, stating your needs.
make you on

IMPLEMENT

You will be surprised at the prices we
r

First-class Implements.
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A. L. & E. F. GOSS CO.,
LEWISTON

MAINE.

This Handsome Zither
Y1®?1 ^e,rHne.a'‘?.0f
14 is an ’“’trument that a child esn play alter a very few trials
and yet one that attracts the most skilled musician.
y

THIS

STYLE

$5.00.

Prices from one to eight dollars. Expressed to any address on recelnt of nr,>»
Send stamp for catalogue. Address
receipt or price.

F. A. FEWKES, 224 Tremont St., Boston.

THE BEST

BREAM MADE
CAN BE BOUGHT AT

LAMONI’S HOME BAKERY,
140

Main St.,

Waterville, Me.
DIAMOND HAY CARRIER.

The best steel track and Hay Carrier on the market

PRICES LOW FOR CASH.
A Complete line of Hay Carrier Supplies. Cordage of all Sizes
Hay and Lawn Bakes, Forks, Scythes, Scythe Stones, Snaths and Horse Bakes
constantly on hand.
“McCormick MOWING MACHINE,” the Leader oi the World

GEORGE B. HASKELL & CO.,
Wholesale and Betail Dealers in

Seeds, Agricultural Implements and Wooden Ware.
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HAYMARKET SQUARE, LEWISTON, ME.

THE UP TO DATE

egg and

Book -Keeping Chart

Every fancy and market poultry raissr
should possess one.

CAN BE KEPT BY ANYONE.

L 12 Soore pages (see illustration.)
1 Fowls Bought page.
1 Eggs Bought page.
1 Feed page.
1 Prize page and
1 Balance.
This last gives an entire summing up
of the year’s expenditures and receipts,
with necessary gain or loss.
SENT FOR 30 CENTS TO ANY ADDRESS, POST-PAID.

MALLET PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Agents Wanted.

834 Tremont 3t., Boston, Mass.
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MARKETS.

Prices Firmly Held For Dairy’s
Choice Products.
tow Grades Dull and Unchanged—Eggs
In Small Supply—New Potatoes Arriv
ing—Flour Prices Lower,

Boston, May 30.—Choice fresh made
butter is in good demand, and prices are
firmly held. Low grades are dull and
unchanged: Best creamery, small lots
and pltgs, 17% @18c; northern creamery,
round lots, 17@17%c; western, 16%@17c;
eastern, 16%@17c; first, 15@16c; immitations, 14@16c; northern dairy, 13@15d;
jobbers get %c to lc more.
Although the storing price is 1 cent
higher than last year, the indications are
that it will be maintained, as western
and Canadian dealers seem to be quite
anxious to secure supplies.
Dealers
here do not seem to be in a hurry to buy
largely for future use, as they think they
will do fully as well to wait for a week
or two longer, but there will be enough
of them to take the butter at a price on
a parity with other places. The high
price of grain has no doubt some influ
ence on the butter market, but the prin
cipal reason for the start now is small
stocks at all leading points, and the de
sire of dealers in ^he west to secure
supplies of grass make as soon as they
can. When these buyers are filled up,
and if the make is as large as it is ex
pected to be through June, there may
be some easing up in price, but every
person must be his own judge on this
matter.
It W'ould not be safe for the
writer to make any positive prediction.
Conditions and circumstances are liable
to arise at home and abroad which in a
short time would work great changes.
CHEESE, EGGS AND POTATOES.
There is a steady market for cheese,
with a fair demand at quotations: Round
lots, 8@9c; sage, 10@llc; jobbing, 9@
10%c; Liverpool, 38s for white; colored,
40s.
Eggs are very firm, and are in small
supply. Quotations are well sustained
at the advance: Western, ll%@12c;
Michigan and Indiana, 12%@13c; eastern,
13@14; nearby and fancy, 14@15c; job
bing prices,l@l%c more.
Beans are firm, but the market is
rather quiet, though the supply is not
large. Quotations are a little firmer at:
Carload lots, pea, $1.45@1.50; medium,
$1.45@17.50; yellow eyes, $1.60@1.70; red
kidneys, $2.35@2.45; California small
white, $1.7B@1.80; California Lima, 4%@
4%c per lb. Jobbing lots are 10c more.
There is very little doing in apples.
There are a few barrels coming in, but
russets are about all that are now of
fering. They sell in a small way at $3@
3.50. A few northern spies are still of
fering from store at $3@4.5O. Ben Davis
are practically done.
Potatoes are in full supply, and are
easier in price. New potatoes are now
coming forward more free: z, and there
is naturally less interest in the old stock:
Green mountains. 85@90c; white stars or
Burbanks, 85@90c; Aroostook hebrons,
80c; silver dollars, 80c : Dakota reds, 80c;
extra new white southern,. $3.50@4 pgr
bbl; fair to good, $2.50@3; No. 2, $2;
sweet, $2.50@3 for crts; bbls, $1.50@2.50.

sionals has been working on' the "bull
side for a considerable time. Its argu
ments have been the comparatively low
price, the rather unfavorable planting
season and theories of e: austion of
supplies because of the low v lues early
in the season, the unusual exports and
the inclination to feed on a great scale.
The corn bull believes his market is next
in line to advance, and that it will soon
attract popular favor. The local mar
ket was easier Saturday, with lower
prices beinc Quoted: No. 2 yellow, to
arrive. 40%®41%c;- No 3 yellow, 40% @
41c: track steamer yellow, 41@41%c; No.
2 yellow, 41%41%c.
Oats were also easier Saturday, with
the market quiet: The Quotations were
lowered to: To arrive, 40 .to 42 lb. 3R47
3fiV.e: 38 to 40 lb. 34%@34%c: 36 to 32 lb.
34<©34%c: 34 to 36 lb, 3.W, 4734c; track
fancy. 42-lb barleys. 33f?737c: No. 2
clipped. 35144736c: No. 3. 35®3E>t4c; reject
ed. 34®341/.c: no grade. 34(773414c.
Hav is ouiet and unchanged. Straw
pontinu.es dull. MHlfeed is easier: Hav,
774717: rve etraw. 3104710.50; sack snrlng
bran. 3144714 25: sack winter. 3164716.25:
middlings. 314.504718.50: mixed feed. $15.75
@18; red dog. 331; cottonseed meal. $22:
linseed meal, $25.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
The fresh beef market has been rather
quiet, and lower prices are being asked
by dealers here. The bad weather has
had a depressing effect upon the market,
and trade has been dull. For the week
the arrivals of beef have been 160 cars
for Boston and 95 cars for export, a total
of 255 cars; preceding week, 162 cars for
Boston and 142 ears for export, a total
of 304 cars; same week a year ago, 161
cars for Boston and 97 cars for export, a
total of 258 cars.
Pork provisions are easier. There has
been a marked decline in options for the
week, and the local market quotes lower
prices on pork and lard.

SPECIAL

THE

THE ELECTRIC

GLORIOUS FOURTH! SANITARIUM
■---- AND-----

Invalids’ Hospital.
ahu

-

FIREMEN’SMUSTER
AT

FAIRFIELD TROTTING
PARK
MONDAY JULY 4TH.

H ving purchased the beautiful Hospital at

It is sure to be a great 17 BouteSle Ave , Waterville, Me.
event, and you want to We are now ready to receive patients at this
luxurious and comfortable home for the sick, or
th >»e under Surgical Treatment, as the heating
arrange to be there.

HOT RACES and
CLOSE CONTESTS

and ventilating with the best of c»re from
tra-nei nuises at d attendants, is perfect, aud it
is located on a high land in the healthiest and
most beautiful p*rt of the city and S’ate. Ex
cellent facilities for treating Nervous Debility,
Rheumatism. Para y«ia, and all diie^ses (except
contagioua), it eluding all Chronic troubles, *re
unsurpassed. Prices $6 to $15 per week. Out
side calls promptly attended to.

We remove Tumors and
Cancers without the use
of
knife or harsh means.
TO ATTEND.

ALL DAY.
BE SURE

A. R. YATES,
C. S. WHITNEY.

BOSTON BUTTER MARKET.

E. COREY & CO.,

A« it is in possible for many to leave home for
treatment at the hospital we put up many medi
cines that can be hid by writing or at any drug
store.
Among these preparations we would mention.

C, K. DONNELL’S

Indian Vegetable Remedy

Office of Joseph H. White & Son.
-----DEALERS IN----7 Blackstone St., Boston
The aelling price for butter has ad IRON AND STEEL For all impurities of the
WHEELS, HEAVY & LIGHT,
Blood, Liver, Kidneys
vanced a half cent pound during the
week just passed There has been a Heavy Hardware, Carriage Woodwork
and Gravel Complaints,
slight improvement in quality but it
Hill, Lumbermen's & Blacksmiths’
Ulcer of the Lungs, and
lacks the solidity we hope to see when
'
Supplies.
for a General Tonic for
we have had more sunshine.
all complaints is unexThe advance is not a popular move 195 & 197 Commercial St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
coiled.
ment ; quite a good number of those who
intended to buy for keeping would not
PRICE $100 Per Bottle.
pay the advance today, prefering to
This is a pcsitive cure for all impurities of ihe
blood.
take their chances later.
The receipts for this year were 500,We hava on baud thousands of
000 pounds larger than May 1897, and DID YOU EYER TRY
th» prospect for a heavy make in June
testimonials from parties cured.
was never better.
VOLUNTARY TESTIMONIAL.
New York today 16%, week ago 16;
European Plan.
, 245 & 247
Farmington, Sept. 10.
Chicago today 16, a week r-o 15%; El
I bad several children sick with what our
Tremont St.,
fmity
Physici-n
called
Typhoid
Fever, and they
gin today 16, a week ago 15
Rooms:
BOSTON, MASS.

Where Do You Stop
in Boston?

THE BIXBY HOUSE?

75c-

Tabs
Creamery.-—
Vt. aud N. H, extra.............................. 17
Western......................................................36% to 17
Maine..........................................................16
DAIRY.—

Vt. extra....................................................15 to 15%
firsts........................................................... 13 to 14

to

$3 OO Per Day

G. W. BIXBY & CO., Proprietor

WIND MILLS!

Vt. and N. H. extra................................ 17J{

Maine.............................................

Dairy.—
Good tojextra........................................... 15 to 16X
Prints.
Creamery.—
Vt. andN.H. extra.............................. 1714 to 18
Maine......................................................... 16X to 17
Dairy.—
Good to extra......................................... 16 to 17
J. Habvky White.

May 31, 1898.
TT-'-—Y—-7-

seemed to be growing worse, instead of better.
1 called Dr. C. K. Donnell, he came to my home;
and went into the different moms, and saw the
children, he then ask^d me where the «ne« were
that had the Typhoid Fever. I told li'ni, that he
had seen them. lie laughed, and saio he was sur
prised to think, that a regular practicing Physi
cian from Bewdoiu College did not know a Ty
phoid Fever trom a Worm Fever. After givig
them a treatment with his Worm Medicine, the
Fe^erleft them, and some of them wer* out next
day, and snee that time we have kept his Worm
Medicine on hand, and we think if every fam
ily would k ep it, they would eave many dollars
in doctor’s bills.
Yours truly,
Mr. and Mh-s. J. <) Poll.

For pumping and
for power. Pumps,
Tanks, Pipes, etc.
Exclusive territory to
agents. Special price THEY ARE ALSO
on first mill sold in MANUFACTURERS OF
each town.

Bozos,
CBKAMKEY.—

THE CEREALS.
The flour market was extremely dull
all the week, and although prices have
been nominally unchanged until Satur
day there was a break, and prices are
now down to a figure more in harmony
with the actual market. The quotations
are: Spring wheat, clear, $5@5.25;
straight, $6@6.50; spring pat, $6.50@7;
winter wheat, clears, $5.75@6; straights,
$5.90@6.10; patents, $6.25@6.50.
The cornmeal position is easier and
lower, with oatmeal and the cereals
steady: Barrel cornmeal, $1.80@1.85;
* bag meal, 82@84c; yellow granulated,
$2.10@2.40; rolled and ground oatmeal,
$4.50@4.75; cut, $4.90@5.15; graham flour,
$4.25@6; bolted meal,.$2.40@2.60; rye flour,
$4@4.25; rye, 80@85c.
Corn has been declining pretty steadily
during the week, the net change for the
week being a loss of 4c or 5c per bushel.
People who think they usually know a
good deal about the corn market, the
elevator owners and the shippers, are
generally bearish on corn. They say
the export demand has stopped. The
continued big clearances, they explain,
arfe the completion of business done a
long time ago. The west, however, is
bullish on corn, influenced by excessive
rains and by delay in some localities in
getting the crops in the ground and
started- An influential.bqdy of profes
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Lowell, Mass.

EVERYBODY IN NEW
ENGLAND KNOWS ED BASSNQTED TRAINER

ANO DRIVER.

DONNELL’S
INDIAN WORM
EXTERMINATOR.
This remedy is warranted to expel any
kinds of worms from
the system.

This is what h® says about the Model 17
Silver King Sulky Wheels.
“Havina' used a pair of your SILVER
KING SULKY WHEELS all Jait season, per PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
mit me to say that I found theip the best
AT AIL DRUGGISTS.
WHEEL I ®vur rode on, alwajs in repair and
ready for the word. In fact I believe theta
to be the beat WHEELS made, for strength, THE ABOVE REMEDIES
speed and 'iuraoiiity and all that you claim MADE AND PUT UP BY
for them.”
Very truly yours
Ed. BASS.
17 Bou telle Avewue.
Waterville, Me.

Wheeler !

Send for 16 page illusl rated catalogue,
MANUFACTURED BY

EDWARD A. NELSON, Agt,, Springfield, Mass,

Donnell

TELEPHONE 59-3.
If these rem dies are not fi- r sale by yonr local
druggists send direct to the above address and
it will be sent prepaid on receipt of price. 49tf

*
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TURF;
HOEING AND PRAYING.

Said Farmer Jones in a whining tone,
To his good old neighbor Gray;
“I’ve worn mv knees through to the bone,
But it ain’t no use to pray.
“Your corn looks just twice as good as mine,
Though you don’t pretend to be
A shinin’ light in the church to shine,
An’ tell salvation’s free.
“I’ve prayed to the Lord a thousand times,
For to make that ’ere corn grow, .
An’ why yourn beats it go, and climbs,
I’d gin a deal to know.”
Said Farmer Gray to his neighbor Jones,
In his easy, quiet way,
“When prayers get mix with lazy bones
They don’t make farming pay.
“Your weed?, I notice, are good an’ tall,
In spite of all your prayers;
Ytu may pray for corn till the heaven? fall,
If you don’t dig up the tares.
“I mix my prayers with> little toil,
Along in every row;
An’ I work thts m'xture into the soil
Quite vig’rous with a hoe.

FARM

like a mixture of the common red and
alsike along with the timothy, which is
a staple graia for hay. A full crop of
clover requires considerable time and
work to cure properly and if this is not
well done the result will be disappoint*
ing. '
Most writers advise cutting clover in
the afternoon, the next dav turn it and
either rake into windrows or put in cock
before the dew fails. Then in a day or
two these can be opened to the air for a
shot ’, time and put in the barn.
In denting large crops of hay thus
early, the tedd«r will be of much help,
as by its use the drying can be greatly
facilitated and time and labor saved.
The idea should be to cure just enough,

AND HOME.

The Speed Sustaining Elixir

Resists exhaustion and enables an animal to fight out a
hard race with least fatigue. It acts directly upon the
lungs, thus enabling these organs to perform their dui ties. It is used and endorsed by the best trainers and
K T».
V/ ,j owners of this and foreign countries. During the past
j three seasons ten new world’s records were made by
horses that had the Elixir at the time. This Company
has signed certificates from their owners and drivers
setting forth those facts It benefits all classes of race horses and is absolutely
indispensable to many. If your horse tires, do not use a positive stimulant, for
the after effects are sure to prove detrimental. Send postal for full information.
Address, SPEED SUSTAINING ELIXIR CO., No. 1, Madison ave., N. T., or 133
E. South St., Indianapolis, Ind. J. W. Hughes, Sec.

One of the Greatest Inventions of 1898,
THE KENTUCKY

Water Hook Bolt.

Summer is Coming.

It tits any kind of water hook without cutting the
paddle. Any one can put them in. Carried instock
and for srIg by all the wholesale jobbers in harnesses
and saddlery hardware in Boston, Mass.
The James Bailey Co., 264 Middle 8'., Portland, Me.,
wholesale jobbers. If your Trader or agent dees Dot
have them, we will send a nickle or gold sample free on
the receipt of 25c. Discount to the trade and agents.
Manufactured for New England by

“An’ I’ve discovered, though still in sin,
As sure ss you are born.
This Kind of compost well worked in,
Makes pretty decent corn.
O ther pat. pending.

“80 while I’m praying I use my hoe,
An’ do my level best
To keep down the weeds ale ng each row,
An’ the Lord Be does the rest.

The Lisbon Mfg Co., Limited, Lisbon, Maine.

MOULTON’S

“It’s well for to pray, both night an’ mom,
As every farmer knows;
But the place to pray for thrifty com
Is right between the rows.
“You must use your hands while praying,
though,
If an answer yon would get.
For prayer worn knees an’ a rusty hoe,
Never raised a big crop yet.
“An’ so I believe, my good o’.d friend,
If you mean to win the day,
From plowing, clear to the harvest end,
You must hoe as well as pray.”
(Written for the Tuns-, Farm & Home.)

SECURING THE HAY CROP.
Its Importance on the Dairy Farm.
(BY E B TOWLE )

BIKE - SULKY,
Everybody knows that summer will soon be
here, and that with settled roads and beautiful
weather will come a desi ce to ride, and then the
question arises with all,

BEST IN THE COUNTRY,

Ihat shall we buy for a Carriage?

Hudson,

Mass.

Now here is one that must strike every mortal
(who is not selfish euongh to want to enjoy the
IT IS LIGHT, STRONG AND HANDSOME I
good things of life alrine') as the acme of style
aud comfort for a family carriage. It is light The principle is right to stand the hardest service.
and very low down, thus making it easy to get in
and out. The canopy top, protecting one from
It is THE STRONGEST SULKY BUIL
the hot sun or a sudden shower, can be removed
I-»• have had «a number of them in use during, the last three seasons. They are
in it few minutes, after the heat of summer is y
over, making a beautiful opan job f _>r fall riding. J fully guaranteed,
This is one of the most popular styles .for sum- {
—
They are the best Ball Bearing, Pneumatic Tire, with Steel or Hickory Wheel.
mer boarding houses and for liveries. We',
Can give you a long list of references, but I do not deem it necessary, but
can furnish pole when desired, but it runs so
nicely one liorcM draws it very easily. All think would refer you to
ing of purchasing & »n;ethnig cf Uns kind will do
A. E. COLE, Hudson, Mass.,
well to write me and get prices and special terms
bef >re buying c Isewhere, We also nave exten
C. H. NELSON, Waterville, Me.,
sion tops, same styie, and 40 other styles of hght
J. H. RICHARDSON, Boston, Mass.,
tops and open carnages. Let ine hear from you.

It may seem a little early to talk on
this subject, but in some sections of the
country where your valuable journal
circulates the work of securing the hay
crop will moat likely be commenced soon
Who have used them through the seasons of 1895 -6-7, and could refer you to many
after, if not before, this meets the eye
others.
of its reader.'
SECOND-HAND SULKIES CHEAP.
On all farms in all parts of the country,
I Make Runners to go in plaee of Wheels for Winter Speeding.
but more especially where dairying is
W. H. MOULTON,
udson
ass
the leading industry, grass and hay are
ifg^Send for price before buying if you want a Sulky thia season.
4'tf
main crops for the maintainence of stock
in summer and winter. This being the
case it is quite easentlal not only to grow
the most of these products, hut to make
the grass into hay at a period of growth
when it will produce the most milk and
NORTH GRAFTON, MASS.
bu*ter or chees ■». Experi trace has proven
pretty conclusively that for dairy purSire Whips 2.27X, sire of the champion trotting
gelding Azote 2 04%, by Electioneer.
posss grass should bs cut early, as near
Dam Manette (dam of Arion 2.07%) by Nut wood,
S- A COFFIN,
2.18%.
ly as may be at the period of blossoming
Fleetwood is a ten year old standard bred bay
For horses, fattening stock, or general Livery, Boarding Feed and Fxhorse with black points, 15-3 hands high, weight
1100 lbs.
market purposes, the demand is for
change Stable.
Fleetwood’s sire Whips 2.27%, by Electioneer,
got Azote 2.04%, thfe champion trotting gelding
more matured product.
Ten Cent Carriage to and from all trains
of the world, and his dam Manette, produced
boats.
On large farms it is difficult securing
Arion 2 07%, which holds the world’s champion
BATH. MAINE
89 Center St.
record for two-year-old trotters, 2.10%. $50
all of the crop at the most profitable
season.
‘ 40-39
Stable open all night.
period, hut it will be found better to
lose a little in weight by commenciifg
s
remedy
(Brother to Peko 2.11X), hay a, Feb. 14,1887, air.
quite early, than a good deal in quality Immediate Ke ief and Sure Cure in all
Elect one er 125. Dam Penelope (dam of Pedlar
andPeko 2.11X), by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam,
in the end from over ripeness. With
cases of
thoroughbred Planetia, by Planet; 3d dam La
Henderson, by Lexington; 4th dam, Kitty
plenty of he'p and the best of hay ITCHING AND BLEEDING PILES.
Clark by Imported Glcn oe; bay, about 1SJ4 handa.
Sold by
or send by mail on receipt
ing machinery this work may be made
Took a two-year-old race record of 2.27X at Pet
all
prices.
■
Rend 2 •. stamp for gam
aluma, Cal., Aug 27, 1889, is the sire of Elsveth
to progress rapidly and with compara Druggists
2.27X, Charles Macklin (4) 2.28X, Annelia Pedlar
ke; vo ,
p °- Box 2770.
tively little loss.
Oct. 13, ly.
NSW YORK, CITY.
Winner of the 10 beat rice at Mystic Park, Oot.
On most farms their are a variety of
11, 1895. Was second in three heata and waa flrat
in
the iaat three heats of that race. Visitors not
grasses, including the clovers, of which
received on Sundays. #50 season.
there should be a liberal proportion on
Address
all dairy farms, and the^owner can by a
little calculation manage to secure the
earlier portions first and in this way get
the most or all of his crop when at the
proper stage of growth. • It will require
a little more time and labor to secure
TO STAND AT THE PINE GROVE FARM FOR THE YEAR 1898
the crop this early than when it has bfoome morn mature or ripe, but if the
BROWN ROLFE BY YOUNG ROLFE.
work has been well done the hay will be
Considered one of the finest stallions in the State for raising gentlemen’s drivers.
worth much more than the late cut and
OMMNCING SEPT. 10, 1897. I shall re
this-is what the fatmer should especially
ceive 2 ears (40) Horses each week, sizes 1000 COMMODORE NELSON BY NELSON 2.09,
look after.
to 1630 lbs. These Horses are ready fur imme
Dam by Dictator Chief. This is one of the finest of Nelson’s get
diate use. Special prices t> lumbermem and
If there is a mixture of the clovers dealers.
Large stock of Harnesses constantly on
RED HAWK BY RED WILKES.
with timothy, red-top, or other good hand. Heavy Tfeam Harness a specialty.
These horses have the size, style and fine color. Three as fine stallion*
grasses, the curing will be more easily
JONAS EDWARDS
for stock as can be found in Maine. SEASON SERVICE $20 OO
AUBURN. ME.
done than with the clovers alone,
Telsphons No. 64-?
speak of clovers, as here in Vermont we
*.* Correspondence a o liclted
38.2
Add,™ jea s. CURRIER,SHallowell, Maine.

H. W, MARSHALL,
Kingston, N. H.
COMMERCIAL HOUSE STABLE.

H
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EDGEWOOD :: FARM,

ELECTWOOD
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TURF
not too little or too mueh. ;The natural
juloes of the graeses should be retained,
not dried out or dissipated, hut there
should be no water with the hsy when
it is put in the mow.
If possible to prevent, hay when near
ly or quite dry should not remain spread
on the ground over night, as in that con
dition the dsws will injure its quality.
Better rake into windrows if the weather
is fair, or put in cock. Half-dried hay
may with advantage be turned over at
night, as the dews will not injure the,
nndried portion.
There should be separate mows for
the different qualities of hay, so that it
oan be readily got at when wanted to
feed. Cows should have the best early
cut hay when giving milk, and so should
the calves.
If there are any pieces of wild or
water grasses, sorrel or other weeds,
such should be cut early before the seed
matures, and while they will make a fair
quality of fodder, such hay should he
put in a place by itself where it can be
fed at the most desirable time. The aim
should be to produce a better quality of
hay wherever possible.
Some farmers with a large amount of
clover or heavy grass to secure, provide
caps to cover it when put in cock. This
saves all possible damage from bad
weather.
At the close of haying farmers are
very apt to say they did not commence
quite soon enough and will try to do
better another year. It will be well to
call this to mind just about now and act
upon it.
Franklin Co , Vt.
FARMERS’ FIELD DAY.

A Farmers’ Field Day Meeting will be
held at the University of Maine, Orono,
Mains, Wednesday, June 1, 1898. The
programme of the day will consist of in
speotion of the grounds, buildings and
appliances of the College and Experi
ment Station.
The buildings will be open, allowing
all to see the museums, laboratories,
workshops, greenhonaes, barns, poultry
buildings, recitat’on and drawing rooms,
apparatus and other facilities for in
struction. The machinery of the Dairy
building, the Electrical Engineering and
Mechanic Arts departments will he in
operation.
There will be informal addresses by
members of the faculty in regard to the
collections, demonstrations with some
of the more important apparatus, ex
hibition of improved agricultural ma
chinery, the operation of the dairy
building, and the inspection of the
barns, herds and flocks. The investi
gations in the Experiment Station will
be explained by those engaged in the
work._________________

OUR SONG BIRDS.
Secretary B. W. MoKeen is now send
ing out his queries regarding the song
birds, which is to he the subject of the
June board bulletin. Beside the usual
questions ro’ative to agricultural mat
ters, Secretary McKesn says:
The Board of agriculture again comes
to you for assistance in getting together
matter for its bulletin. We have decided
to devote this number to our bird friends
Of course the song birds take the lead,
but there are many other birds which
are a help to the farmers and an orna
ment to the landscape. We shall he very
glad to have you give our readers your
views in relation to the best methods for
protecting these birds, the habits of any
and all birds with which you are famil
iar, and any other faets which you may
deem of interest. As we note the alsrming increase of insects of all kinds and'
their depredation upon many of our
farm crops, it becomes us to heed the
work or ail of nature’s helpers in the
great battle for the balance of power
which is so necessarv to* maintain the
even tenor of her course. We thank you
for your comprehensive replies to the
questions for the good roads bulletin,
and regret that we wire obliged to leave
out some on account of space. They
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will be printed in subsequent numbe r
as we have space. We shall be very glad
to answer all questions. We have now
a botanist and entomologist to whom we
refer all questions relating to plants and
insects, and shall be glad to extend this
branch of the bulletin as fully as possi
ble. We also ask you to make careful
replies to the following seasonal crop
questions, placing your answers in the
spaces left for them, leaving the space
below for your remarks.

Attention Horsemen!

AND HOME.
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THE WORLD
are out of the or
dinary—there is
nothing ordinary about them—in fact THEY ARE

EXTRAORDINARY TN EVERY PARTICULAR.

The Tweed Liniment Co. is out for
business as usual. Their liniment is
economical to use and always reliable.
Testimonials from reliable parties mailed
upon application: Write for price and
list of agents fiom Maine to California.
TWEED LINIMENT CO., Chelsea, Mass.

5<Za Nickel Steel T
ig, dust proof bearings, direct
tangent spokes, fini, -of the finest, construction im
possible to eqpaL^New Departure Back Pedaling
Brake on all chain Columbias—every possible re
quirement that the greatest experience and skill can
produce is yours with a Columbia.

In the list of premiums to be found on
the second page will he found some
thing suitable for every x>ne, no matter
what their taste or inclination may be
Bead it carefully and then make your
selection.

Columbia Bevel-Gear Ghainless Bicycles, . . $125
Columbia Chain Wheels,......................................
75
Hartford Bicycles,........................................... .
50
Vedette Bicycles,......................................$40 and 35

DIETZ

Catalogue free from any Columbia dealer, or by mail for one 2-cent stamp.

POPE MFC. CO., Hartford, Conn.

No. 3

Street tamp
HAS A SHINING RECORD
OF 20 YEARS.

It is offered as an effectual
antidote for “outer
darkness,” and is thor
oughly well made, on
scientific principles.
It will give more light
than any gas-burning
lamp, do it cheaper and
do it with kerosene (coal
oil).
It can be lit and regu
lated from the outside;
can continue in business
despite the wind; can
and will give you entire
satisfaction, by reason
of its absolute relia
bility.
It is but one member of
an enormous family of
" light goods ” that we
build, and to whom we
would be glad to intro
duce you by means, of
our Catalogue, which we mail free upon application.
If you insist upon having the very best goods
made, your dealer will give you “ Dietz.”
If you cannot obtain this Lamp of your dealer, we
will deliver it, freight prepaid, to any part of the U.S.
or Canada, upon receipt of its price, viz., gti.OU.

W. W. BERRY & CO, Columbia Dealers,
Waterville, Maine,

Hopkins’ Magic Gold Dust.
ESTABLISHED IN 1868.

A SPEEDY CURE FOR

Sores and Wounds.
FINE AS DUST.
The only Natural and Complete Remedy for
sores and wounds on

HORSES AND CATTLE.
S’ratchps. Grease Ileels. Thrush, Poll Evil,
Fistula, Quitter, Sore Back, Sore Tongue, Galls,
Lainp'ts, Opfhalmia or Inlitmed Eyes- Fresh Cuts,
Sore Teats on Cows, Hoof Rot, Foul in Cattle’s
Feet, etc.

R. E. DIETZ CO.,
60 Laight Street, New York.

FOR THE HUMAN FAMILY
Catarrh, f*v©r sores, piles, loucliorrhea or
whites, salt rheum, sore throat, chil
blains, burns and scalds, scald head
canker or sore throat, etc.
Warranted to give satisfaction or money re
funded. For sale at all the princ p .1 drug and
country stores in the United Stages and Canadas
Large size $1 per bottle,
small bize, 50c. per hottie.

Established in 1840.

WEAK
MEN
ATTENTION!

I suffered for years from seminal weak
ness, lost power, night emissions, vari
cocele, stricture, atrophy, premature de
cay, neurasthenia, brain and nerve ex
haustion. I was robbed, swindled and
nearby killed by quacks, advertising doc
tors, medical institutes, etc,
A brother clergymen told me he had
suffered from the same troubles which I
had, that he was treated and cured at a
small expense by an honest firm of man
ufactnring chemists ar.d advised me to
write to them; I did so, they sent me a
small book. I read it and followed the
advice therein given, and was perma
nently cured at an expense of a very
few dollars.
I would advise every man and woman
who is suffering from aoy weakness or
disease to write at once to Lea, Wood &
Co., Manufacturing Chemists, Lowell,
Mass., for a copy tf their book, eniitled
“A Practical Treatise on Sextual Weak
ness, Brain and Nerve Exhaustion”
(which they will mail to you free of
charge); it will tell you how to cure
yourself privately at home at a small ex
pense, and save yon from being robbed
by quacks and swindlers.
REV. CHAKLESTT. DOWNING.

J. H. HOPKINS’ GOLD DUST CO.
Sole Manuf’rs and Props.
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STREET,

OFFICE.
PR”VIDESCi£, R. I.
FOR SALE BY
Blanding & BlandiDg, Providence, R. I.
Mark W. Cross Co., 20 Summer St., Boston.
Cha®. N. Crittenion & Co., 115 Fulton St., New McClure, Gibson & Walker, Albany, N. Y.
R.S. Luqueer&C®., 67MurravSt .New York.
York.
Geo. O. Goodwin & Co., Hanover St., Boston, Robert Currier, 6th Avenue, New York.
Mass.

Reliable War News
IN THE GREAT

NATIONAL
FAMILY
NEWSPAPER
Furnished by Special Correspondents
at the front.

Medical Investigator and Advisor.

We the undersigned, all located in the
ciiy of Lowell and State of Massachu
setts, do hereby endorse and recommend
the firm of Lea, Wood & Co. as being
strictly honest, honorable and thoroughly
reliable; Lowell Morning mail, Lowell
Daily Sun, Lowell Trust Company (State
Bank). C. F. Hatch & Co (manufactu
rers), John H. Harrington, ex-city treas
urer, F. J. Flemings, ex alderman, Prof.
J. Frederick Rief, expert theraputist.
Order one of our books (free to day).
LEA, WOOD & CO.,
3 Prescott Street, Lowell, Mass.

58 UNION

TRADE MARK.

NEW-YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
wTl contain all important war news of the daily edition.
Special dispatches up to she h »ur of publication.

Careful attention wtil ne giveu to Farm and Family Topic®, Foreign Corres
pondence; Maiket Reports, and all general »»ew« of the World and Nation.
We furnish The New-York Weekly Tribune and

THE TURF, FARM AND HOME,
BOTH

ONE YEAR

FOR $1 50.

Send an orders to THE TURF, FARM AND HOME,

WATERVILLE, MAINE.
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TURF. FARM AND HOME.

The above cut represents the fine
buildings on the Herrick Farm, Orono.
Thia farm is situated on the line of the
electric railroad one and one-half miles
from Orono village. The management
of this large farm is in the hands of Mr.
F. L. Palmer, who is an effloient manager
and business man. This is one of the
largest stock farms in this part of the
state. The stock oonsists largely of the
Red Polled cattle, a herd of 32 mostly
cows and beifers, headed by a three-yearold thoroughbred bull that girts 6 ft. 10
in., weight 1300 pounds. This bull has
taken premiums as follows: 1st as naif,
1st as yearling, 1st as two-year-old and
1st as three-vear-old. He was bred in
Delaware, Ohio, by Capt. V. T. Hill
There are two fine yearling bulls and
three very handsome bull calves. The
above’stock are the Red Potted cattle.

He b as some other stock on the place,
Are you working lor a
H- lsteins and Jerseys. His stock for
RECORD BREAKER?
the year 1897 took all of the premiums
Then use YANKEE LINIMENT in
your wash.
at the fairs where ever exhibited.
It enlivens the skin, strengthens the
He keeps a flook of fifty sheep mostly
cords, allays inflammation, and prevents
Shropshires, a few South Downs. He
swelling. It is wonderful how quickly it
has but 53 swine at the present writing,
cures sprains.
usually runs as high as 200; has one
We guarantee our SPAVIN CURE
■■ INFALI IBLE, except in cases where
Tamworth breeding sow. The balance
of the breeding sows are Chesters. This Curb, Shoe Boil, Capped Hock and Splint.a bone Spavin has b-en fired; also for
hog cote is fitted up with pens very con
Money refunded for every failure.
venient for the business. His barn is
Colic Cure and Scratch Ointment have never failed to cure when ussd.
None genuine without the signature L. T. Hazen. For prices address
very conveniently arranged; there is
running water to both house and barn.
L. T. HAZEN, Manager Yankee Remedy Company,
MALDEN. MASS.
He has three horses whloh he uses in ______________________
his business; has a good office well
NEW ENGLAND
heated with a good large stove with
boiler attached for oooking food for
swine and stook. He brought last fall
a thoroughbred Shropshire bnok whioh
READVILLE TROTTING PARK.
came from Ohio.

zmz^zEjLIET

Trotting Horse Breeders’ Association.

2.1912. 12th ANNUALBREEDERS’ meeting.
September 19 23, 1898.

THE FAYORITE SON OF BAYARD WILKES 2.111-4.
MALLET is half brother to Bismarck 2 13 1-4; Beatrice 2 18 8-4, Alfred 2.23 3-4 and
Anita T. 2 21 1-2.
MALLET'S dam is Katy Boone, 2.32 1-4, by Daniel Boone, eon of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian.
2d dam L«»dy Demerit, by Gen. Knox. 3d dam by Baton Horse.
AIall,kt is 7 v^ars o'd thia spring, bay’ in color, od© whit® ankle behind, 15X hands high, and
weighs 1(20 lbs He la a v ry strong limbed hor e, and ha® been a success »s a race horse, by winning
12 races out of 17 start*. < me of the most important reasons why I bought Mallet was the grand
appeara' c* of h;s colts. He has 2 our yea - -elds, 12 three-ysar olds and 14 yearlings. He served no
mares in 1895. being a raced full season, consequently has no two-ye-^r olda.JHls get have great substa ce ano elegant finish all over. I saw three of his yearlings that weighed 600 lbs. each, and all
exr-a go«>d gaited.
MA LLBT will make the season of 1898 at the Maine 8tate Fair Grounds at 925.00 by
the season, payable at Time or service, with cash or bankable note, with a free return to all mares
not preving in foal. Ad iress all communications to
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CP. DRAKE, Proprietor, Lewiston, We.

NEW ENGLAND’S
High-Class Sale Stable.
BOSTON.

alleFlowes

New England Live Stock Com
mission Agency.
SPECIAL AUCTION SALES.

HIGH-CLASS HARNESS HORSES ALWAYS ON HAND AT
PRIVATE SALE.
OPEN EYERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.

Sales Every Thursday.
CHOICE

HORSES SOLICITED.

ALLEN LOWE, MANAGER.

Week following Rigby Grand Circuit Meeting.

EARLY CLOSING PURSES.
Class A.
Class B.
Class C.
Class D.
Class E.
Class F.

$1000.
$1500.
$1000.
$2000.
$1500.
$3000.

Two-year-old Trotters.
Three year-old Trotters, 2,25 Class.
Three year-old Pacers. 2.30 ClsssThe Tyro, 2.40 Class, Trotting.
2.25 Class, Pacing.
The Puritan, 2.10 Class, Trotting Stallions.
POM niTIHMQ National Trotting Association Rules to govern. All horses to be named at
UUIl UI I lUIVOi time of first payment. Two from the same stable may be named in a classbut on and after Aug. 15 a forfeit will be required for every horse kept in, and every horse starting
must pay the full amount of entrance, five per cent. All cl-eses open to the world.
Forfeits are due June 15, July 15, Aug. 15 and Sept. 3, and lu amounts as follows •
Classes A and C, $12.5r, $12.50, $12.50, $12 50.
Classes B and E, $18.76. $18.75, $18.75, $18.75.
Class D, $25, 9*5. $25. $25.
Class F, $37.50, $37 50, $37.50, $37.50.
ENTRIES CLOSE JUNE 15, 1898.
The New England $13,000 Futurity, two-year-old divisions, raced at this meeting.
Liberal purses, classes to be announced later, closing Aug. 15, will make up the balance of pro
gramme.
C. M. JEWETT, feecretary, Readville, Mass.

NEW

ENGLAND
----- OF-----

FUTURITY

$7500 for foals of 1898.

91500 FOR TROTTING TWO YEAR OLDS95000 FOR TROTTING THRIK YEAR OLDS.
91000 FOR PACING THREE YEAR OLDS.
Guaranteed by New England Tretting Horse Breeders’ Association, Boston.
Entries close June 15, 1898.
HOW TO ENTER.
On June 15, send name and breeding of each mare you enter, and name of horse by which she
is with foal.
How much it costs and dates of payments.
No. 1. June 15.1898, $5 for every mare named.
No. 2. Nov. 15,1898, $10 for each renewal.
With this November payment give the sex color and marking of foals. Every foal on whioh
this payment is made is eligible to start as two yesr old or three year old, or buth.
ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS.
If you start a two yea- old.
No 3. May 1, 1900 $10 for every one kept in.
All foals on which May 1, 1898, payment is made must he named at that time.
No. 4. Aug. 1, 1900, pay $15.
No. 5. Night before the race starter must be declared, and pay $25.
Payments Nos 3, 4, 5 are not required for entries that do not startl a
as two year olds.
If you start a three year old.
No. 6. May 1,1991, pay $25 if trotter, $10 if pacer, on every one kept in.
No. 7. Aug. 1,1901. pay $25 if trotter, $10 if pacer, on each one kept in.
No. 8. The night before the race declare starter, and pay $50 if trotter and $10 If pacer,
DIVISIONS OF MONEY.
Two-yea -old Trotters.
Three-year-old pacers.
Three-year-old-Trotters.
$900 to first.
$600 to first.
93500 to first,
375 to second.
250 to second.
lcoo to second.
150 to third
ioo to third.
350 to third.
75 to fourth.
50 to fourth.
150 to fourth.
Open to the World.
GENERAL CONDITIONS, Q
No limit to the number a party may enter. No limit to the number to renewals on any pay
ment except those made on night before either race, when starter must be declared. An entrv
may start as two year old, three year old, or both.
J
If a mare prows barren, slips, or has dead foal or twins, or if the foal dies before Nov 15 1898
the Nominator may substitute another foal, regardless of ownership; but there will be no return of
payment, and no entry is liable for more than the amount paid in.
Entries to be made to
C. M. .TKWETT, Secretary, KeadvUle, Mass,

